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+ " --m " " ' " " ' i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n investigation TERRACE =" Four possible roig'i~;>in=.!::.:../,: '+' iays.'ministryofficlalDa'vidrFi.~her edfor  me through-traffic .of people :and . a i " I 
.eluding one thatSwlngs through."Braun, id rhft..of..the consultant's re60rt+ha.¢ . gOOdS,, he said. ' " :' " 
Island, are listed .in a highways i;ijtii.~t; ~ mined Lby +the ministryand'thecity • + through- 
alter~ ! '.'Very: little of the traffic is TERRACE - -The  city of laid at this P01nt." • i consultant's report; as /=n Laii~::~t + traffic..G - . now;~pectingthe final version. ' ['he majority:originates or st ps in Terrace+is being investigated 
through tl~: He included The ~'fire ,wh ich  Started Hwyl6dsit  nowpasses eft~ ' '  ' ' " " " " ~ bY ibe:environ!tient ministry ~'hilethe:final repon will+ address Terrace;~. Fzsheradded. ~vy 
One of!.theroute,i., would feature,i'iii£in ,7 e/t" 0f-alternate routes, Fisher Said. '~ ind~istria~l trafficin that comment.. ; for  its handling Of tile fire at in late ,lanuery -~ ~wad 
" provement to Keith Ave, beginulng,,~kelS['¢ r i': J" ~i I ' :~'+'' : :''~' ":'st' "t' :i "Jr i~i''* ' '  I ' ' l  At the'same time, Fisher said the study the city dump over the pasi thoughtto b~: extinguished 
the SandeOv¢t'pass continuing ai~3~ig"l~ •I:_...:V+ , .,.~;+ u • . "+; . ' " willoutline/Possibilities to makethe Sande 
~geena';Cellnl0se and the B.C. .Hydr "rB~#C SU~ey f/~OTe$ ~OW t~B~ month, r i when city~c~ws 'r~idmped 
Overpass afer and accessible.. ' +~, . District conservation of,., sn0won it. Bnt Ite0ntlnued building beforel = .  . i rSwing ing ,  right near Frank. ~/zr,~,,, ,. i~: :'~J~÷,~,,: ""o ,ut ~'~* u~. ~ uuuugrP+t"'~"';=~" '. Indications in the study feature a better sm6Uldering and' wasn't 
St. + to jom:HWYl6. '= ' . .  + L . , ~,tfBffic 0 "~ +h,~ %;;,,,';;.,. turn of f  route onto Tetrauit on the south ricer Peter Kalinasaid lnfor. 
The, other ~wo im, olve converting either ' i;! ,,,..:+~ ,", '!'-~r~ '. ~ "~' ~] WaY ': ~ J side of the 0yerpass. marion is being forwarded to+ finally put out unfit'Feb. +18, 
Haugla'ndor a i:oute involving Pohleinto a ~,~/i '~L-'~ ::. ~ :- : :~ + the' environment ministry's Kalina said. 
. ~highway~.7~ - + • - As for improving the flow of traffic 
' " , , x  ( , :  • " ' r ' : '" ' ' " ::,, ~.."~ +:+ . . . . . . . . .  . . .... f am the n e~y bridge to the intersection waste management branch in The city, as holder of the 
.., In those ca.~es, a.¢ well as the Braun's tratt¢,surveyi!gutessttow hat,ther  is. not.  with the. SaC, de Overpass, the stud~, lists Smithers. . waste management perndt 
- IslandpossibiliW, the new highway would ' i lot of thr0ugtt-trafflc on the highway. ,, closing off s0ine streets that nowfeed on to "No action has been for the.dump, ~ r ~ pro- 
swing,/sotith:once past the new bridge :-.t ioTha~h~plications for theconstruc-,  the highwayfl:om the south s ide . : !+  ' decided upon and the in. secured for any violations uf 
leading ea~t:ir£to he city. /7: , i  i. + y+ e~ass b~ause its need :must But motorists would have amoreassured vestigation continues," he .the permit - -  including fires 
All'.would:come back to join Hwyl6,at: :b~ .b.'~ed on thee/number ' of vehicles that . access by.ihe installation .of a l ight on said. "No charges have been started by vandals. 
Frank using a possible ~:lover leaf-overpass ' Ouldtravel+over it, ne said, : • ' Kalum, tnaking that street a ma" t .... . , , .  . . , .............. . . ' ' . - ajor feeder s ruc ture .  . . :.Highway 16,or any highway, IS design, route on to the highway. 
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• money .~- , - 
sought 
TERRACE - -  City officials are 
: turning toa  federal government 
• program in the attempt to raise 
money for a new com-  
::i munity/conference centre, ~ 
The community initiatives 
Program run : by ~ Employment 
'; and ;Immigrati0n Canada can 
.J.:~ :le~d uP t0 50 Pei-c~nt of the cost 
i!i~+ of a facility which encourages 
'7:+ nennle.to Visit from outside the 
,uncil f i rst  proposed the 
~: idea,.:, of  a " com- 
~!,i~!munit~/c0nference 'centre last 
!~: year;:~suggesting it could cost up 
~!~i to $4 million for a place io hold 
: :!~ .comniunity and private 'events 
ii~i+ and: : : : fo r  conventions and 
i~U, seminars; :: ~ i : , 
7- . , ;~ ,  l ' 
I PETE R NISYOK of Creative Options. an employment and life skills program, earns a wage from 
I the Terrace Beautification Society by c eaning up city streets. The program helps handicapped 
| PeOPle find and keep jobs. : :. 
N oppo  eated  , ew rtunifies or , 
ITERRACE. ''LSOm¢ haYe j0bs'.in+resiaurants resume weparation and learning how.to con: 
arid ..others:in: storesl .~vhile +some Work • as duct oneself in an interview. "i' " : .... 
• janitors.+: •:. +~'~;~:..:i ' ::+" " ~ + ~ r ++  : k . . . .  ++ ~ ~+ "1 +i~k ~)~[ + +'m~m~+ + ~ " " ~ + ',Wehave two people who are at the singe the 
.They re people who have a haadtcap of some . only support they needls a weekly visit, It s just 
7kind~ '.are: o".n .S0c!al: ~ i i s !m~iand ihave never : like a supportgroup,. Said pelletie/;:!i,'7 + ~:~': 
i ::workU before< 0r~had Jitde ;-help in:finding or +.  She said Creat!ve oPtions! supp0n !nclud~ I ,..keepi i + -~ ing j~bsii;i:+:i!~;,i~! ' " ?;i~!/i!;':+!:! !:.'<i!:+ ..<  /,!: ~: : : "  .,' visitingthe job !O make sure '!he!<:perSbn 
[:::"i That.is;until  they ~>~,o f+Cteat lve  p;edyer~:~o;i~;t i~,~n~ol~cluaind (~nghtw ~ 
. ( ~'tionS; " ':?/+. ~:+:i~:+ + /:i:: :i 
:,il+{ it's.;;:it'.:,pr0vlncially+~ipr~! that  +employers . . "  .++s + ;' : .,: . :i"+.i:T'~.;!'i :i ::~:+:: 
eamlm , ,, o t them the There are I0 people now m the ro am t " + " . . . . . . . .  ' " " ...... ' , "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  P~.++. ~ ,l ;asic+ +of also tailored so thatlthe person woris !to t~ • .+ :.  • l i~ i  through,lco, n~uing L~sal~pOrt,:' 
, .says director' Llnda Pelletl+r.:+i~</':~, : :+iS. :: ~7• ~ i~el and amount with which they.:ar+ co~foi 
:::'!The:idea'ls't6makelth~feel:::~i~hwldlei: table. v : , : , . -~  : 
to feel that theyi~e Citiz~e~b and ~ '~pab le  of One specialized Service being [~im~d~ '~;~1~ 
.Y,"'she said; ' : contdbmingto  thecommunity, Creative Options is.a paper shreddi :i 
h :C~r . . . . .  ;+Th°se:wit ~! io~ ,r.~V.,e:ia ;ihan-. for local bnslnesses. +. ~:~(  '~ 
~6~ i~da l  i s  looking at:other dtcapped ! iv i  ~i .~mit! i~i l  Pelletier added she 
. governmen i ~, ',' ' ~' '+it! ~.They.'~?~j"iddeh+in6n~:' as. tunities which can provide employm~L 
j !~e~:~t J  it3he ~6~ii~t~+.+ i~ye  ~ i the . ' :  '+One thing we do.is examine ~vhatii 
: i ~6~ih~eii i~u~'a¢~i~! i+~~6~i '  Job Comes up and then screen tWOlO/.t] 
our cfients we feel the employer is l~k~ 
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~me ~r~ua l ly imm, ;~ i  ;Outside of Prince George in the!'n6Hh+,+ ~ ,, +~,,~,.:+ 
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Corrections+++ 
eyes Kei+ lh t 
Avenue e 
TERRACE - -  Skeena Cellulose 
is considering selling Keith Ave. 
industrial land 'it bought last 
year to the corrections branch 
for a newlc0rrectional centre. 
The 53-acre parcel of land on 
Keith Ave. was last year iden- 
tified asiihe most favoured site 
for new correcttonai centre, 
but Skeena Cellulose bought the 
propert~ before; government 
negotiators COuld •acquire it. :~i:; 
Company spokesn~an Pa¢  • 
Og~wa~confirmed he met last 
Wednesday ifight' with-disifict' 
corrections director Roh Watts 
about the possibility Of selling 
the Keith Ave. land immediately 
west o f  the B.C. Hydro 
building. 
Ogawa called the discussions 
"very cursory" but when asked 
if they could lead to a deal, add- 
ed, "We all have to be open- 
minded." 
He said it was the first time 
Skeena Cellulose met with cor- 
rections officials to discuss ell- 
ing the land. 
The meeting took place at a 
closed-door meeting of city 
council just four days after 
Kitimat-Stikine regional district 
directors defeated a proposal to 
locate the new correctional cen- 
tre near Thornhill's Kirkaldy 
subdivision. 
"City+council as a whole is 
very anxious to find some 
means of keeping that par- 
ticular operation in the Terrace 
area," said alderman Ruth 
Hallock when asked about the 
meeting. 
"It's the jobs," she said. 
"There are 14 jobs involved 
there." 
She said the city would also 
lose out on grants in lieu o f  
taxes it now receives from the 
province for the existing coffee- 
Pat Ogawa 
tional centre. 
"We're looking at it (the+., 
talks) in a cooperative manner, 
and we're doing everything we i
can as an intermediary to: 
assist," He.Hock added. "We'd:  
,probably be helpful : if any" 
rezoning were required,~ 
although I'm not too sureif it" 
would be. The area that Ogawai: 
is talking ubout is (zoned) light:: 
industrial." 
IIII I 
She said no deal has been:: 
reached yet, but council is~ 
hopeful .  
"It  looks very encouraging at~ 
this point. We're certainly keep-! 
lng our: fingers crossed that~ 
something-will transpire." 
!:Watts wouldn't discuss the; 
meeting with Ogawa, bat said', 
"We,re!exploring all our up-', 
More outofwork  ; 
TERRACE- -  The northern situation/, "~h~:::+!i~ai~i i: ,, '~ 
B.C. unemployment rate soared awfully busy around here." 
from 9.1 per cent in December 
to 11.8 percent in January, ac- 
cording to newly released 
figures.. 
, |  P • It s a. major one-month 
l--in-.. +,+ Canada Employment Centre analyst Jmlles Gilham. 
The new 11,8 per cent rate is 
well up from the 8.2 per cent 
rate of January, 1990, he said. 
' Gilham noted the figures en- 
compass all of northern B.C., 
from the QueenCharlottes to
the Peace River icountry, and 
added that thein0rease isn't as 
bad:as the rest rOf the pro- 
vince is experiencing. 
.,'The only region inthe pro- 
~i vince that has a lower rate is the 
L Lower Mainland and Van- 
~:¢6Uver Island," he said. *'All 
:~ the interior is in  much worse 
/~;!'shape than we are"  .... 
; 7::M: Canada Employment Centre 
7: manuer Shirley K im~'sa ld  
more~claims, are +pounn8 into 
the local office on a weekly 
i~ .basis now than did during ~the 
:; 1983:~ssi0n,  ' : / ,  ..... : • 
:i'.~'.iii"We're still ,in !,a backio 8
'It's' 
ly  r  r . 
She estimated, tbe  centre's; 
• " 3 claimload is up about 18 per: 
cent from the summer. '. 
+ 
1; 
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ity pushing ............ " ' ,  , " , • . 
I C E  " After nearly fairer cost ng two years of searching for a 
new site for the correctional 
centre, corrections branch TERRACE -- Council ap. was welcomed by, the library 
officials are starting -over pro  vat for a fall referendum to board, said chairman Willy: 
again, , i .... expand the library is part of a Schneider. ' . .  . , 
;.;Here s a brief chronology plan to have the rural area con, "1 think the wheel of't~ortune 
o[e~;ents o date:, tribute more to community has turned in favour of; the" 
.ii.oi:Apdl, 1989 - -  Word facilities, says mayor Jack library," said Schneider. . ,- 
that ~the corrections branch Talstra. He and otherr-libra~/ hoard 
Wants; t0move• the existing Yet holding the referendum members Were critical Of  a 
Hv~yi6: centre and is c0n- isn't conditional upon the rural council decision to pufo f f  a 
sidering a 32-acre site near area surrounding the city agee- library referendum last.year un, 
Soucieon the bench prompts ing toshare more costs of all til i t s  plan -for a. com- 
residents to  start a petition other community facilities in munity/convention ce tre could 
opposed to such a plan. the city, he said. be developed. . . .  
* October, 1989--Bench- Talstra's comments follow a "From what I read there's a
area , residents lobbying Feb. 17 meeting between court- • realization that :while it (the 
against any site near them cil an~l the library board in community/convention ce tre) 
suggest industrial parkland which the former agreed to a may have beena worth~vhile 
on west Keith Ave. instead, fail vote to determine if tax- Jack Talstra idea, it just isn't going to fly,,, 
• April, 1990 - -  A Prince payers want to borrow money Schneider said. 
Rupert economic develop- for an estimated $1.2 million ex. $325,000 will have to come The library board repeated its 
mentorganization tries to at- pansion to the library's Lower from the rural area in a separate request for an ,,~plt~nsiq~ 
tract the centre to that city. Little Park building, referendum, referendum[::'earlier~:~On~i 
. June 1990 - -  Govern- As early as a year ago council The library board will revive nut onhold it.~ nlne d~'~r~i~,-,.,n~.- : 'ment negotiators lose ut in foll wing ~'cou ct ~ n  t o~ 
their bid to acquire a 53-acre 
parcel of land on the in- 
dustrial parkland at the west 
end of Keith Ave. The 
privately owned land --  ida, n- 
rifled as an "ideal" site for 
the jail - -  is purchased in- 
stead by Skecna Cellulose. 
The site search is extended to 
outside City limits. 
,*; Sept; 12, 1990 - -  BCBC 
indicates even sites in Thor- 
nhill have been identified as 
suitable and are being pur- 
sued. 
* February, 1991 --  The 
identification of a site near 
the Copper Mountain sub- 
division in Thornhill spurs 
residents into action. They 
hnldTa public meeting and 
draw up petitions attacking 
the proposal. 
..... '* Feb. 16, 1991 - -  
. "  • . • . .  • . . . .  
,ed myself I'd lose 30.1bs.~i~ 
" . , .  ':~ i!" ~ 
ii~30thbirthday; ~i/,,i~,i :~. 
i/sYstem did":' ;i 
' Our Comprehensive Weight Loss Program Will Help 
. Over ONE MILLION C!lents Th.ls Year; It ~ Includes: i 
i Safe and 'effective . ,  ei NutrlU0~l' supervision DD N~JtdH0nMl~t balanced 
"weight I~s me No cal~e counU, n9 "-" " ~e~lr.plans - ~ :. 
WEIGHT 
. / , ' .  
Our clienl. 
Charlene Beny, 
lost 30 Ibs, 
had said more money from the 
rural area will be needed 'for an 
expansion. 
The rural area now surroun- 
ding the city contributes 
$42,000 or 14 per cent of the 
library's operating cost. Latest 
lihrary user figures have 29 per 
cent of its members living out- 
side the city. 
~wing ~' 
an earlier lottery grant applica- put onhold itspla~ 
tion for one-third of the amount munity/convention ~ 
and it said i t can  raise up to ; ~lt'sbe~n two ~ai~i 
$150,000 in the rcommunlty, 7 :'since the library bl 
' Talstra based ihis borrowing, 10,000. square foot e 
split between theieity ~d the: 
surrounding rural area on 
population. 
"We are having a census in 
June but I believe the popula- 
the ballding was needed. 
Expansion proponents say 
the building is too small for the 
number of books and amount 
of material it comalns, too 
:Over 1700 ~n~s-.WmMwMe 
638-1800 4644 LAZELLE 
AVE., TERRACE 
*Special offer co~ of 3 weeks of Nu~m Services. Does not I~l~e c=t of Talstra reiterated the city tions are now similiar - -  10.000, small for the:number of people i J 
position several weeks ago by in the city ,and!O,000 in'the : that, use i tand  that working Nutd/System f0ods,.ma~ntenanc~program, b~breakthmoghaetivltyplanordlades. 
• ~ N e w  clients only at participating cenlms° Offer exp ms Mar. 16191, 
saying council wants a more area," he said . . . .  conditions. . are inadequate. ' . 
equitable sharing arrangement "It  seems ,only fair our  ..e:~____.. 
with the rural area for allcom- recreation facifities should be ~;-- mi~; ,  i ~ i  " i . ' H - R ' " H  i a m~m'- .  I I I 
munity facilities before any Shared in a Somewhat more I i i~  ~ ~ , A  - -  ': . . . .  ~ • 
equitable 50/50:°cost basis.and r '4`' ~ ~ ' : J  " " " " " more major projects are under- 
taken, that goes for the:arts, too,,, I I  
"I see the library as a Talstracontinued. 
separate issue ... but we are i. The mayor said council will ~' 
looking at it in the sense it is our want a better definition of the = ' 
percy in the future for recrea- estimated expansion Costs in ad- 
tional and cultural services in vance of any borrowing referen- 
Terrace," said Talstra last dum. 
Recognizing the residents' 
.opposition, Kitimat-Stikine 
regional district directors 
vote 9-2 to reject the rezon. 
week. 
Talstra said the planned fall 
library vote will see city tax- 
payers being asked to borrow an 
estimated $325,000 of the pro- 
am 
He said council will now ~i 
gin negotiations with the i 
~ional district to expand the FUN-  FUN'  
taunt ofmoneypeople in the I • ~ides.&:p~ 
ral area contribute to the 
rary. . ' . " ..,- . , ; every Wedne~ 
News of thereferendum plan except 8tatuatory 
begin 
reg io I  
amount 
rural 
ing appli.eation for the pro- 
posed Copper Mountain site. ject $1.2 million expansion cost. libr r~ 
He added tha'tl;the remaining .  g 
pi ints tim i = Com e consum nR. ,  brlngafrlel 
TERRA= - -  A new pr0~l~iurai Th j~u,nre : (he  qo~p'~or  ~f  cou~/~l; pay in~ '~"  r?., labour minlstry system of, fop0-w~s, al~,~pplicable r e g u l a - ~  ; r ~ W o r E  ~ can: be diffic~t.~ -~ i:~,~, ' i  
' ~g that wages and benefit~ re ti0n~'Eoncdrning paymentsand ~3~At he same tir6~, D~9]s ~d~F ! . . ?. a 
rightfully paid employees is-- benefits for its employees, the introduction of comput(~r "" ~"~.. • 
working but is causing a i~ ~ I~ '
backlog, says an industrial [] 
labour elations officer. 
Roger Davis of the employ- 
ment standards branch said 
checking a company's entire 
payroll record based on a com- 
plain t of just' one employee is
time cons¢ming. 
• 'The physi .cai task of check- 
in8 is not the problem, but the 
calculations hy us or using com- 
puters is taking time," he said. 
Under the new procedures, a 
complaint by one employee that 
he or she hasn't been paid over. 
time, for  example, can lead the 
.':: branch ~to :eX~nine ,a l lof  the 
feared in might be," said Davis. 
"We're seeing less infractions 
than first thought,'~: he added. ~ 
What the employment S ana 
dards branch, does' see is a 
misunderstanding of how time 
and .half or double time provi- 
sions are calculated according 
to provincial labourlaw, Davis 
continued. 
. Davis couldn't sa~,howmany-, Program:payroll calculations i
(such checks have been paid o r  helping businesses. 7 9 I 1 4 
calculate the dollar, am0unts in:. ,',!, : S6me~p~oi~lems.that'have oc- CALL 
volvcd, but .did, say;:there are,, curreciare,'due tO ihe',c0mputer All pools and slide~di'e 
fewer prob lems than an- pro~'ams. "notl taking into ac- E 
ticipated.. " " • - count ,the:;'requirements under i 2 for 1 ALL DAY ,' 
"It appears that the dollar )rovinciallabour laws, he said. i / I l / I H m 
figures are hot as much as lhad ' , ' ' " " ,. • ' • . . . . . . .  
-He acknowledged that the i NOR~ERN 6C~WINTER GAMES - 
process of determining time o f f  
EVERY 
/ i : WEDNESDAY! I 
~iam a / m ,  
NORTHERN BC~ WINTER GAMES 
': . . . . . . . .  - " i i ' 
oahem B !:Winte Games held in: Telrace Fet , ,  ...... i - 3/9 
Ter ace ' ~ Stret 88 f ti ..... ~i • C i iyOf  ~ Ki ma~'  r and$chool:Di i NO. ~ -Distr icto'  
and ~ School D!.strlct NO. 80 ® Patrons, Sponsors, :.Frlends~ 
~ .: • Teleth0n ~C0ntributors and workers. Billeting, families in Ter;' ~i ' 
, , , . . . , , : • , / - . . , 
race and.KRlmit:~Hostesses, Sports Chairman, Security people, r ;!~ 
': vers, Communications, First Aid people, Results, P,R. peopl ~* 
the many, many volunteers who contributed their time:ande~- !Ii i : D r i  
fa°nrdth..., h ..,. ,,..~which made the games a success, for without you it: coUld not i~ 
ii iiil 
HOST COMMITT 
- L  
o ,  
, ,G<G: 
:)-- i '  !L/,? !~ii.: i ORTHERN, B,C. WINTER 
~,  - ~ 7 ~  . . . . . . . . . . .  7 .  " •  ~ . . . . . . . . .  , • "?  . . . .  ? . ;  : • ,  " . .  
i " : " :  • : " "  : ' :  5~i/~i' i~.::  • 
. . . . . .  ," ' • • • , • , • ~ " ' ~ . -  , ~ • ~ ' "~ '~ '  ~" "" , , . . . . .  , "  i% : , , • . . . .  . . . . .  ~ ,~ . . . .  , . ,~ . ,  ~ , , . .  ~t .~ , ,~ ,~ ,,~ o~ , t~  ~ ,~ ,  , - *  ~ , - ,~ ,~ 'e .  , ' ~  • ' " ' , - -o  - °~ t ~ ~. ; , , . ,~  ~,  0,+ : . ;~ J i41  
Cultural fare 
WORLDLY DELIGHTS: Youngsters feasted on this spread of ethnic food -- which ranged from 
Scottish to East Indian -- inside ThornhUl Elementary School at lunch last Thursday. The 
multicultural uncheon was a potluck affair with at least 50 parents bringing in a dish each to 
show off their ethnic cuisine. It was also a fund-raiser, With proceeds going towards sponsoring a 
foster child in a third-world country -- the idea of Grade 7 student Tommy Munson, Other events 
are also planned to raise the $30 a month necessary to sponsor the child, and organizers were 
delighted with the response from parents to this first event, 
Slumber Lodge Is Pleased 
To Announce The 
Re-Opening Of Our 
Pool & 
Sauna Facility 
Guests Only 
FOR RESERVATIONS:  
635-6302 
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TERRACE - -  The bankruptcy 
of Impact Construction Ltd. is 
pulling down another local firm 
and hurting numerous others. 
The local construction firm' 
leading work on the Twin River 
Estates senior citizens' housing 
complex on Lakelse Ave. filed 
bankruptcy earlier this month. 
Most of ~: Impact's nearly: 
$700,000 in debts are owed to 
about 50 local Suppliers and 
subcontractors who will likely 
never see all of their money. 
Impact's bankruptcy papers. 
show remaining assets of about 
$335,000 --: most of which .is 
uncollected accounts receivable. 
The bankruptcy has sparked 
fears in the local' business com. 
munity of a chain-reaction of 
construction firm failures; 
"I  think there will be quite a 
rippling effect as far as the 
smaller contractors and in -  
die!duals that are going.to be 
losing here," said Sandy 
Farkvam of Far-Ko Contracting 
one of the firms that is out of 
pocket; "Some of them aren't 
going to be in business after this 
is all over. It's really unfor- 
tunate." 
Wireways Electric Ltd. 
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Ban kruptcy ri p.ples 
swamp other firms 
Dennis Palmu 
which is owed $46,000 by Im- 
pact - -  has now also filed : 
bankruptcy in the wake of the  
failure of Impact. 
And a representative of 
Everlast Developments Inc. said 
that company could also be 
finished depending on how 
much of its $88,000 claim it can 
collect. 
Impact ' s  only secured 
Creditor is the Royal Bank, 
which is owed $150,000. 
But the list of major 
unsecured creditors is long :  
Everlast Developments Inc , , :  
$88,000; Convoy  Supply, ~, 
$70,800; Wireways Electric~ 
$46,000; Telkwa •Roofing and. 
Sheet Metal, $34,800; Acadia i 
Insta l lat ions,  $34,0001; 
Fairhaven..Farm, . $23,800; 
Wildwood • Construction Ltd . . . .  
$22,464; Far-Ko Contracting, 
$22,000; Tanner Dr~,wall . . . . .  
Systems, $22,000; Terrace 
Carpet Centre, $19,000; Terrace 
Builders Centre, $11,000; Rain 
Coast Cranes & Equipment, ~ 
$7,8.00; and Skeena Project Ser- 
vices, $6,900. ' 
The construction businesS! 
climate's grown cold in Terrace 
with the bankruptcy, says Greg 
Townsend of Acadia Installa- 
tions, which is out more than 
$34,000. " 
"For a small company that's 
a big chunk of cash," Town- 
send said. "A lot of people got 
really hurt on this." 
Impact spokesman Dennis 
Palmu said he will know more 
about his company's financial 
situation and what can ~ be 
.salvaged after .a Feb, 28 
creditors' meeting in Van- 
couver. 
Drop-out problem tackled 
TERRACE - -  Armed with 
$55,000 in federal money, 
School District 88 wants to find 
solutions to the problem of a 
high drop out rate. 
Special services director An- 
drew Scruton said the districi 
had been chosen as one'of 12 in 
B.C. to carry out a pilot project 
under a federal program. 
Noting Canadahad a higher 
drop out rate than most coun- 
tries in the western World, he 
said the program Was intended 
to develop ways to "encourage 
students to stay in school". 
The Terrace district will use 
the money • to hire an ad- 
ministrator - -  to be named this 
week - -  whose job would be to 
research the subject and come 
up with methods of achieving 
that goal. The administrator 
would begin work immediately 
and continue until July 15. 
Scruton said Ottawa had 
already indicated more money 
would be available later to ira- 
plement proposals emerging 
from that process. 
The district would also be ac- 
quiring Future Focus, a video 
program outlining career op- 
tions available to students. Its 
value, he suggested, lay in the 
fact it contained information 
they might not be able to obtain 
through the current career 
counselling system. Scruton 
said the money was sufficient o 
ensure all secondary schools in 
the district received a copy. 
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Cruisin' along . 
Once the exclusive territory of people 
who burned wood for heat, tended 
backyard compost heaps and turned 
milk containers into planters, the en- 
vironment movement is turning into big 
dollars. 
It's become fashionable to recycle - -  
so much so that major Companies tailor 
products for the green movement and 
politicians regard even the most major 
industrial project as something that is 
environmentally friendly. 
One of  the top envirocrats in the coun- 
try is Dr. David Suzuki. From his begin- 
nings as a UBC scientist looking into 
ways of keeping fruit flies from mating, 
Dr. Suzuki has his own TV show, his 
own newspaper column and is widely 
published. 
He's now formed the David Suzuki 
Foundation, the purpose of which is to 
gather in tax-deductible dollars to do 
good work. And lest we think Dr. Suzuki 
will be selling calendars, posters and the 
such to raise money, he's come up with a 
new twist. 
It's a holiday package on a luxurious 
cruise ship. It'll depart Vancouver for a 
seven-day sail up the coast to Alaska via 
the Inside Passage with prices starting at 
just under $2,000 and topping of f  at 
$3,100. There's also a $125 fee going to 
the Suzuki foundation 
The cruise ship company promises a 
casino, Broadway and Las Vegas enter- 
tainment, bars and lounges, dance 
classes and heated pools in addition to 
talks given by Suzuki ranging from "The 
Ecocrisis And A New Paradigm" to 
"Genetic Engineering". 
Somehow the environmental move- 
ment doesn't seem to fit into life on a 
floating pleasure palace. Big Business 
meets Big Environment. Too bad. 
Simply 
Clang! That's the sound of the provin- 
cial government's plan for building a 
new correctional centre in Thornhill hit- 
ting the nearest circular file. 
And as frustrated or disappointed as 
awful 
~r ee~fs':Io~id ~h:°:n ilqyudlp;i!!~ i 
have the property rezoned. 
Residents in the area surrounding the 
larovi~i~l government officiaL~l~ight.he, proposed site, morq or less had to stum- 
about hefailure20"secure th  site ~ext o '" :,hie ~cross= th'~'news. I n the absence of 
the Thornhill']iursery, they have oniy 'any official word on exactly what was 
themselves to blame. 
There was no public statement from 
the provincial corrections branch that 
the site was the one they deemed most 
suitable. There was no gathering of in- 
formation about what the correctional 
centre is or who its inmates are. 
Instead the provincial government 
deliberately tried to submarine the issue. 
The only official documents prepared 
concerning the correctional centre were 
going on, it was up to them to come to 
their own conclusions. 
It's a curious and stupid way for the 
government to conduct the public's 
business. Any other kind of  announce- 
ment concerning the construction of a 
public facility would have come attached 
with ribbons and banners. Admittedly, a 
correctional centre is a tough sell but try- 
ing to hide it only made the situation 
worse. 
Tuning in and  out 
When does a company's staff 
layoffs cease to be "a private 
business matter" and become 
instead very much a public con- 
cern? Give up? When the Cana. 
dian Radio-Television and 
Telecommunications Commis- 
sion (CRTC) has granted the 
private company a monopoly 
license over a broadcast area big 
as a wildlife officer's jurisdic- 
tion, that's when. 
,According to a news item, 
Skeena Broadcasters has dealt 
layoff notices to three reporters; 
CHTK sports reporter Todd 
Bentley and news reporter Jean 
Carson in Prince Rupert, and 
CFTK sportscaster Len Harr- 
ington in Terrace. 
Why the layoffs? Because the 
station "can't generate the 
revenue to support" present 
staffing levels, management 
says. 
Prince Rupert businessmen 
who support amateur sports 
may take their advertising 
dollars elsewhere if they "get an 
indication that people are not 
listening because they're not 
getting local sports coverage". 
,How baffling. Here's a com- 
panywith no competition for 
~niies ifievery direction, yet it's 
haying" ffouble with profits. 
How long would it survive if it 
':ha¢[ three or four competitors as 
J~bst businesses do? 
/ ;Equa l ly  baff! ing is the 
bu~inesSmen~g w0nderment why 
hsteners , :~!ewers  spurn the 
sbt~i¢.~;;~.i~P.~n,'it :,.~hey r,ead 
news~ts?~:From time to time 
letters haVel~n printed in local 
Through 
BIfocals ! 
papers pleading for specific im- 
provements in radio and/or TV 
service. I've written a couple 
myself. Has anything improv- 
ed? Not that I've noticed. 
Maybe I'm not alone in con- 
cluding my patronage is neither 
sought nor appreciated, l think. 
of Skeena Broadcasters as a 
broody hen. It puffs out to fill 
the space; it appears to be doing 
the job; yet it'produces nothing. 
Until ! forsook CFTK Radio 
back about 1983 when they 
cancelled their morning current 
affairs program, I had never 
listened to CBC Radio. 
Once I tasted CBC "Morn- 
ingside" with its potpourri of 
current events, music, and 
books, 1 hung around for 
Almanac, Gabereau, and 
Patrick Munro,. 
So even if Skeena Broad- 
casters prune their staff as 
drastically as 9n orchardist 
treating for blight, my-style 
won't be crimped, Nontheless I 
sympathize with! staff losing 
jobs bee.ads, their employer's 
cutting costs. 
It irks me, 'thoUgh, that the 
CRTC would grant any broad- 
caster a monopoly license ffec- 
tively limiting the public's air- 
waves menU, Then tO have the 
broadcaster c oss off some[ of 
those few choices... 
W(:'ve considered installing 
cable, but nixed the notion in 
light of Channel 7's anorexic 
diet. Re-runs let me - -  and 
others -- read a few more 
chapters in a library book. 
Maybe that's partly why this 
fall the library will expand, 
while Skeena Broadcasters cut 
back, . ..-,.;-'. ~ ,..'" .~" 
Periodically, CRTC licenses 
come up for renewal. Usually 
applications are unopposed. 
But if sports groups, decide to 
contest Skeena Broadcasters' 
next renewal, they hay,  the in- 
frastructure toorganize opposi- 
tion - -  and pull it off. 
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It's time for the 
honourab!e path 
VICTORIA - -  When Bud 
Smith was under investigation 
for possible interference with 
the course of justice, a charge 
of which he was found inno- 
cent, he stepped own as at- 
torney general. 
When Peter Dueck was ac- 
cused of conflict of interest, a
charge involving a trip to 
Europe, part of the cost of 
which was picked up by a GQr- 
man electronics firm, he ste~ 
ped down as health m~mster. 
When it was suggested that 
Stan Hagen's cement firm had 
done business with a universiL 
ty, a government-funded in- 
stitution, he stepped owi~ as 
advanced education minister, 
When Cliff Michael was ac- 
cused of having tried to sell 
recreational property he owned 
to people with whom he was 
doing government business, he 
stepped own as transportation 
and highways minister. 
They all did what is com- 
monly referred to "the 
honourable thing." They 
removed themselves from 
cabinet while under investiga. 
tion. That practice is nearly as 
old as our system of 
parliamentary democracy. 
All four probably did so 
with considerable encourageJ 
mere from Premier Vander 
Zalm. It was he, after all, who 
said that appearances are every 
bit as important as reality. 
And while any of his cabinet 
ministers was under a cloud of 
suspicion, it was only prudent 
of them to step aside and 
await the outcome of the in- 
vestigation. 
Vander Zalm, on the other 
hand, is doing no such thing. 
Instead of following the exam- 
ple he expected from his 
cabinet ministers, he's hanging 
on to his job for dear life 
while conflict of interest com- 
missioner.Ted Hughes is con-.. 
)ducting his investigattoninto : 
the sale of Fantasy Gardens 
and the premier's role in it, if 
any. 
When l asked a number of 
So,red MLAs what they 
thought of the premier's dou- 
ble standard, they said he pro- 
b~hlv had a right to stay on 
From the 
¢opltol 
during the investigation 
.becd~e h'e hires,If h'ad ~ked 
i~g~e~ to'investigate'himy ~: 
"~l'm not sure I see the logic 
of that argument. Just because 
someone asks to be in- 
:yestlgated oes not necessarily 
mean he's blameless. And 
anyway, Vander Zalm, it 
seems, is a trail-blazer in this 
particular double standard. 
Vander Zalm is the only first 
minister in Canada's history to 
stay in office while under in. 
vestigation, according to John 
Mallory, a specialist in Crown 
matters and powers of first 
ministers who teaches at 
McOiil University in Montreal. 
Lucky us. 
Sources close to Vander 
Zalm say the premier's deci- 
sion to lannch an investigation 
into himself was a rather im- 
petuous one. They say he gave 
it no thought,: nor did he seek 
anyone's advice. 
The effects of this impulsive 
action on his part are having 
some disastrous results. For 
one thing, he can't call an elec- 
tion until after the investiga- 
tion is completed. That was 
one of Hughes' stipulations 
before, accepting the' task. 
Once again, everything is on 
hold. Most Socred riding 
associations were gearing up 
for the big fight. The date was 
rumoured to be mid-April. 
You can only take so many 
false starts before you lose 
momentum. 
The other problem is the ses- 
sion Vander Zalm has promis- 
ed to call I kn0~v that his 
caucus is not looking forward 
to being skewered by the op- 
position. To make matters 
worse, the premier won't be 
able to hide behind the in- 
vestigation. The NDP has 
every right to raise the issue 
and will do so. 
This Session could well be 
every Socred's nightmare. The 
,party~i~l|firchitos, and it.will be 
very; difficult for the Social 
Credit MLAS to put present an 
optimistic and united front 
when they gather in Victoria 
next month. 
Ten sitting Socred MLAs 
have decided not to seek re- 
election, three candidates who 
had already been chosen to 
carry the Soered banner in the 
next election have pulled out. 
One of them, Nocole Part.n, 
withdrew her candidacy 
because of the way he handled 
the Fantasy Garden issue. 
"1 cannot in good cons- 
cience serve a leader who does 
not recognize the fundamental 
necessity to remove himself 
from office while an investiga- 
tion into his conduct is ongo- 
ing," Parton told a press con- 
ference. 
"It is an honourable tradi- 
tion of parliamentary 
democracy that demands a 
member whose behavior is in '  
que.~.tion stepdown until that 
time that his or her name is 
cleared," she added. 
But the premier obviously 
doesn't see it that way. He 
never sees things the way other 
people do. And while he con- 
tinues to stumble from one 
crisis to another, .~eeking fault 
in others, never in himself, .the 
Social Credit party is 
disintergrating. 
There are some important 
lessons to be learned from the 
Vander Zalm debacle; It takes 
more than an engaging per- 
sonality and a nice smile to 
run a province. 
And never trust siyle over 
substance, specially not when 
the purveyor of style publicly 
declares tSat he sees no need 
for substance since style ob~ 
viously works so well. 
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tice that wasn't the case. We 
have very real concerns the 
same will happen here," she 
said. 
Those problems arose in get- 
ting permits to work in pro- 
tected are~ or refusals to allow 
roads to be builtin order to ex- 
plore for minerals, Thorstad ad- 
ded. 
What Thorstad sees happen. 
ing in B.C. is a psychology or 
mind set developing even before 
additional areas have been given 
park or other status. 
TERRACE -~ Problems mining 
" ;companies have in the United 
//:/States in exploring for minerals 
~: on lands with protected status 
~ wiil**be• repeated here, says a 
~spokesman for a provincial 
miii|n'g0rganization, 
iLinda Thorstad, land use 
•manager- ~for the B.C. and 
~Yukon Chamber of Mines, 
*r:,made the prediction baSed on 
• : ~.  cu]'rent plans to increase the 
: amount of park and protected 
land in the province. 
,."This policy is drafted from 
legislation' that came in in the 
~ United States that I and my 
associates have examined. In 
' theory they 0nining*companies) 
were allowed access but in prac- 
"Once somebody puts a 
boundary on a map, it already 
has a connotation of  being set 
aside," she said of the provin- 
cial parks development plan. 
/ : ,Minerai 
N , 
arch ing  
mains  • 
David Lefebure 
+• 
::] TERRACE - -  Mineral explora- 
/~:  ti0n in the northwest should be 
'•:i I. ]: ,s:/e°ng ~hia~ Yeha:,' epa;:ioc::narlyuin 
..... Cessful from past programs, 
says the +a~ea's mines ministry 
,:-+ geologist. ~i 
:: .~ David I~,efebure isn't predic- 
ting a surge in expenditures a  in 
past years but believes there will 
be more work • based on those 
prior programs. The search for 
gold will lead • the way. 
"There was a downturn from 
1989 to 1990 but I 'm expecting 
Eskay Creek and Mt. Milligan 
to be strong. We've had four 
really good years," he said. 
" The Eskay Creek area north 
and to the east of Stewart, part 
of the Golden Triangle of 
mineral showings, figured pro- 
minently in 1990 expenditures. 
~A~together,, $51 l,jmiliion. +w~ 
spent~, in;.the Golden ;Triangle 
:with $29 million of that in the 
E.~kay Creek area. 
Lefebure estimated that $110 
million was spent in the entire 
northwest in 1990. 
Close::behind the Golden 
Tr iang le  was Mt. Milligan, 
another strong gold area, near 
Fort,St. James. 
Mineral exploration across 
the province accounted for $143 
million in 1990, making nor- 
thwest expenditures approx- 
imately 60 per cent of that total. 
That+1990 provincial figure is 
less than the $150 million spent 
the ye~ before. 
. The  1990 expenditures were 
als0-refiected in other ways. 
. The ie . :were  nearly 86,000 
mineral claims staked up to the 
end of  September, a 25 per cent 
increase over 1989, and again 
the northwest was the most ac- 
tive. 
Actual mining monetary ex- 
penditures in the northwest 
were" higher because of more 
development work underway, 
said Lefebure: 
"Cominco's SNIP, mine (in 
the Iskut) is coniing on and 
there's advanced work under- 
way in the Eskay Creek area," 
hesaid. 
Exploration programs this 
year in the northwest also hinge 
on the issue of increased access 
" to promising areas. 
• " Mining companies in the past 
have 'depended upon air 
transport and have traditionally 
followed the road networks of 
logging companies. 
.But that's: Cbp~ing ¢ bit, at  
leasi .~ ~l¢+Is_k.'gt,.y~i~. " pi'.'~,b ~, 
,the I~vincial g6~ernmefit"/thd 
two mining companies to con- 
struct a road leading in from 
Hwy37 at Bob Quinn Lake. 
The province. Cominco :and 
Prime Resources still haven't 
figured out how road costs will 
be divided between them but the 
prospect is seen as encouraging 
by other companies. . 
And while gold and silver will 
continue to drive the search for 
new mines, Lefebu~'e says 
there's growing interest inlbase 
metals. 
"There are big deposits'with 
lots of potential, espeeiallyKut- 
cho Creek (a large copper show- 
ing)," said Lefebure. 
"Most companies till prefer 
the precious metals, but base 
metal deposits are now attrac- 
tive," he said. 
That base metal search is be- 
ing aided with predictions of 
• shortage of  such product 
around the world in the 1990s. 
"Certainly in Canada we're 
seeing a depletion in the proven 
reserves of base metals. There 
hasn't been a lot of work in that 
arm,"  added Lefebure. 
He said low base metal prices 
in the mid-1980s contributed to 
the declit, e in development in 
that area. 
"You have to remember that 
it takes four to five years of lead 
time to develop a mine. That 
means a lot to a company if 
prices for the metal are low 
because it has to make a 
profit," said Lefebure. 
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ar' locked upland 
That plan has proposed put- 
ting 10 million hectares into 
pakrs or wilderness tudy areas. 
There would be a doubling of 
park and protected land in the 
province if all study areas are 
given some sort of status, 
" I  guess what we want is an 
opportunity to make fair com- 
ment on the proposals. We see 
the need to have access at the in- 
"Less than one in 5,000 
mineral claims ever become a 
mine. And less than .1 per cent 
of all the land in B.C. is disturb- 
ed by mining," she continued. 
Thorstad said the chamber of 
mines is still working on its 
parks planning position paper 
but feels it already has proven it 
can work in the wilderness. 
"We wantto see some reason 
here. Our industry already has 
to meet stringent conditions in 
exploration and in develop- 
ment. Work programs need per- 
mits. Bonds are required. We've 
come a long way in the past 
10-15 years." 
"We've been making big 
steps in the environment. Bet- 
it,at stages of any study of an 
area," Thorstad continued. 
She acknowledged that the 
mining industry could have 
perhaps moved quicker in what 
she called the fast process that 
was established to review poten- 
'tied park and wilderness areas. 
"We do understand the need 
for wilderness. Six per cent of 
B.C. is already designated for 
wilderness. What we see is a 
need for  some sort  of  
flexibility," Thorstad added. 
She said the mining industry 
faces a particular problem in 
that an area's mineral potential 
can't be di~termined unless it has 
been explored. 
"We need as much land as 
possible in which'to explore 
. given the odds of finding a 
mine," said Thorstad. 
She said the mining industry 
can't predict what types of 
metals will be in demand years 
into the future and so it doesn't 
make sense to-freeze-certain 
areas from mineral exploration. 
ween 1985 and 1989 the mining 
industry has put $57 million in-" 
to research in environmental 
issues. That's a real commit- 
ment," she said. 
One possibility that the 
*chamber may bring forth is the 
idea of a land exchange should 
exploration in one area find 
there is enough minerals upon 
which to base a mine. 
"Things that we have done 
and are doing lend credence to 
our case. We are trying to be a 
responsible citizen. We're not 
perfect but we are rectifying 
problems and we're moving 
quickly to a better awareness of 
environmental issues," said 
Thorstad. 
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MINERAL EXPLORATION expenditures in the northwest have been 
healthy the last four years as marked on the bar graph on the left. A 
regular pattern of northwest spending forming a major part of pro- 
vincial spending has emerged. At top, the ma 13 outlines some of the 
more active mineral search areas in the northwest. Particularly hot 
are the Golden Triangle, which takes in the Eskay Creek area, and 
Mt. Milligan, near Fort St. James. More work, especially that which 
develops encouraging findings of recent years, are planned for 
1991. 
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Land c la ims  don't present a problem + ]+ .1 . :1. r ::: 
TERRACE --  The prospect of the world." dustrial leaders in B.C. and the goverarnent to becomemore ment," he said. 
l i fe • under land claims set- "We're used to dealing in native leaders, involved. And although the Tahltan did ! 
,tlements doesn't bother mining jurisdictions where natives have The result of  those discus- He's suggested to the provin, block the road leading from i 
compahies; ays the president of much more control  over sions has shown him that cial native affalrs ministry that Dease Lake to the mine site pen. 
the Mining Association of B.C. resources," Waterland said. agreements* can be struck bet- it set up prospecting and other dine a deal on having a Tahltan I 
Tom Waterland, a mining He used the example of ween native groups and in- similar programs for nativesso company maintain the road, 
engineer and former Social Australia where aboriginal pen- dustry, they can gain an appreciation of  Waterland conceded that such a '~] 
Credit forests minister, said set. pie there have vast lands under "The common thread is that the mining industry. 
:tlement of land claims will pro- their jurisdiction, move does draw attention. 
wide a certainty about resource 
:.to be realistic. We 
~teh interest i as/~the 
They want tO.. be a 
~':sald Waterland. 
te realistic approach 
pantes take tO land 
~es from their ex- 
.other par~ o f  the 
tded; "=' 
I~m~e.¢ ln  
,h. , ,n+o wo,,o,,ay a y v j "Having a different landlord rnl,. ; ,  .h,. s,) . . . .  :~ ao.,=n,,,,_ L-'w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  et o erall. Waterland stud 
. . . . . . . . . . .  road blocks and other tactics ~ . . . . . . . .  + |n  . rd 'h |~rs  haw ~"IPha . , , Ln l~ tk | . .  - . . . . .  .~ , ,  ~,~. ,vsa~la i l~,  ~ ,v~. , Iv l - r  [ I~I ,  ¢~I I  l, l l {  IWI J J [B l l  l r l oa J  • - -~ 
• Jo . vuuu6 1. • ~ ~ v*u  3 .u~q~ meat  n f  . . . , .~.., . .  'lr'k . . . . . .  ~,.,, ~, " '  ",'- ..~,JIf~U,:=. a : , ;7  .m, t  u ~;ounCl l  ana  toe  UOl ( len  Bear  J - - ,  . . . . . . . . .  - 
is we want to know exactly what. bl=,o,., ^ s,~ • r~) .k. .  '.n~,, =., MI-. --= . . . . . . . .  ^r . - -=~ ,_.._ uon [ 8we rise to a tot or con- 
=- "oin" °n "sa id W -* - ;d6. , ;4  ~: .o~ . . . . .  , , . .  ,~,  ,.=, =,o,, ~,.- . , , .u  m, .~ . .~[  . , .  ucese  ,~aK© -_--  ,_ .,-_ _,_,__ .- ,o • s , . . . . . . .  ten . called for 20 . . . . .  t '°" txm m me numng communtty. ,, . . . . . .  . _ _ ds to non.natives m those per ten of the ,, . 
we  just want to gnow WhO ~'e lons"  said W-'er l - -d mine's workers to come from .' I h .e~u" very, few comments ~. i ~: 
• i 0 " , - -mr , .  ! aL  cu ,  . has jur sdicfl n and ~,we want. *" 'We'h . . . . . . . . .  ~.,-- . :-. the native communit" ~' about that It s part of the 
' • ~ '&/  ~ l l I l ,~  I t l~  [ J IVU iq~| I I  WII . | I  ~e~'~' '  . ' , • • 
people to understand. ,, . the nature:  ¢li~'.e,.....o....0° ,,,,,6' . . . ..o ,,=' ,o :° .,,0,~,.-" . . . .  Waterland welcomed that ~eatncs., What s going on is ~,~?.~;"~'<:~. 
of,,our busmess, he continuefL-.. ' tr that...- . - - . ;=  r;,ol .rk.,,~.,, . . .  ..,,-,,.h^' ,a.,,,,,,.1"" kind of agreement, sa~ it l sa  t._e~r than the surface lmpres- 
By and large the position of-~ an'- ==--" . . . . .  8o0 d example of the kl//d bf co- glen, ne ~a.  
,h,¢ native oommunJtv and thA':/~'~.,, $~ uvcnap Ot aumomy or :~:'+: . . . .  .. 
;'_T_:_. _ .Z . _ - -~ , . _  L~._~"  / judsdlction,,, he continued, opetafl6n that can h~pPen bet- Waterland has been asked to ~",¢.. ~," 
tomcat m m© uu,m¢ ~.-ummmu. , , ,  . . . . .  ", . . . .  ween Industry and L:~ rnative sit as the Mining Association of • . S . *h .o , , ,~* ,  t t+, , . | . lT t l .W~i ,~l , . '~ [watcr laD0 a e l lOr tS  tO  con-  
,~ ,. . . . . . . . .  , , . , ,  , . . .~ . .u~ ~t, . ,~ t iP - - * "*  . . . . . . .  ,.t. groups. " • : , / ? I~L~I .  r :  IB*C' representative on the new 
r~,er  th(;;* ~,-t t -. ,k, .~a ~ , ,u~% ...:~v~'~+-~. ~ w~umtq~ l nuUSuy  wt t -  
. . . . . .  v- ,  . . . . . . .  ' " V~t . . . .  " l .~kthat  in mlninB ~d in provincial committee formed to . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  .~ ~ has not only caused .h!m Waterltmd ires helped o ig~ :. iOo..+~.1~,,_=.==.. . . . .  • explofittion, there ii+~:.m+~ch:!that ' :  g ive  the government advice on Tom Waterland ". ~ , ) , , l . .m~m+,+/ .~,  +. I ,  ::++++:... ,,,rip. o.rlpuuze meetmp est- 
. . . . . .  • +. . . .~,  . . . . .  [ . . . . .  +.." Ween thetwo groups but to ask can b+ said ~f0i' l~o~ti.~pl6y.+: , l and  eta,ins +matters. 
i 
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"%1 Ooii. I iim!.referrin,~-,O 8hl~,iIMountaln SId 'No t [~ '~ ' .  • : . . . .  " brea'..ks g round 
Canada role in Gift Anopmlelter¢odty.undl.. payer~,inedvmzee,:tb,tyo0~ul,l~jt,l~touad. , l)e~r d . :  ... anyone (wtth-ibe xcep~ion of cou~ !; oi~detis- 
.>; ,.!,:.'~:} . i--:~.*' ! could not believe It wbeWl read thatour city I~) who would bare supP'od~i usl~ our .tnx |, 
w a r :  • suppor ted '  " .:::- ~:':~:::!:~: "!: ;i,:i: ~ oL":" hameful ' -  ' : • somali spenIS2,S,..Io so,or a'lirbaie receP .co lmml lo f i . ,  have dl ,~ 5~ ofsUch a thin,, dolliin~"topay'.l'ora pdva|e parl,? : . . :  II' youWaY'en,t:fludW'e• aPlsometbln,". " better" ,o' do~"'with " .~': .':i :; ::: . - - " . . .  :;. : . '.:i. 
- ~"  Do you really believe had you asked tax, David _~aer ' . 
• , .new.. office building Dear Sir: chemical and germ warfare? " • -~h~ 
The opimons expressed in It's obvious he has no .qualms . -,:Kltselas band's Kulspai subdivi. 
~ , , ~ , - . . ) , f f , , ~ n u  . ' I :OETH 'ET  R~r~ENOAI~Ro~-~ ' j ~ I "  ~ sion 0n.Queensway. 
your r~ent issue toward the about using these horrors, not ~ • ,The  7,800 square-foot, one- 
Gulf situation were not Supper- to mention instigating terrorists i ~ . o ; ' ~ "  ~ .~-~ "stol:ey building will house Nor- 
tive of Canada!s role. attack around the globe. : .theft/Native Broadcasting, now 
Though war isthe most terri- I love my country. We are ' i :o)i :].;azelle Ave. over top the 
f~ingthi,gonecou]deverim-pr/vi]egedtohaveaparadisei~ W a r  s a d  necess i ty  • ' " "  . . . .  :. !c~'edit union,-., and band ad~ 
agine,.!completely support the which to raise our children safe- I :: min is t ra t ion  offlees, says 
.brave Cana~Jians who have ly, to live in freedom. What We're celebrating a decade In Terrace, at)d j - !Kitselas ecbnomic development 
thisCh°Sencountry,t° se ve and fight for gives us the fight to, protest our De~esSi ~ ,, , tonodi this' hungerfor power a s t e p "  " " would like to show our appreclatioil to our'  ~* ~officer Wilfred McKenz ie . .  ;. 
I a..oe o .  is no* .o r* .  ,,o , , , ,  in t.,s ~oo.ic,, ar ~a. ~ro~oo oo, i .  ,Mr. w--~o~oo, ya.~ooom, un.,,o~.0,.°°"°~" ~'~,,o.,°"°'°° ' *°= " ' . ,  .n ' .~"W'o  ro.oo~m.' =. ~u.~,n. 
lives of .innocent. people on Yes, we will have to endure the Near East. Can we really be holier than thou and find . .  , : .  136"feet by 62 feet, it'll have a 
- surprised? As much as I blame ourselves blameless; I think the.  .... _ _  ~ .__ , .  .. - -  .lo.nghouse style to i t ,"  hesaid. 
either side. Yet if this iswhat'it hardships, our Social programs the United States, and many people who shout peace are ~TEAK: ; :. / '  Construction of the building; 
has taken for all the world to sit will be.affected, onr food and other countries for having misguided and nnrealistic. . " .,' estimated at just over $600,000, 
up and notice the situation in comforts will cost more and brought this about, I believe I hatethe ideaof war as much AND c , is expected to be finished in late 
the Middle Easl,jt 's about time. sadly, yes our beloved soldiers that we have no choice right as the next person, but the 
Saddam Hussein has already . willdie. " L O B S T E R  " MaY.Tel./aceProgressiVehas the generalVentureScon:°f 
• now but,,to fight this evil power. World is not.tSat si/nl~le;that by " i . struction contract. used chemical weapons to an- SSould we not act like the grab.and disregard for human willing peace, we can make it .'~' ,=~.,,, -~. 
nihilate his own citizens accor- people we claim to be, is this not life that Sadam Hussein is now happen and that by "sweet- Purchase One Steak And Lobster Meal  : "~"  ' Financing comes in three ding to news coverage, invaded the time to, stand up for our exercising. ., . . . .  
talking" the monster we can ,.  .~ . . . .  ='...:-part"s.-- ~ $250,000 mortgage 
Kuwait, killed and tortured in- beliefs that all people of the Unfortunately the U.S. aided And Receive The Second For • .-==. - - "  from" Tr i corp ,  a native FIRST OF what'll be a big hole gets started in preparation for a large nocent people. He has forced world have the right to freedom and abetted hi~n when it suited turn him to reason . . . . .  
1 / , ) . , D D I ¢ ~ I : :  -. ..... -. . . .  economic development program office 
the fate of war upon all the we must carry our share of the them, as they aided and abetted Sadly there is no other way ii l ag .  e l l  |11 ~k,~ i~ *~ - based'i'in Prince Rupert, a Queensway.bUilding on~ the K tse lasThat , s  chi f Mel Bevanband's Kulspai subdivision O n a n d  economicdevelopment of- world, not used his powers to burden. It's time to pay our Noriega and so many others, than raw force, and in doing so ' . . . . .  
ensure a peaceful solution. He is dues. Includes Salad Bar . . . . . . . .  $2~0,000 loan from a federal 
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for B.C!; McEwans, I * It's not too;, !ate stressed it was not just "another " : : :, groups .......... would not. !!"iiii'::17 !ii!~ if!! i:it'ent !+i " ',l :'Weekly Special ' . . . . .  i 
balance the economzc level of government" butanad- ' satisfied'* Withiheen nr6~,. .,i" 
dependence of B.C. on  natural visory body which reported and ' IndJeatin6 :R6Und Tab le  . . . .  
resource extraction with the made recommendations to tbe members 'would likely hold 
growing concernahout the ef- provincialgovernment, openhouse-publicmeednghere 1989CHEV EXTENDED C A B  
fect that extraction has on the Pointing out it did not ad- in May,:Husbandsaid public in- 
environment is a "massive judicate disputes over in- volvement in the process,was 
under tak ing" ,  but it is dividual areas, Husband ex- vital because i f the  eventual 
achievable, Vicky.Husbandtold plained the Round Table's job strategy .-= !it's expected to be 
a chamber of commerce lun- was to establish a general ready early, next year . -  was to 
cheon last week., strategy on land use that would work, ithad to be acceptable to
hopefully end such conflicts. ::the pubfic. ,, .......................... Well-known as a spokesman 
for the conservationist group 
the Sierra Club of Western 
Canada, Husband is one of 29 
members of the Round Table on 
• To do that, any plan it came She also encouraged anyone 
Up with would have to recognize who wanted to make •their views 
an address the full range of en- known to wrfie to the Round 
vironmental, economic and Table at 229-560Johnson St:,: 
the Environment and: the  social issues and values. " I t  Victoria V,8W 3C6: (Ph : ;  
Economy. She alsosits on that isn't jobs versus the environ.• 387,5422). ~ ~: 
body's Sustainable Develop. ment," she emphasized. Instead "We all have to take some 
ment -- she prefers to call it the aim was to find a way to time to make a better future for 
developing sustainability - ,  .allow everyone to share in :the our children and our grand: 
Strategy committee, province's resources. , children," she cdncluded: "Fin. 
Although it was established . "This is really a challenge to ding the right answers will re- 
and is financed by the provin' everybody," she said, adding it quire the best efforts of all of 
Vicky  Husband clad government by Victoria, She was inevitable special interest us.',. 
• : • 
• 1 
Pruni! I 
promises benefits ~ I ,  
TERRACE - -  The full benefits Kitimat highway. 
are many yeats away yet, but Explaining why the work was 
better quality timber will one being done, Smith said remov- 
day be the result of work being ing the lower branches now 
carried out in theKitimat Valley meant fewer knots in the wood O 2 1 
by two forest enhancement pro- eventually produced by the 
gram crews, trees. More clear wood in turn 
Kalum Forest District means increased value. FOR 
silviculturist Pat Smith said the Sponsors Pacific Regenera- 
nine-men crews are pruning lion Technologies and P&V "PIZZA 'PLACE 
Contracting each provided a 
foreman for their crew and their 
progress i checked by the forest 
service. 
Smith said the program, a 
joint effort of the forest and 
social services and housing 
ministries, continues the work 
of an employment program bas- 
ed here during the recession of 
the 1980s. 
It's intended to give offer 
crew members -- all social 
assistance recipients - -  the op- 
portunity to learn new skills and 
get some work experience. 
I 
I I  
when you order 
any 2 for 1 item 
from our menu, 
receive 
1 Litre of Pop 
branches about halfway up trees 
found in a number of 20-25 
year-old stands. The project 
began Feb. I and, by the time it 
ends Match 31. Each crew is ex- 
pected to have treated approx- 
imately 20ha. 
Noting the job was not an 
easy one, Smith said the 
workers use eight-to-10 feet 
long pruning saws and it can 
take up to five minutes to trim 
one tree. Because the snow pack 
does not allow access to areas 
further in, most of the work will 
take place close to the Terrace- 
FREE! 
Sunday-Thmday 
Offer Expires March 31 
,le~0 Gr, io 63.8"1500 
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Connection 
Saturday, March 2 - 8:00 P.M. 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Adults 5 00 • =, , , ,  , , - , , , , , , , , , , , , , ~  
• Silverado • Tilt' Steering & 
• . Air Cond. Cruise Control ' 
• Power Windows : . • • AM/FM Casset te"  
& Locks . , : ., 
Super special p r i ce  $1  8, 5 9 0 '°° 
TIME OFFER! ! 
%* 
g on ALL 
USED VEHICLES 
1985 Model year or Newer  *O.A.C. up to 48 rues. 
• Due to the G.S.T. Most Used Prices have Gone Down 
Super Used Values 
eo F .q~ 
J87 Jimmy Full Size I 
4X4 ............... $13,996 I
88 GMC S-Jimmy | 
Full Load. • ........ S14,990 I 
I 
Seniors & Students.......$..l 0 00 
available at Erwins Jewellers in the.Skeena Mall and at 
Kermodei Trading . . . .  . •  
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86 Pontiac Grand Am 
TIItl Cassette ..... $6,990 
'87 Camaro Z28 
F~d.. .~.: . . .$13,g76 
89 Cavalier i[-24 
e0 Mercury Topaz I 
XRS.  Rod  ... . . . . .  ~.$9,976 i 
84 aide CutlauSupreml 
Loaded...: ......... ,995  
66 Pontiac 8unburM 
Brown. 4 Dr; _ 
~,,i0.. . . . ; . .W.~ ..... $6,976 
87 Chevette 
. . . . . . . . . . .  $4,995 
ee Celebrity 
Euros~rt  ~ ...... $12,980 
89 Pontiac 6000 
4Dr .  Auto  .... . . .  $12,980 
88 To~z 4 Door 
Nr/Cassette ...... $9,976 
86 Pontiac Grand Prlx 
Full/Load. 
Brougham ....... $11~685 
80 Tempest 
A/C, Auto V6.. .$11,986 
80 Calais 
s/roof, p/seat..$12,980. 
89 Pontiac Firefly " 
Blue, Halchback $5;960 
89 Buick Century 
4 Dr.; Full Ld . .$13,975 
89 Cavalier 
4Dr. Auto.. ...... $9,976 
88 U 
, , , , o . , . ,  
• i 
' 88 GMC q Ton I 
Blue, .............. $14,990 
8e Aermtar Van 
LOW Miles .......... 513,996 
88 Chev q Ton 4x4 
Brown ..... ....... $14~990 
89 Chev Ext. Cab 
½ T. 4X4 ........ $21,990 
~'o~cI"7¢¢G. 
88 Chov q T. 4x4 
White ............. $12,960' 
86 Crew Cab 4x4 
arown ............ $18,990 
GO Chev Ext. Cab 
% T 4X4 N0. . .S20,995 
89 GMC Shortbox 4x4 
Black, 
Ground FX ...... $16 ,900  
87 GMC 4X4 I 1 80 Ch., ~,,. Cab 4X4 I 
Slepaide e  Ob y ..... Aetro ....$13,675 Van il ~ 
Fu, Load ......... $19,995 I
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Design= 
NEW KIND of industry in the area is a personal shopping ser- 
vice by Alice Skoglund-Ewart. She'll do your shopping, do 
your errands and buy birthday or anniversary gifts. 
At your 
'TERRACE - -  A service 
that's become popular in the 
big cities is being introduced 
here. 
The idea is that people 
who are too busy to do their 
own shopping or errands can 
hire someone to do those 
tasks for them. 
"It's something I could en- 
joy and a way of getting to 
know the community," ex- 
plains Alice Skoglund-Ewart 
eL her Surrogate Shopping 
service 
$15 an hour for in-town ser- 
vices and more if people live 
in the rural area. She's also 
been bonded. 
"I 've prepared a shopping 
list for food so that .people 
have only to check off the 
items they want," said 
Skoglund-Ewart. 
. Her personal shopping ser- 
wee calls for a client to fill 
out a card listing a person's 
age, sex, size, hair col0uf, 
and Delivery business, eye colour, likes and dislikes. 
i' S e II als~kfe.~,a,.Jist ~of Hey service extandsoi:rfil:nf h '
anniv'eisaries, an~ ~ .'n,~ti]~3~ mgJ3inhday or anniversary 
clients of their appYoach. gifts to paying,b~lls. 
,~ " l  know that ~vorking peo. Skoglund said she'll also 
ple how~days have limited Piepat'e the basics for a *~ljh~ 
time, especially with two ner party. .. 
people in a family working," 
S" - -  a id  Skoglund.Ewart. 
,She's had two customers 
already, one hired her to do 
food shopping and the other 
to runerrands. 
' Skoglund-Ewart charges 
One thing she won't do is 
take liquor delivery orders, 
saying there is an existing 
business in town that does 
that and because she wants to" 
confine her activities to day 
time services. 
!. 
ANO A ,  OUT 
TERRACE-  Two weeks of 
renovation at the Saan store in 
Skeeiia Mall were completed 
thisweck. 
The work resulted in larger 
fitting rooms, more track 
fighting, and better exposure of 
merchandise, says the Saan 
employee i/tcharge of the work. 
Barry McDonald, he super- 
vises all such work in Saan 
stores, said theone here will be 
one of the most modern of its 
kind2 
The reneW'at;on work is being 
done by Gero Construction; a 
firm from Pincher Creek, 
Alberta. 
Also new at Saan is its 
manager. 
Bob Keach transferred in 
from the company's tore in 
Valleyview, Alberta, northwest 
of Edmonton, just over two 
weeks ago. 
This is his third Saan position 
Since joining' the company one 
year ago. 
.. A ' *  * 'A '  * * 
A home-based business ell- 
ing made in B.C. clothes'has 
opened up. 
Balance Fashions is head- 
quartered in Nanaimo and its 
clothes come from Vancouver, 
says local seller Shelly Sebas- 
tiano. 
Latest figures available show 
that. the unemployment rate 
rose 2.5 per cent between 
January 1990 and January 1991 
to 10.9 per cent. 
In the Kootenays, the rate 
jumped to 13.9 per cent and in 
the Okanagan, it .went up five 
points to 16.5 per cent. i 
One ai, ea's unemployment 
rate dropped. Metro Victoria's 
fell to 8.5 per cent from 9.9 per 
cent. . 
• January and February sgles 
of oil and gas drilling fights 
brought in.$17.1 million, says 
I~rovincial energy and rattles 
minister Jack Davis. f 
He said the Peace River and 
Fort Nelson remain the most Oc- 
tive search areas in the pf.o- 
vince. ' 
tds m February~ were'~a~- 
cepted on/62 drilling licences 
and leases offered with-an 
average price per hectare of 
$228 received. 
Davis said he expects 1991 to 
be just as busy as was 1990 for 
oil and gas exploration in the 
province. 
B.C. Hydro says its adding 
$375 million to its existing $225 
Power Smart energy ~ conserva- 
tion camp~gn budget. 
She says she got the idea after The new plan anticipates sav- 
receiving ~clO'thhig(niade by the ing enough power by theyear 
company asChrlstmns presents. 2010 to meetl the needs of 
Anff,/operatin$~out of her 650,000 new homes. The 
home allq~shei" t0~be with her original target was 2.7 million 
children,~lli~:s/dd;)'i . kilowatt hours and thenew one' 
• *"*~r ' . :k*  . ; isb.6milli0n kilowatt hour.~.'i '
The :Okanagan and the B.C. Hydro views;the nergw 
Kootenays a~e tbe most affected conserv'aiion pro$ram~ps refer', i 
by i nc te~; , ln  the~ proVinctal ruble to sp~fiding large ant0unts ,. 
unemployment rate,  indicate of money to buiidnew hydro. : 
federal statistics, :* .~'  . . . .  electric projects. : i ~- . . . .  : ; ~ ..... . : :~ " i,.;/: : : :  :~ , :  ::':~.". ' /  : ~i '~' 
might I: 
mandatory/ 
TERRACE - -  The city is con: the developer had provided an 
sidering putting in regulations 
covering design requirements 
for buildings in the new official 
community plan, says its plan- 
ner. 
Marvin Kamenz was respon- 
ding to comments made during 
the recent debate over a rezon- 
ing application to allow con- 
struction of an apartment block 
on Eby between Davies and 
Walsh. 
Although owner Ray Lovstad 
had promised the building and 
the landscaping wouldbe at- 
tractive, residents expressed 
concern that once rezoning went 
through, a developer could put 
up whatever he liked. 
While that was true to an ex- 
tent, Kamenz pointed out cur- 
rent zoning regulations pecify 
permitted uses while the 
building code controls the posi- 
tioning of the building by set- 
ting minimum clearances from 
lot boundaries. 
Based on the occupancy level, 
he noted the code also specified 
how many parking spaces must 
be provided and, if more than 
three, that the parking lot be 
"proper ly  surfaced ~ with 
drainage and fighting." 
' Kamenz conceded, however, 
there were no city regulations 
governing the design of the 
building, exterior finishing or 
landscaping. Therefore, even if 
artist's impression of what the 
building and site would even- 
tually look like, "developm,ent 
need not occur as seen thet:~;" 
he explained. 
But it was possible, under sec- 
tions of the Municipal Act, to 
include design requirements in 
zoning regulations for certain 
parts of the city "and we're 
looking at that,'.' he added. 
Section 945.4 permits official 
community plans to designate 
parts of the municipality as 
development permit areas, 
meaning no construction or 
alteration to existing buildings 
could take place without a 
developmen~ permit from the ci- 
tY. 
. Where heritage or commer- 
cial revitalization considera- 
tions prompted the designation, 
the permit could include re- 
quirements governing landscap- 
ing and exterior design/finish. 
However ,  where those 
specific considerations did not 
apply, Kamenz pointed out the 
act only allowed the city to lay 
down "guidelines for the form 
and character of commercial, 
industrial or multifamily 
residential development." 
In other words, he explained, 
it could only regulate "the 
general character of develop- 
ment" and not landscaping or 
exterior design/finish. 
THERE Hi AN ERROR IN OUR 
FLYER EFFECTIVE . . . .  
FEBRUARY 13 • FERRUARY 24 ,/ 
PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT THE 
3 Qt. Mx Bowls On 11to 9g¢ Event 
SHOULD READ:. 
3/4 Or. Mix Bowls 
SPECIAL PURCHASB 
99¢ ca. 
WE REGRET AKY INCO~VEN~ THIS 
MAY HAVE CAUSED DUg CUSl'OMI&tl 
T R A V E L 
i~.xIB ,. , ,t;--a.i ~:,:: " . '~  
i ; ~  aur~ i.:-./',~y~-'~.io:a. . . . .  "Z s can I: made at any travel agent in the city , 
MEXICO SIZZLER SALE: 
Puerto Vallarta 1 week $579.00, Mazatlan 1 week 
$549.00, Los Cabos 1 week $649.00 *****  
CHECK OUT THESE GREAT SALES FOR 1 OR 2 WEEKS 
DEALS DOWNUNDER: 
with Canadian Holidays air only for as little as $1,169.00 
from Vancouver. Packages from as little as $2,179.00 
from Vancouver. 
CARIBBEAN FOR EARLY MARCH 
1 week in Dominican Republic from $769.00 
departure from Vancouver. March 3, 199i. 
1 week Bahamas from $899.00 departure 
from Vancouver. March 3, 7 or 10 
CATCH THE SPIRIT AT 
• 635'6181 
Skeena Ma|i 
/ 
/ 
IBM o'ings it all home. 
Special  ill Vlarc:n 15 
System includes: 80286 computer system with photo- 
graphic olour display, 1 megabyte of memory, 1.44 meg 
floppy disk drive, 30 megabyte hard disk, mouse, keyboard, 
built in modem and printer interfaces. Also includes DOS 4, 
windowing system and Microsoft Works software •package. 
" /  
• Coiour Monitor 
• Ilard Disk 
-Mouse 
A • MIcrosoft Works 
Includes everything you need 
in a home computer! 
i 
Here's the home computer that you've been 
waiting for - the IBM Personal System/l (PS/I). 
Powerful enough to handle work brought home yet 
simple'enough for the whole family, the PS/I compu. 
ter is a great value at a great price. And it comes to I Dawson Creek Terrace 
you from the computer company that's built its [ ~ 900. 102nd Ave. 4720 Lazelle Ave 
reputation on dependable, high quality products. [ ~ 78.-6965 638-0321 
With IBM PS/l, you'll , | i i  Lta;unon, I [ Kamloops Prince Rupert 
657 Victoria St 60 " spend less time learning the . | ]k ...~___~ ' " . 1 2nd Ave West 
computer and more time . . I "~ ~[_~_.~ 374.6887 624-6560 
putting it to good use That's [ ~j . ,  , I I : I ) I 
- . . ,  ' . . t ~,~ ~I7~,# I I ~ rr-~:n / I Prince'George Kelowna 
:;C:sU~lt~/aitg::s y~::tenty L,,~,~,~p,]~ [ |. ~ / /  [ 1330 5th Ave 546 Leon St. 
; "" ~ ~ b ~ 563-2 63 762 7753 
. , ,  • . . .  
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911 - S,mple u nsi i b t expe ve 
T~lorCnl~S~i calles~diteha firseev~ el~p patrolhng po~i f i r  h~,cer " : " ' " ' '  " '  ' "  C noPeop~yn~ed~gopo/~ th;eliPr d~aS;;;3t,W~l~:eeitsi~rnnOWedbelngnui~ ' 
weeks ago and the drowning oJ noticing the light would then detachment's local number. 
a Terrace boy oneyear ago have 
resulted in suggestions for an 
emergency 911 phone system in 
the area. 
Here's a look at how such a 
sys(em would operate, concen- 
trating on one being installed in 
another northern regionm 
district. 
TERRACE - -  There Used to be 
a fairly simple if time consum- 
ing way of contacting a police 
officer. 
The person eeding assistance 
called a telephone operator who 
then activated a switch that 
turned on a revolving red light 
attached to the top of the 
either find a phone and call in 
or go to the telephone office for 
the message: 
This system was particularly 
used at night, says Terrace 
detachment commander Inspec- 
tor Lawrence Yeske. 
"There would be no one in 
the detachment a night. Often 
there would be only one-man 
patrols," he said. 
But now police have 
sophisticated communications 
systems ranging from radio 
repeaters atop mountains to 
smaller repeaters in police cars 
so officers using handheld 
radios can be in contact when 
on foot, Yeske said. 
" . ' . . : . .  ~ . . . .  , , (~  . . . . .  
i ii~•.:~:::,.::... ;:  f -~  ........................... ... ~ ,  K ~  
• i~.~!~,~:.;::.. ~, ~ . ' :~:!~>.~:,~::.~. : . . . . .  
]~:~ i~ ~:::~i'~!?~! ~: '+ -:: " +++o . + . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ......... :.... 
+~:+/.. ....... ++~ ," _.. :':" .- 
They are then in direct contact 
with somebody in the detach- 
ment during the day and at 
night with the RCMP's nor- 
thwest communications system 
in Terrace. 
And it's that kind of 
sophistication of combining 
phone lines with radio frequen- 
cies which is being merged with 
all emergency services. 
Under the 911 system, a per- 
son needing help has only to 
dial those three digits and the 
appropriate service or services 
are notified and sent out. 
But the system is expensive-- 
close to $2.5 million in the 
Fraser-Ft. George regional 
b ii+~ 
~-~::ii : ~' '::" 
.: '~::~!~:~.~,~ 
. . . .  . , . .= . ,  
. .:,~ ~'~ 
,::: ~ ::+ •i~ 
Rupert has system already 
TERRACE - -  Probably the cheapest 911 
emergency phone service in B.C. is located in 
Prince Rupert ~ but there's a reason. 
It's provided by Prince Rupert City 
Telephones, owned and operated by the city. 
Telephone company general manager Bruce 
Kerr said the only cost is the $140 a month for 
four trunk lines connected tothe 911 number. 
That's far less than the $2.5 million it'll take 
to put in 911 in the F~aser-Fort George regional 
district and its estimated $1.5-$1.8 million an- 
nual operating cost. 
"It's basically a service that City Tel provides 
for the citizens," said Kerr of the system which 
has been in place since 1978. It also covers 
neigbouring Port Edward. 
Calls to 911 are connected to the RCMP 
RCMP operators to the two fire departments 
and ambulance calls patched through to that 
service's central dispatch system in Kamloops. 
The system works well because it is limited to 
Prince Rupert and Port Edward, the vast ma- 
jority of the population in that area is concen- 
trated in those two municipalities and it was 
easily adapted to the existing RCMP com- 
munications centre which handles only police 
calls for that area. 
Kerr said the system doesn't have 
sophisticated equipment which automatically 
gives a 911 operator the address from which a 
call is being made. 
Instead, operators use printouts updated 
monthly to cross-reference the telephone 
communications centre in Prince Rupert which number with the address. 
l~a~t~lles = police co~unications for that city " : He said that automaticaddre~;ssystem will be"~ 
!~arld~i~i . P'ort'Ed~v~i '. Fire calls are relayed by :- :'.installed thzs~fall " ~ r ~ "" ' " *~ . . . .  "~'. a' *" "%a 
UBLIC MEETING 
ii:!~•!~i: + 
B.C. Parks invites you to participate in 
the Master Planning Process for the Babine 
Mountains Recreation Area. 
Your input is valuable in helping to deter-, 
mine the management guidelines in this 
popular alpine area. 
If you have questions or concerns, 
please attend a meeting in your area. 
An Open House will be held from 
2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m., 
and a Public Meeting from 
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Terrace 
Hazelton 
Burns Lake 
Houston 
Smithers 
Hon.:John Savage 
Ministerof Parks, 
] I i I I t 
in each community 
March 4 
March 5 
Inn of the west: 
National Exhibition 
Centre 
Lakes Art Gallery March 6 
March 7 ~ Houston Legion ~-.~ 
Hall 
March 8 Hudson Bay Lodge " 
/ 
operating cost is $1.5 to $1.8 
million. 
This 911 service centered 
around Prince George will cover 
the area to the west beginning at 
Ciuculz Lake, east to McBride 
and Valemount, north to  
Mackenzie and south halfway 
to Quesnel when it's operational 
late this year. 
Ft'aser-Fort George regional 
district official Tom Yates said 
911 there grew out of a sugges- 
tion that it be introduced in the 
city of Prince George. 
"It became apparent that the 
service would be expensive and 
having it only for Prince George 
wott~n't work effectively as 
womct one for the surrounding 
area," he said. 
Yates acknowledged that 
while the capital cost figure is 
high, first estimates were that 
the average home owner will 
pay only $15 a year for the ser- 
vice. That figure includes debt 
retirement over a seven-year 
period. 
The regional district hopes to 
reduce the $2.5 million capital 
cost by getting a provincial 
$813,000 lottery grant. 
Of the $2.5 million amount, 
$1.2 million is being spent on 
B.C. Tel and other phone 
equipment.and $795,000 on the 
radio system to be used to 
. , . . • •- • . ,+  . 
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PROFESSIONAL TRUCK-MOUNT POWER 
CARPET CLEANING 
FREE With RX-20 Rotaff Jet Extraction 
-~.m o.,,~ w=~- o~o.,,o~ 798"2257 
__./" 
t-  ~ • : 
A NEW TASTE EXPERIENCE 
i 
LUNCH 
Mediteranean Style 
Chicken 
With  R ico  and  Greek  Sa lad  In .  
c ludos '  Soup .  
S6.95 
It's A Fresh Adventure 
DINNER 
12 oz. Rib Steak 
Smothered in Red Wine Sauce. 
Served with Fresh Vegetable and 
Choice of Baked Potato or Rice, 
S14.95 
COME IN AND ENJOY DALLY LUNCHEON SPECIALS 
Open 7 days a week. Lunch Men.- Fd. - 11:30- 2:00 p.m. D/nrmr 4:30.11:00 p.m. 
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 638 .0644 or 
dispatch fire calls. 638-1803 
Annual operating costs in- m~l~ ,~ Immm~ 
clude $540,000 in B.C. Te l  ~ 
charges, $2!0,000 to hire 911 
operators, $467,500 in wages 
for fire call dispatchers and 
$386,000 in estimated debt 
retirement. 
.C. Jo.b Protection 
mmlss]on 
Healthy commun|ly I|fe depends on secure businesses and lobs. 
Throug~ the ~ormatton  f the B.C. Job P ro te~~y~ , 
Commission, part of the government's new "":':~r 
Taxpayer Protection Plan, the Ministry ~ ~  
of Regional and Economic Dewlopment I TA X PA¥~g II 
is taking action to kee~ businesses .-~4 = ~ ~'a~.~"at /a~ It 
running and lobs protected, 1 ) [lmecuon p qn 
The mandate of the Commission 
is to prevent or reduce the impact 
of plant closures and layoffs in 
businesses that are the mainstays 
of communities, especially in 
the Interior and the North. 
Its philosophy is to provide 
short-term assistance for 
businesses which, in the long 
term, can stand on their own. 
Its purpose is to keep paycheques 
coming in for British Columbians. 
HOW IT WORKS 
The Commission, led by 
Commissioner Doug 
Kerle~ will operate at 
arm's length from the 
government toseek the 
voluntary co-operation 
of affected parties, 
which may include 
shareholders, managers, 
union and non-union 
employees, uppliers; 
customers, creditors, util- 
ities and governments. 
The Commission may 
offer eligible businesses three 
kinds of assistance: 
1. Counsellin~: • • 
The Commission will assist wiil~ the Cost 
'of professional dvisors to identifylpossi:, 
:: ble courses of action that would enable 
the business to survive. 
2. Mediation: 
The Commissioner may become directly 
involved in mediating a plan to preyent.. 
• the closure of a plant or to reduce the :. 
impact of such a closure on a 
3. Economic Plan: 
This form of assistance applies only to 
'strategic ndustries' - 
those businesses whose 
operations are deemed 
significant to local or 
regional economies. 
In negotiating an Economic.- 
Plan, the Commissioner 
may authorize various. 
voluntary concessions from 
govemments or utilities. 
The B.C. Job Protection 
Commission isappointed 
for a two-yearperiod. 
It will see British Columbia "
through the current. 
challenge of to)ugh 
economic times. 
For further information, write: 
B.C. Job Protection commissi0n•' '~ ' 
Parliament Buildings . :~. 
Victoria, B.C., V8V 1X4 Or call: 
in Vancouver 775-0162 or outside Vancouver 
• Toll-free 1-800-665-4605 " ': . . . . .  
. "Worklng together, 
we'U protect jobs, 
paycheques, businesses, 
communities and 
the quallty of llfe in ~" ~.: ' 
British Columbia." 
Honoorable Bud Smi~ Q.C. :. ~ 
Minister of Regional and . .. 
Economic DevelOpaient: ~.. .'~" 
+• , 
. [ 
Gary Morrison 
Jt ~ ,~, J t~r t~ l , i~  - -  1 l lC  tU[15WCr$ | e f -  
face  and ThornhiU residents 
give on a questionnaire they'll 
receive in this week's mail will 
help determine what programs 
Northwest Community Colleg e 
offers in the future, says itsTer- 
race campus.director..-:. :"~'= 
Gary Morrison ~said the 
household survey was part of a 
two-pronged campaign by the 
college to find out what people 
want out of the institution., 
Although NWCC had receiv- 
ed "good suggestions'? in the 
past, Morrison said when it had 
• come to act on some of  thole 
," ; .  , . : '  ~ • ~,  : , ' ,  . .~ :~.~ , : . '  -~  
meas, it had often found in- 
terest community.wide was not 
! 
offered and what was/he max- 
imum fee they : Would be 
enough to justifysetting up the prepared to pay. 
proposed course . . :  While suggested courses pro- 
; Wi th  approXimately :I 7,000 . posais could ,cover nil types of 
questi0hnalres~'being sent out subject mattei:;::!Morrison 
this time, he anticipated the col- 
lege would get a-clearerpicture 
o f  the community's 'needs~ " I f  
we get 20 percent ofthem~back 
that should be a good gulde,!' 
he "said, 
Peop!e would be asked to 
outline the type Of adult educa- 
tion courses they wouldlike to 
see offered, what t imesoftbe 
day or days of the week they 
would like to see those courses 
. : .  Terrace Standard, Wednesday, Febr~27, 1991- Page All 
" " ~ :  ~" '~: " :~"  v , .  ~ , " ' " i . . . .  ' ' "~-  
! ! Rescue  demo :set ::ii[ 
i;:' ~~'~i"  --- Firefight~s the Jaws of L i fe '  w0uidl~:!~! ': 
and ambulance attendaR,~ used toextHcatethetrapiagl:"l 
a;'e planning to stage a moek person . . . . . . .  :|;: 
rescue to  showcase their "The  ob ect ~i:': ..... I 
skills March 26-27. ' I . ' " ~lem j "s  to ; I 
Terrace f i re  chief ,Bob ca  a~i~tt~ ra te ,  ; : :our!~l ,  
Beekett said theplan is" to ~ ,,-P ~es, he added; ;  li 
• ' . .  " It Hbe ademonstrati0n to :: ~: hold the demonstratzon  ~. . . .  . . ,. i 
the Skeena Mall "arki l o t  me puonc to snow that we re ' f 
. . . .  P ng , . • _~ . . . .  ..,~ 
and that two cars would he not just  suppresszon.  :,:|, 
• . . . . .  -, onented We are involved in . . . . .  . mvowen. , :, . " .  "l i  
"We would be ex jus tabout  ,any other!~|~; 
" r " " . . . .  " " .emergency incident within':. tinguishing a f'we m one car-- the Communit. " r l "i~ 
and be pe/formin" g rescue on :: ?" : '  :J i: 
someone trapped in the: se-' Terrace and Thoi'nhill !-'|!i' 
cond vehicle," he said. i firef'~hters, and lo~zr am. :~!11~/ 
Becket t  said heavy bulance attendants will likelyi':l; : 
hydraulic gear - -  known as participate, he said. • ':iii~ ~ 
pointed out the emphasis was 
on "cbntinuing" rather than 
basic education.. 
Apar t  from the household 
survey, he s/dd college staff 
were also about o begin ":'a :e- 
to - face  meet ings"  with 
representatives of some60 local 
businesses to f ind  out "what 
kind of training they do and 
how we can become involved." 
, / Ident i fy ing areas where 
NWCC could provide such pro- 
giams w.ould be of benefit o the 
compames, he pointed out. If 
Wiii:beeome ~"smoke-free" on 
Se~t...ll this year. 
~As o f  that date, a complete 
Sm'oking banwill apply in or on 
the '~ grounds of any building 
OWned by the district, including 
the REM Lee Theatre. 
. The prohibition will extend to 
vehicles owned by the district. 
/I[':" also/means employees 
Working at the school hoard of- 
rices cannot simply step out the 
back door for their cigarette 
they would still be on district 
property. 
,The move was not, however, 
Without opposition. Emphasiz- 
ing he was a non-smoker and an 
advocate of non-smoking, vice- 
chairman Wayne Braid said it 
should be left up to individual 
schools to decide on their own 
policy. 
Some schools had already in- 
stituted no-smoking policies 
"and I think that's great," he 
said. Noting the district had just 
exabariced on a program with 
the Skeena Health Unit - -  
Flame Out - -  he said it should 
be  allowed to proceed so 
District to go smokeless required trainingcourseswere "~' = r~ . . . . .  available here, there would be 
.... no need to send employees 
" :i ~lsewhere and therefore the cost 
TERRACE- -Schoo l  district 88 teachers and students could In the meantime, a smoking :0f~training would be reduced. 
ban at Mills Memorial Hospital 
in effect since Feb. I is going 
well, says spokesman Michael 
Leisinger. 
" I f  a person wants tO smoke, 
they have to go outside. By and 
large it's going well ... there 
have been a few hurdles to over- 
come," hesaid. 
Smoking had already been 
restricted to two or three areas 
at the hospital. 
.:~Once all that information had 
been gathered, M0rrison said 
the college would then begin 
discussions with other agencies 
which sponsored training pro- 
grams - -  the Chamber of com- 
merce, Federa l  Business 
Development  Bank,  and 
Employment and Immigration, 
for example - -  to draw up a 
coordinated plan for adult 
education.training in the com- 
munity. 
work out their own solution. 
However, trustee Kirsten 
Chapman, proposer of the mo- 
tion,,argued that simply didn't 
work. She offered the example 
of a,school in her own com- 
munity of Stewart where smok- 
ing was banned inside the 
building but was permitted in an 
outside, covered area. 
"That happens to.be fight 
outside the (entrance) to that 
school. That means kids cannot 
go in or ont of that school 
without walking through a 
whole raft of smokers. I object 
to that. I don' t  think that's 
fight," she said. 
She also pointed out banning 
smoking inside but providing a 
sp~ial area for it outside sent a 
contradictory message. 
" I f  you leave it up to in- 
dividuai schools, that the sort of 
• solution they f'md," Chapman 
maintained, adding it was an 
unacceptable one in her view. 
The board voted five-to-one 
to approve the smoke-free mo- 
tion. 
***** 'k  ............. 
Your, Personal Equity Calculation 
~mpiete this simple calculation today to find out how much 
equity ou have in your home. 
1. Approximate value of 
yourhome $ 
2. Approximate balance owing 
on mongage(s) $ 
3. Subtract line 2 from line 1. $ 
Tile aUlOWIt OU lille 3 iS the cqui{yyou /lave built ufl ht yottr ho/ne. 
Find Out How Equity Can Work For You 
~:- 
I Ask your Avco manager for advice on how to "loosen up" some of 
[ sY°,~uhom ~ ,~Uly~o umr ~'~ o':ra;h0q u°~ca~rc°~,e~lotS; ~:,r:yo%~nva~COol~: 
:l rice, Or if you prefer, phone your Avco manager. ;= : 
! ~ ; S 0 L I D A T I O N S ? .  
~e'  FNANCU~_ SF_J=MCES J 
4009 Lazello 635.2826 
MARCH 8,911 
!;i.::.~ Friday 6:00p.m,- 9:00 , . . . "  H[  
i i ::~;Satualay 9:30a.m.. §;0O p.m. i 
r Way You 
Slice It... 
COLOSSAL   
IT'S OUR 
- q 
1990 CLEAROUT!  
~ * No haggling * No trade dealing 
• No problem *No mistake 
N ~ o  missing this sale! 
~ , , ~ t ~  $3e,370.00 NEW YORKER 5th AVEN  
Loaded ........................................ NOW 026,91200 
DYNASTY was $19,148.00 
4 cyL auto. .................................. NOW 014,42400 
_ - - _  _ | 
DYNASTY was $22,008.00 
.,u~.. vo, A~to NOW = 16,81900 
Air cond ................................ • ...... _ - i 
it's DYNAsT l l l~  ' ~  Was $25,607.00 
. v6, Auto, ~r.oond. NOW 019,6 2000 
Panagopoulos. 
NOW OPEN 
12:00 noon - 1:00 a.m, 
12:00 noon - 2:00 a.m. 
.,. (Fri. & Sat.) 
_ - - _ 
.qE[LIg-gRY I 
4:00 p.m. - 12.'30 a,m. | ni~ l w a s  $13,486.00 
4 p.m.-, l.'ao a.m. r~. a a t . . i  I COLT DL I [  
4 oyl., Auto NOW 011,990" 
Mad/Blue, Radio ............................... 
Save 10% On Any Regular Order 
When You Pick It Up! 
pANAGOPOULO S 
PIZZA PLACE 
Was $25,518.00 
NOW 019, 99600 . GRA----ND VOYAGER 
4720. ~e,o 636-2401 
V6, Auto, Silver 
- - Was $25,168.00 
GRAND vOYAGER 200 ...... N0W =19,71 
V6, Auto, White ....................... - _ " | 
GRAND CARAVAN was $26,393.00 
vs. Auto. Dk ar.y... =20,951" p _ ..................... NOW 
:J" He  ME- GRAND CARAVAN Was $29,030.00 i Vb, Auto. Ioe.hluo * 2 91300 HOW 2 ,  OPEN ..... ................................ 
II MADE 8 AM- 4 cyl., 5 spd., 7 pass MAt i l  ='i ~ R24 00 
10 PM o,,.o c,,,,,. 
BEEF .o,o ,co , uo ......................... ow 7 DAYS 
JERKY A WEEK I 
oo 
DODGE 4X4PU ~~-='=-"~,~ i 
In . WE ONLY U 
11 HANG,NGBEEF 
. ,  
I I ' taste the difference, ' , ~' " i  ~ [] 
~ 4 x 4  ~ w=,$2o,zoe.oo ! !  
V6, Auto " • 26400 
i 4916Hwy. 16 ;: 635-7187' i '(!~" OPP ° T' : Drl. No.6968 ~.  ,, 
" . " " "m "~ .m . . . .  4 " '  " " m ~ "~ ~4 : [ 
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• .; .~." ~,, .~. ~ 
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"Hey dudes and dudettes, come and 
meet Michaelangelo at Safeway on 
\ Sat. March. 2 from 1:00 to 3:00 o.m.! 
GIGANTIC CASE L()T SALE! 
TURKEY 
DRUMSTICKS 
68 Frozen Approx. 5 Lb. Bag 1.50/kg • LB. 
--Cooking 
ONIONS 
r "  
PIZZA, 
$4;39. ach 
II ~'; ' 
SPECTACULAR PRICES! 
' small s i ze  .99 
Canada No. 1 Grade 
5 Ib bag 
Selected 
varieties 
.10"  
• . : . . . . ,  ;, :~,. ,:,.,:~•,,,;CASE,QF 6525.00- 
Gourmet  
~ MUFFINS 
Russet 
POTATOES 
5.99 
SPECTACULAR SERVICE! 
KRAFT DINNER 
6-88e,,: 
( r  TOWN HOUSE 
VEGETABLES 
~ c.oose ~rom: 
Assorted Peas,Creamed Corn, ~ 9 
Cut Green Beans, Cut Wax 
Beans;French CUt Beans.598 m 
And Whole Kernel Corn 341 mL4r  • 
caseOf12 
• "WORKS OUTTO 67' EACH" 
,Macaroni & Cheese 
~ CASE OF ~2 - 225 g 
399 .Canada No. 2 Grade 20 Ib bag • 
CRAGMONT 
'-::.~,.,,. POP 
,=.e0 3 .48  Flavours. 
CaseOf 12 -355 mL 
"WORKS OUT 70  2(~ EACH" "WORKS OUT TO 58 ~ EACH" 
SPECTACULAR SELECTION! 
SCOTTIES 
FACIAL TISSUE 
7 68 Case of 9-200'S ~ ea.  
• • "WORKS OUT TO 86 ° EACH" 
i i ~ ; ," i!,  "'• .~;_~ 
~STORE HOURS:-- 
Sunday 10 a.m, - 6 p.m. 
Men., .,. Fd. 9 a.m. -- 9 p,m. 
:.~Sati~rdey9 a.m. • e p:m. 
Saleprloes effective Wed., 
Feb, 27.'t0 Sat. Mar. 2 
• i .,i~: -~: *:,~'~ 
: •TRULY FINE 
BATHROOM TISSUE 
° - - :  1998 12 rOll Q ea. 
"WORKS OUTTO $3.83 EACH" 
• f '  
TRULY FINE ' 
PAPER TOWELS . 
1998 
= :.: ~ '!WORKS OUT TO $1.67 EACH" ,  
"WE ACCEPT ALL COMPETITORS COUPONS", ~.~.:,-,.~:,:~.:,~.,.~.i~ .... ~,~:,~.~,~,',.i 
. .  Sae~ay ,.: ..... 
, , - ,  Ch ime.  
s~vJ¢. Av.,.bl. 
........... ,_ , _ ,, ,~ ....... . bays a weeE~!-. ~;  
- I/ " - - / i ~ 
Tae~.,~,~,= (Dr,.n,4..-,  t t# . ,a . . .a . . .  , -  . . . . . . .  
WHu' "  ! Legal advice a phone call away 
JANUARY 30 - -  MARCH 2, 
1991 " - -  Threads of 
Multiculturalism features ethnic 
costumes from around the world 
at the Kitimat Centennial 
Museum beginning January 30 to 
March 2. 
,k, ~'k" ~ 4r 
FEBRUARY 28, 1991 - -  Find 
out about the options of real 
estate financing and mortgage at 
a. free law class, sponsored by 
The  Public Legal Education 
Society. It takes place at the 
Happy Gang Centre from 7 - 9 
p.m. Register at 638-4750. 
.t. ~r 'k. ~r .k. 
FEBRUARY 28, 1991 -- Terrace 
Anti.Poverty Group Society an- 
nual general meeting Thursday at 
7:30 p.m. at the Terrace Public 
Library. For further information 
call Gerry King 635.4631 
• k. "t. ~r .k * 
FEBRUARY 28, 1991 :-- Thurs.  
7:00 p.m. Terrace Public 
Library. Stories for Sleepyheads. 
Series of evening storytimes for 
4-7 year olds. Registration starts 
Feb. 13 
MARCH l, 1991 - -  1991 World 
Day of Prayer, Friday 7:30 p.m., 
hosted at Sacred Heart Church, 
4830 Straume Aveue. This is a 
multidenominational service 
shard around the world. 
Everyone is welcome• 
~ ,t. ,k..k .# 
MARCH 1, 2, 3, 1991 -- Paren- 
ting Seminar - -  leader, Mr. 
David Griffin from Vancouver, 
foster parent to over 300 
children, childrens camping ex- 
pert, educator. Place Zion Bap- 
tist Church, Friday 7 - 9 p.m. 
Saturday 1 - 4:30 p.m. Sunday 
9:45 a.m. - Noon 
i t * i t  
MARCH I, 1991 - -  Challenging 
behaviours - -  Understanding 
behavious in context• Presented 
by ,David Hingsburger at the 
Hudson Bay Lodge, Hwy 16, 
Smithers, from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Co-sponsored by New Horizon 
Consulting. Family subsidies 
available courtesy of the Family 
Support Institute. For more info. 
contact Diane Iilerbren 847-4310 
"k" dr 't' ~r 'k. 
MARCH 2, 1991 - -  Sexuality 
and People with Developmental 
Disabilities. Presented by David 
Hingsburger at .the Terrace 
Training Enterprise Centre, 3250 
Eby  St.~ f rom 9 a .m~ to  4 p.m,.~ 
Co :sponsored  bYTer race  & 
District Community Services 
Society. Fami ly Itubsidie s 
available courtesy of the Fdmily 
Support Institute. For more info. 
contact Luanne Jeffrey at 
635.7863 
March 1 - 30, 1991 --  Northwest 
Regional Juried Art Show - -  will 
be held in Prince Rupert. Entry 
forms are available at Wallinda 
Craft Supplies. Deadline for en- 
tries Feb. 21. Further informa. 
tion call 635-9960. 
*****  
MARCH 6 - April 6 - -  New 
talent is discovered every year in 
Kitimat. The annual exhibition 
"Kitimat Artists 1991" in- 
troduces new ar t i s ts  to the com- 
munity. See their work along 
with that of well established local 
artists at the Kitimat Centennial 
Museum• 
• t" "~" t" 't" 't, 
MARCH 9, 1991 - -  Pinata- 
decorating party from !:30 to 
4:00 p.m with puppet shows at 
2:00 and 3:30. Refreshments. 
For the whole familyl Free. Ter- 
race Public Library. 638-8177 
• ~r dr 'k. 't' 
MARCH 15, 1991 - -  Introduc- 
tion tO ACOA Sue Higgius, 
councilor will discuss the issues 
surrounding people who Adult 
children of AIcoholics..1:00 p.m. 
Women's Centre. 
* t t t t  
MARCH 20, 1991 - -  In this time 
of global uncertainty this infor- 
mal session will deal with ways to 
promote peace and understan- 
ding in our community and the 
world. A discussion of what we 
can do to promote peace, within 
dur immediate circle and how to 
lobby governments. 1:00 p.m. 
Women's Centre. 
,The, Terrace Standard 
offev~ What's Up, as a 
public service to its 
readers and community 
oraJmizations. 
This column is Intended 
for non-profit oraaniza. 
tions and those events for 
which there is no admis. 
slon charge. 
To meet our production 
deadlines, we ask that any 
item fo r  What's Up be 
submitted by noon on the 
FRIDAY preceding the 
Issue in which i t  is to ap- 
pear. 
For contributed articles, 
the deadline is S p.m. on 
the : precedlq .THURS- 
DAY, 
We elso ask that all sub- 
missions ~ be tyged i or 
Ed DeWalle 
Looking for the answer to a legal pro-' to a.rrange a meeting at which he or she Over fees ~n the normal way. 
blem but worried getting it might cost a 
lot? Don't. Help is at hand through the 
Lawyer Rel'erral program now being of- 
fered here by the local branch of the Cana' 
dian Bar Association. "" '. .... 
Anyone in that situation only has to pick 
up a phone and dial 635-9109, says Terrace 
lawyer Ed DeWaile, the Prince Rupert 
county representative to the association's 
provincial arm. 
That will connect them to the Lax-Ghels 
Community Law Centre. Once the Caller 
has explained the nature of the problem, 
the centre's staffer will give them th~ name 
of a lawyer who specializes in that area, he 
explained. The centre also advises the 
lawyer the referral has been made. 
The individual then contacts that lawyer • 
receives up to 30 minutes advice for a flat 
fee of only $10. That compares to normal 
fees rates of between $80 and $175. 
"The purpose of'. the program is to pro- 
vide a way for people to obtain legal advice 
at a very reasonable rate," DeWalle said, 
adding there were occasions when lawyers 
Noting, the Terrace-Kitimat-Stewart 
region is one of the last in the province to 
get the lawyer eferral program, he said the 
associations had had difficulty finding do~ 
meone to handle the enqu!ries;'-~ ! ;: 'i 
Lax-Ghels's Offer to help had solved that 
waived the fee.entirely, problem. While the centre was pro~iding 
• the staff time to handle the calls, DeWaile 
Apart from concerns about expense, he pointed out it also benefitted to an extent 
said people often do not know what kind of because "it takes some of the pressure Off 
lawyer they should talk to about heir par. them." .: 
ticular problem. The referral system solves 
that; And, even if they are told they have Although referral queries at themoment 
no grounds for proceeding, the person at 
least goes away with their questions 
answered and "peace of mind". 
If the decision is to take the matter fur- 
ther, DeWalle said it will then be up to the 
client and lawyer to make an arrangement 
are only running at about three a da'y, he 
expected that figure would rise sharply :
once more people became aware it was 
available. Underlining that prediction, 
DeWalle said last year the program, had 
fielded more than 40,000 calls provincially. 
Fun finale 
THREE LEFTFEET. Lower Little Park was more than a little damp last Friday night but that did not stop 
local pack and troop members having a great time at a campfire held to mark the end of Scouts- 
Guides Week. Like everyone present for the event, the trio above enthusiastically joined in the Hokey 
Cokey, one of many old favourites enjoyed during the sing-along. 
Hearty dinner enjoyed 
The largest crowd ever 
more than 150 seniors and in- 
vited guests -- turned out for 
the Kinette Club's eighth annual 
Sweetheart dinner and dance on 
Feb. 10. 
Free transportation was pro- 
vided if required and there to 
lend a helping hand to arrivals 
was a handsome fellow in a 
black top hat and tails. Kinsmen 
acted as greeters and ushers and 
I must say they were all ready to 
give the seniors pecial care. All 
were treated to a lovely corsag e 
at the door. 
The evening opened with 
Kinsmen president Dennis 
Lissimore welcoming everyone 
and introducing the head table 
of invuted guests: alderman 
Ruth Hallock and husband 
Bud; R.C.M.P: Corporal 
George Neys and wife; reigning 
King for 1990 Fred Berghauser 
and wife Geraldine; 1990 Queen 
Ann Kohl and Mitch; R.C.M.P, 
Constable Chris Swanson; Elks 
Leading Knight Bob Cammiage 
and Marion; and Order of the 
Royal Purple Honoured Royal 
Lady Joyce Martel and Noel. 
All the guests said :a few 
Words and congratulated, the 
Ktnettes and Kinsmen on all 
they do for our community. 
Rick McDaniel said Oraceand 
• "Her  e 'n - -  
There"  
'by 
Yvonne Moen 
.then everyone' enjoyed a 
delicious dinner served by the FROM THE MOMENT they arrived, seniors attending the 
Kinsmen, The Kinetics had been, Sweetheart dinner and dance found Klnettes and Kinsmen ready to 
aLthF~E,!,ks H~s!n~e:~!~a;~m' make them feel welcome Above, Willows resident Annie Green 
.............. Cont'dB2 ~: .......... ' ' )ge~a helping hand from Ernle Wade and son, - , . .  .... . 
" . ~i " " " 
J 
" , ,  " " :  C 
. , , . } . ,- , , -  
Community Services 
names new manager 
Terrace and District Community Services Society has a new 
manager, Michael Beausoleil who began work last week, 
replacing Detlef Beck. 
The society runs more than 15 social assistance and other 
programs through provincial contracts worth nearly $3 
million. 
Beausoleil's a teacher and education administrator by 
training and came to Terrace two years ago after livipg for 10 
years in New Zealand. He worked for a kindergarten associa- 
tion in Auckland. 
"My background has been mostly in education. Of 20 years 
of teaching, 14 have been in the administrative end of that," 
said Beausoleil last week. 
• Beausoleil s listed as an interim replacement for the top job 
at the community services ociety, says its chairman, Lynda 
Bretfeld. 
That's because the society board is still working on a plan 
to restructure the position to have somebody employed who is 
also skilled in financial matters, she said. 
Nursing diplomas 
There's anorthwest connection with 10 of the students who 
lpsLmon~ graduated from the BCIT Remote Access Diploma 
Nfirsidg program" they all began their Studies at Northwest 
Community College. 
After completing their frst year here, they began the BCIT 
program in August 1988 which included on-the-job ex- 
perience at health care units across the province. Four of 
them intend to put their training to work in their home com- 
munities. 
There will be one more Remote Access graduating class 
from NWCC, that being in January of next year. After that, 
students enrolling in the course will receive all their training in 
the northwest. 
THE SMILES say it all as ex-NWCC nursing students pose for 
a graduation photo. They are Diana-Lynn Grant (back, left to 
right), Diane Papointe, Ruth Ghebreamlak, Dawn 
Miltenberger, Veronica Arbuah and (front) Bernadette Brien, 
Sheri Yeast, Shelley Rollings and Kanwal Gill. Missing is 
Sheryl Hostman. Special recognition went to Yeast and 
k, liltenberger for honours and Ghebreamlak for exceptional 
clinical caring. 
Calling all Celts 
The Irish Cultural society is offering a warm-up for St. 
Patricks Day again this year with its second annual Celtic 
Night, to take place on Saturday, March 16. 
The evening's entertainment will follow the same, highly 
successful format as the inaugral event with Celtic music, 
amateur performances, old-time waltzes and pub singing. 
And, of course, says Danny Sheridan, there will be lots of 
dancing. 'Everybody will he doing Irish dancing profes- 
sionally by the end of the night, guaranteed," he promises. 
Last year, he recalls, the dancing was greeted with such en- 
thusiasm that there were times when every one of the 150 peo- 
p!e attending the event were on the floorl 
For that reason the number of tickets are being limited to 
just 160 this time to ensure there's enough room for the 
dancers. Sheridan advises people interested in joining in the 
fun to get their'.,; early because the demand is sure to be 
strong. 
He also sends out a call to any Irish, Scottish, Down East 
or Newfie fiddlers, musicians and singers "who are dying to 
perform on March 16" to contact him at 635-9511 (days)or 
635-5327 (evenings). 
Those same numbers are the ones if you want tickets. Or 
you can pick them up at 302-4622 Greig Ave. 
The Arena banquet room is the venue and the celebrationl 
gets underway at 6:30 p,m. with dinner at 7 p.m. Tickets are! 
$20 per person. 
I I I 
L -  
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Your RRSP Spe-:ialists 
Featuring: 
- -  INSTANT RRSP Loans Up To $3,500 
- -  Competitive Rates ,~ ,  
- -  Open Every Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
- -  A Friendly And Knowledgeable Staff 
4666 Lakelse, Terrace 638-1131 
NOW LIVING IN SURREY, Adella Pohle is seen above out in her garden in the days when she and hus- 
band Car l -  he founded Pohle's sawmill -- resided in Terrace. 
From B1 
Adella Pohle writes 
preparing the meal. 
The hall had been nicely 
decorated and some of the 
guests got to take home the 
beautiful floral arrangement or
balloon floral centrepiece on the 
table. 
The meal over, Lissimore 
called the Kinettes out of the 
kitchen and they were given a 
large round of applause, as were 
the waiters. Kinette president 
Shella Pierce was introduced as 
was event chairman Grace 
Vales. 
Then Hazel Defrane went up 
on behalf of all the seniors to 
say thank you and how much 
they looked forward to this 
special event each year. 
Next up was the selection of 
the King and Queen of Hearts 
for this year, hut first the past 
royalty were introduced: Mitch 
and Ann Kohl (1984); Chris 
Odean and Jean Limin (1985); 
Ray and Iris Blue (1986); Joe 
and Aurora Schulmeister 
0987); Lyman Miller and Anne 
Sites (1988); Lou (3air and Jan 
Burggeman (1989); and Fred 
Berghauser and Ann Kohl 
(1990). 
Crowned this year were Bina 
Kerr of Terraeeview Lodge as 
Queen and a very bashful Roy 
Nelson as King. 
Everyone then enjoyed anc- 
ing to Jim Ryan and friends as 
well as fun games of Name That 
Tune. 
Congratulations to all con- 
cerned on a beautiful after- 
noon. 
This week I have special 
greetings to send out and I am 
going to share a letter I received 
from Adella Pohle, wife of the 
late Carl Pohle, founder of 
Pohle Lumber. 
The couple left Terrace in 
1964 for Vancouver where Carl 
passed away six years later. 
Adella's letter continues: 
In September, 1983 [ moved 
to Surrey where I lived with 
Muriel Platt (nee Rowe) who us- 
ed to be matron of  the Terrace 
hospital. After six years, I mov- 
ed to Ivy Lodge in Surrey, a 
small, new residence for I0 
seniors. It is generally quiet and 
homey. 
Up until quite recently I have 
been able to go out to church 
and senior citizen group 
meetings but the last month or 
so my strength seems limited. 
Each summer my only re-  
maining brother, Jack Gable of  
Barrie, Ont., comes out for a 
visit - -  he's known to a number 
of Terrace folk. My sister Bar- 
bara, who lived in ~ Vancouver 
prior to her living in a seniors" 
residence in Richmond, lived to 
be over 100 years old. I really 
don't know Or I will reach that 
or not. 
You will f ind enclosed pic- 
tures of me in my backyard 
when in Terrace and one o f  Carl 
at the mill. 
Greetings to all my friends of  
bygone days. 
I am glad you eR]oyed my 
book-  it has been read by 
many friends in the area. 
Thank you for your letter, 
Sincerely, 
Adella Pohle. 
If friends would like to send 
-her a card of good wishes, 
Adella's address is 11187 Ellen- 
dale Drive, Surrey, B.C. V3R 
0A3. 
• k "k "k d" ,k 
If there is anyone living away 
from Terrace who has greetings 
to send out to Terrace folk, 
please send me a card. We 
would all love to hear from you. 
Thanks. .~...;: ~,,~ ~': 
• , ' ,?  g i " 
- WANT 
"ERRACE ANTI - -POVERTY GROUP 
I S  SPONSORING AN 
TO WORK? 
~SSESSNENT PROGRAH 
INOIU IDUAL 'S  EMPLOYMENT 
READINESS FOR TRAIN ING 
SOCIETY  
NEEDS AND 
PROGRAMS 
THIS  WILL  BE  FOLLOWED BY  AN 
OF THOSE 
ASSESSMENT 
PERSONS WHO WILL  
ASS ISTED BY OUR : . 
CAMP COOK ASSISTANT TRAINING PROGRAM 
CONTACT us TODAY 
.TERRACE /}NT.T-POgERTY GROUP SOCIETY 
ROOM 204 ROOH 200 
4721 LAKELSE AVE 4720 LAZELLE  AVE 
( 'T ILLTCUH THEATRE BUTLDING)  
635- -4631 OR 635- -3722 
, • • 2 
C , :  
' ' "  {7 '  , " ' t  " " - 
~,.r~& (~ 
SPECIALS FOR THE MONTH OF FPnRUARY /:,ii;il;i-!'i ! '  i:~. 
:, " CANADIAN BABY SHRIMP SCAMPI 
, special sauce and cheese. Topped with 
Hollandais Sauce 
; : ITALIAN CHICKEN PARMAGNIN 
, Tender chicken breast sauted with 
fresh gadlc covered in tomato sauce 
oven baked with swiss cheese 
NEW YORK STEAK TERIAKYI :~:..! ............ 
Marinated in Terlakyl sauce served ...... '......... 
FEBRUARY COUPON 
10%°-,,, MAIN COURSES 
Coupon not valid with specials. 
Coupon must be presented upon payment Expires Feb. 28 
RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED 
HOURS: 
Sunday - Thursday - -  5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Friday & Saturday - -  5:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
O 
• MOUNT LAYTON 
HOT SPRINGS 
RESORT LTD. 798-2214 
PRE-INVENTORY 
QA, LE 
I 
Gemma Bed 
& Bath  
BOut ique  
SKEENA MALL 
635-3392 
Gemma 
Kitchen 
BOut ique  
SKEENA MALL 
635-4086 
Thursday t Friday Saturday & Sunday | 
February 28 March 1 March 2- March 3 | 
EVERYTHING , EVERYTHING -| 
NO''O N"/01 
. V OFF* V 0FF*i 
*Excluding Coffees I 
Excluding Coffees *DOWN QUILTS 20% OFF I 
*DOWN QUILTS 20% OFF I 
READY FOR THE RAFFLE. Members of the Skeena Valley Quilters show off the quilt they are now raffl- 
ing off. Seen above are (not in order) Ann Bandstra, Cathy Baxter, Hilda Euverman, Norma Morrison, 
Colleen Sande, Fern Sweeting, Joyce Vander Kwaak and Hildi Vande Velde. Missing are Thora Arnold- 
Smith, Joyce Casorso, Mary Hamakawa, Lois Long, Eileen Micks, Jo Sandhals, Linda Smith and Ingrid 
Vankermann. 
Quilters lend hand 
What's warm, colourful and helps Mills 
Memorial Hospital get a much-needed piece of 
equipment? 
The answer is a quilt. Not just any quilt, of 
course. Specifically, it's the quilt that's been 
crafted by the.16 members of the Skeena Valley 
Quilters and which was on display at Sunday's 
Heritage Day celebrations atthe arena banquet 
room. 
And where does the hospital come in? Club 
president Hilda Euverman explained the group 
is raffling off the quilt with all the proceeds go- 
ing to the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation 
to  assist in its'drive to purchase a CT Scan for 
Mills. 
Members will be selling tickets --  they're $1 
each - -  at the Co-op this Friday and Saturday 
and at the Skeena Mall March 8 and 9. Draw 
date is April 27 and will take place during the 
club's quilt-in-a-day session at the Centennial 
Christian school. 
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Starving 
students 
Each day will find thousands 
of people across the world who 
are starving and d° n°t kn°w I Special where there next meal is coming 
from. And although students 
tionmay nOtto behelpin thethose pe pl financial posi- I Remember Prevention is the Bi 
direectly, "We can make others 
aware of the need and raise 
donations for those'who are 
hungry everyday," says Skeena 
Jr. Secondary student Catherine 
Cann. 
Cann is president of the 
Famine Committee whiich is 
organizing this year's World Vi- 
sion 30-Hour Famine at the 
school. This year will be the 
first time Skeenahas organized 
their own famine ~ last year 
they joined in on Caledonia's. 
Noting students taking part in 
the starve-athon are now seek- 
ing pledges, Cann asked those 
approached to be generous in 
their support. 
Best Medicinel n 
Heading to 
Ottawa 
Jessica Lambright, agrade 10 
student at Thornhili Jr. Secon- 
dary school, has been selected 
to participate in the Encounters 
with Canada program held at 
the Terry Fox Youth Centre in 
Ottawa. 
Lambright is one of 125 
young people from across the 
country who will be taking part 
in the seven day seminar. Her 
trip is sponsored by the Terrace- 
Skeena Valley Rotary Club who 
selected her from among 17 ap- 
plicants. 
spirit of 
1 giving 
When You Need Professional Service And Need It 
Fast, There's Only One Place To Go... 
nomag 
(Division of Northern Magnet(, =.~d.) 
4641 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
635-4028 
Hours: Men. - Frl. 8-5:30 p.m.; Sat. 8-5:00 p.m. 
hanks 
Dear Sir, 
We wish to thank the 
Kinsmen, Kinettes, the band 
and everyone else who helped 
out at the Feb. I0 Valentines 
Dance for seniors at the Elks 
• Hall: ............ :-::, , , : : : :~ : : . : : : :~ ' -  
.... WeaU-thoroughly.enjoyed 
the dinner and the dance and 
there were many complimen- 
tary remarks - from the 
seniors who attended. 
You all did an absolutely 
wonderful job. 
Thank you again, 
Ruby and Lloyd McCreight. 
Dear Sir, 
On behalf of the students 
enrolled in the Native 
Tourism Supervisory 
Development program and 
the Native Education Centrel 
I would like to express my 
sincere appreciation t3 the 
many local businesses who 
took practicum students 
from Jan. 21 through Feb. 
15. 
These practicums offered 
students invaluable hands-on 
experience in various aspects 
of the local tourism industry. 
They were able to apply their 
classroom knowledge and 
training to actual work set- 
tings. 
Again, thank you to those 
managers and employees of 
local-businesses for their sup- 
port and encouragement of 
the program. 
Yours, 
Mary Swift. i
I 
~ ~ J 7 
'~  m' - - I  
CORRECTION 
in this week's "112 Price 
plus Unbeatable Values" 
flyer, the Illustration of the 
Mlcroosesetto Answering 
Mschln# sold on Page 3 Is 
incorrect. The system 
available does not Include a 
phone. 
WojPolOglze for any In- 
c0'nvenlelice this may hsve 
osUSSd. 
K msrt ,,.C~M. de ~.lmlt~l. 
. . . .  . y -  . . . .  
n mine operations throughout 
British Columbia, reclamation 
is an on-going process. In fact it 
has been going on for decades 
and today, people, wildlife and 
cattle use many of the areas where mines were 
once located. 
British Columbia mining companies are 
forertmners in reclamation. They have been 
doing it for years as part of the mining process. 
Because,ofthis;~theBritish Columbia mining 
industry iS rec0~ as a world leader in 
environmental protection and reclamation 
successes. 
It's no fairy,tale, land disturbed by mining 
Can and/s being returned to a productive state. 
Whether it's waste piles or tailings ponds, pec~ 
ple !, livestock and wildlife given return and 
"live happily ever after:' 
M& MINING ASSOCIATION 
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MININ~ SUPPLIERS. CONTRACTORS & CONSULTANTS ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MAJOR SPONSORS: SUPPORTERS: R~ Mines Ltd. CUba Nest ~,,ur~ Ltd. X,,~,m E.~ ..... g ~a~,' U0. n,t~,,r E~rlo,,ion t ,. 
Canadian S~bbtns Ya~nemn 8 Culkn Detroit Dk'~l Allison Knight and Plc~ohl l.td Price Wa~rhousc Cominco Ltd. Highland Vallc'y Copper ACE FJph~i~o ETI I.M end M~. Co. LM. Cummins British C~lumbh Man,orp Imiu~lml ~les Ltd. I'nnccron Mining Coq~ranon 
Fording C,~ Ltd. Placer Dome lnc. * ,k~ Limited Century Oih (Cmada) Inc. Ebco Industrb., Ltd. Minnova Inc.- S~nmmurn Q, uintettc Coal Limited ~, ,, 
Finning LM, Teck ~or~l~t ion  B.C. Be~nng Enlpncen Lid, Eh~l {?sold Mines Inc. Fskon6rld~ Limited Dwi~io. ~scan Environmcnul Sen, ices Ltd, 
BHP-UTA H Mines Ltd Oima~ Canad~ Ltd. ~ibrllu~. Mines Limia'd Mnly-C~p (:~0uda Rio AlF~+m E~ ploration lnc, Harni~hft~r Corp. 'l~an~est Dxncqulp ~n.~ Pdin~Co. Led, Co~tincn~L~vu Ltd. G.oidcrAnmcbtr~ Ltd. Nebxm MachincvT C4,. Ltd. Thieu~n Equipment I.M. : :.~,i 
Blainne~e L~'c~on M~hining ~ HilEbncoul~ I~uource, Limited Ncwhav, k C~dd Mines Ltd. 1heal Encr~,ld Coqmntlon ._il ~i' 
, o f  C~lladg, Ltd.  ~Ve~tmJn ~q~I~OUIL~C~I Limlt~d & Welding LN, qma~m ~ . Holn~m ~ Mautd~ lad. Nornnd= Mineral, Inc, - Boil A, tinc Waia~ Industries Limiled ~" : - 
/ ; /:,',"::~;: ii, r'l~ll'Im:: - O&KOn:mtein&~pwllnc. WcmhomT~rmlndsLtd. ;~i~:~ 
.7 '~- , ,  i/:7 • L : , ' _  
?i=: "i'~ ' -..':.;.: .~. 
;i~  , 
' , l  
!!: 
¢ 
i 
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Options gli . . . .  mpsed LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO:/: 
, , .  , ::: PALACE MARCH,"199i; . : : :  . . . .  : ; 
will g local 
employers to once again sup- 
port its Career Preparation pro- 
gram by providing enrolled 
students with onqhe-job ex- 
i~rience', says Joe Murphy, one 
of three teachers involved in the 
program. 
All in their last semester at 
school, participating students 
put in from 100 to 120 hours 
working at jobs related to their 
grade I l and 12 studies. 
Murphy said the intent was to 
give = the students some actual 
work experience before they 
made their final career choice. 
Noting most after-school jobs 
held by students were usually in 
the service industry - -  fast food 
outlets, for example - -  the pro- 
gram gave them an opportunity 
to "explore different options." 
It was also hoped their work 
experience would encourage 
them to go on to some form of 
post-secondary education, 
something the targetted 
students might not necessarily 
do otherwise. 
Murphy said giving the 
students "a glimpse" of the 
working world would teach 
them that specific skills are re- 
quired :in all jobs. The program 
also tried to show the link bet- 
ween education and imporved 
job mobility. 
Although an important part 
of the program, successful com- 
pletion of the work experience 
portion is only one of the 
elements leading to graduation. 
Students are also required to 
pass a minimum of five core 
subjects uch as English 12 and 
Mathematics 11, six specialty 
courses and a minimum of two 
electives. 
The specialty courses vary 
depending on the field the stu- 
dent is aiming at. At the mo- 
ment, the Career Preparation 
program is offered only in the 
areas o f  business education, 
mechanics and construction 
(joinery). However, Murphy 
COVERING ALL BASES. Having been given guidance on how to 
write resumes, Caledonia students in the Career Pre-Employment 
program take to the computers to practice What they have learned. 
They also get tips on how to prepare for and handle job interviews. 
confirmed, it was planned to 
add drafting next year and 
possibly forestry in 1992-93. 
Only in its second year, the 
program has already scored 
some successes, he pointed out. 
Last year 16 students com- 
pleted. Of those, one of the 
joinery students i now enrolled 
at Northwest Community Col- 
lege, another is apprenticing at 
a local car dealers and two more 
are working in a local bank. 
That bank, he added, had 
been so impressed with the 
students it had taken in last 
year, it had already indicated it 
was prepared to take on more 
this time. 
It takes money 
newspaper for advertisements. 
Noting the grand opening of 
its office will be held in mid- 
March, :Brinkac said the group. 
hopes the event will coincide 
with its first Big-Little match. 
Other future events include a 
visit by provincial represen- 
tative Geaorge Alliston on April 
14 and a garage sale set for 
April 27. 
Big Brothers, Big Sisters meet 
at the Inn of the West on the 
third Tuesday of each month at 
7:30 p.m. New members are 
always welcome. For more in- 
formation, contact program co- 
ordinator Lois Stoner at 
635-4232, 
Fundraising played an impor- 
tant role in bringing the local 
Bi~,~Bd, g.~.ers, Big Sisters pro- 
g l~[ i~u l l  operation and it 
wilPcontinue to be important in. 
keeping i t going. 
With that in mind, the 
organizatior~ is seeking corn-' 
munity support for two regular 
dollar earners, says president 
Teresa Brinkac. 
The first is an ongoing bottle 
drive. Bottles can be dropped 
off at the Petrocan gas station 
on Lakelse or phone 635-4515. 
The other is bingo every second 
Saturday at the Lucky Dollar 
Bingo Palace - -  watch this 
l 
1} i I l r t  O ' l . r l  .41 
"~"  " '= ' "  '~"  " " "~"= ... SINCE 1955 
TFIA NSPOFI TA TIO N 
-~SYSTEMS L TD.~ 
• HI BOY 
• VAN 
• FLAT DECK 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE 
• DALLY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT 
• SERVICE FROM PRINCE GEORGE 
• LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE 
CHARTERS 
: •SCHEDULED SERVICE ON 
HIGHWAY 37 N. 
• DAILY SCHEDULED GENERAL 
FOEIGHT SERVICE FROM 
.NCOUVER 
• DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE TO 
: STEWART 
Minim of 
gn~tt(I Van Une~ ' " 
~lfoNrrED 
~UNITED 
KITIMAT "~uNrrEa~.,., TERRACE 
635-2728 
or635-~102 
31 1 1 Blackburn 
Terrace 
~ : ~ : J . . . .  1 Canadan " i¢1  .Terce l : :  " 
• : i~ , ,  ,~  • i: : ,i~ ~ j , l  Paraplegic L Little ;: - 
. . i "  " - '  j . . . .  ' Association ' ..Th. a.!re • 
- : I ; : '  ~ ' ' :: " ' i  ' Terrace: .  ', , BO . 
, Preschool 
~ ~ A .  • . . . . . . .  : IJ UTC • ~ 1  
• ~ , ; g , ,  I= u _u.!e , /errace . /e r race  ermode ; ' Tgzr r~n • '~ " A i r  I A . . ,~ ,~. , ,  • " Theatre ' 
A.thlet¢ ,Minor i Friendship . i~e~s " ! Cadets ~ ' p ~ '  
P.ssoc. HOCKey Society. Gymnastics , ' Ski Terrace 
~-w- - - - - -  -~---------- _ _ ~ " ~ ~ Club [ • Local ' !  , .Brothers ,, 
I / l t~ 19 . '20 i21 Order of 
Terrace ' Terrace Kermode t Terrace J Royal i----~ParaocPl~e~l ' 'o . ' ; - ~  
Athletic :' M nor . Fr endship .I Blueback ' Purple ~ ~  
Assoc. ' Hockey Society .'. Swim Club : Ski ' - ~ c e  
.J • ' Club ' Local--;~'ROure Skating 
25 26 i27 28 747 90Canad,an I_'~n ~1 
Athlet ic  Air "=--Paraplegic[ vv  Little " I 
Assoc. Terrace Kermode I -•• Terrace Association ' ~ l  
Famil-y-. Minor Friendship J 'Peaks.  Cadets " ~ , - - -K inet tes  ! 3 ] Night Baseball Society Gymnastics Ski Terrace ~ |  
' Club Local L : ~'otr~rs.j I 
632-2544, 
272 • 3rd Street 
Kltimat 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors:4:30 p.m. :, Gamei 6:15:, 
Fri.- Sat. Late night Games Doors 9:30 p.m, " Games lO:OO p~m., .~: 
* ~-:":;~'~ ~ '.~:L: ~ ~ . . . . .  , ,  
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
. . . .  
' ' . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ " " 'Y f "  " i r; "'. ':"~'" " ':' ': : '  '~i ~': ::.i ~:s:" i"::'::'i:::~:% t::'~:"::'~:'~" ":i:" i :i ?::i:!:;'i~:::~. : :  :i :!e:;i; :~::.. : • 
• INSPECT ION 
OUR PROFESSIONAI~S CAN HELP YOU WITH ON YOUR ~HCLE 
v., Mufflers 
Shock Absorbers 
v,, Struts 
I =~'~" I xR~ 
CO-OP "4LE IRAKB 
.- Brakes 
.- Truck & Tractor Mufflers 
~, Garden Tractor Mufflers 
,- Performance Mufflers 
v. Standard Mufflers 
Lawn Mower Mufflers 
(2 Blocks East Of Co-op) 
I MUFFLERS & SHOCKS. i 
INSTALLED 
FREE . . . .  
ON MOST CARS & TRUCKS 
, (Mount ing  Heu'dware Extra) 
_ op,~CES P ~,  =w 
MINUTE ~~~~~V~UFI=LE R 635-7707 • 4s=e Q.m Ave. 
BRAKE n..Ace 
Autoplan. 
road and s 
the 
pace 
with today's motorists. 
ICBC coverage hit the road in 1974. But just as 
cars have improved in 16 years, so has Autoplan. 
The 1991 model is custom-built for B.C. motorists 
and packed with innovative f atures. 
You wanted auto insurance that did not discriminate 
in terms of age, sex, or marital status. So ICBC 
introduced Canada's first Claim-Rated Scale, with 
premiums based on the motorist's claim record. 
We also applied territory rating to reflect claims 
experience indiflbrent regions of B.C. more 
accurately. 
You wanted the option ofinsur'ance coverage for 
periods of less than a year.We thought that was a 
good idea and introduced short-term insurance 
for as little as six months. You asked us to take 
action against B.C's growing number of traffic 
accidents. We have responded on many fronts. As 
a partner in Drinking Driving CounterAttack. And 
by funding community-based traffic safety 
education and life-saving research. 
The Dial-A-Claim reporting system, conveniendy 
located claim centres, ome of the most reasonable 
auto insurance rates in Canada - the list of ICBC 
innovative standard features i  a long one. And 
there are more down the road. 
In the 1990s and beyond, Autoplan will be keeping 
pace with B.C. motorists all the way. 
C]ICBC Together, we=dr ive  
insurance costs down. 
~ .  
I I1  I 
4:  : . ,  f . .  7 ~ . 
, , :  . -  
t 
/Cfiit~ng: VaileYs" through ihe , richl and fertile by the millenial 
sopping raiiiforest are Exstew/. processes of river and runoff -- 
Kalumi Lakelse, Copper, , is, inlthe end, a magnet to all. 
ZYmacord,~: Green, Shames, Think of a river valley as an 
Kleanza/ Fiddler, Insect and infinitely complex organism. 
Dasque. Running through the Each important event-- a fire 
interior wilderness are Babine,: raging down part of its cor- 
Bulkley{iMorice, Sustut ,  rid0r,.anavalancbe, anextraor- 
leys 
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savcx~ oau!y  
this uneconc 
sighted pi-ad 
from one!?"end': b f  ::~North 
America's Pacific c0ast to: the  
other. In setting'aside the area 
around MacDonneil Lake for 
• these n~ . . . . . . . .  -,,=,,,u w , -  
ridors where goats move up and 
down impossibly steep faces, 
where moose move• furtively 
aloiil~ihe valley f loor browsing 
willow~and osier, where the sun 
is not able to burn away the re,, 
tspmx, Telkwa. Spilling in to  dinarily heavy flood '--- changes mains of the winter snows until widespread logging at the hands 
• tide are Scotia, Green, Kwinit- . . . .  the way it functions, As a result May. ' ' of: small business, the Bulkley 
sa, Ecstall. , .  some creatures losei some gain. Included in our pitch to : Valley forest district intends the 
. . . .  • ' forester and ranger was an argm same fate for the Copper. 
. Wonderful :rivers a l l  - -  . When the changes are massive, some measure, be diminished, would take the circuit of the ment on behalf of an old friend There is wood in less sensitive 
mgnways to ~;almon, home to  unrelenting and sudden, the For this r.eason we in the nor- great bears into consideration ~ the Copper River. 
trout, corridor s for ~wolf; be~ whole organism •undergoes a thwest branch of the Steelhead and ask that the'former valley areas. For that reason we sug- 
ann moose, uut what.else do,  transformatioii;: : :: : : . '  i Society 'of B.C, proposed to Over half of the Copper has. gusted to the hosts of Parks '90 
they have fin common? They Certain truths become evi' representatives of theministries be:left intaet t0o~: ~ • " been logged and allof the rest that the entire upper watershed 
With the i exception of the will be i f  nothing is done soon. of the Copper be set aside along 
foresthave allinddstry.been'given over.to the dent: a river logged. . . . . .  Once will. o f  forests and parks that  the, Khutzeymat~n, tlie Valleys we The copper is a rare breed. It is: with an area extending from the 
. : never grow wood as well and of river yalleys called Exchamsiks, pleaded for have minimal one of the five • rivers on the highly unstable Red  Canyon 
This ;  I suppose, was as high aquality again; alogged Khyex  and Khasiks be  i timber values',buteach, likethe planetwhose wilderness and Creek to a smalltributary, eigill. 
unav.6id~i~ler:, the  natura l  river Valley ~ll"d~,er ilook as'!: designated wilderness and set Gitnadoix, i~'cbntains delicate, 
migratory paths Of fish and • good as it did formerly, nor i aside forever. : • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  rare ecosystems which play out 
game are also the' easiest, probably, •will it be as friendly From the perspective of a .  under stunning vistas. They 
cheapest and,psi  remunerative to fish and wildlife . . . .  ~ : migratory grizzly bear who does have lessons to teach us, these 
routes fo r  the: industrial Thisdoes notmeanthe valley not appreciate man's fondness: Secludedyalleys, lessons which 
ale fiemistswh0 •turn logs into • devoted to logging 'will be for boundaries, the Khutzeyma-: Will make:!Us better stewards of 
jobs and profit. The bottom of devoid of~ fish and wildlife teen and the Exchamsiks may as the valleys:we work, : 
a river valley-, the land made values, just that ithey: will, in well be one. We thought we  They are endangered species, 
" • " " . " i  . • 
: . .  ~ : • . , , . . . .  : : : ?  
steelhead:~itigling values give it 
Class One status. 
Wild summer steelhead are 
vanishing along with the rugg- 
ed, pristine habitat, hey need 
for survival, Logging the upper 
endof any watershed is agood 
way to ruin it. Examp!es o f  
kilometres below it. r : . :"" : 
Khas iks ,  Excham~ : 
siks/Khutzeymateenm, Khyex ' 
and  the Upper  Copper: our pr O~ 
posal to set them aside, to keep ~ , 
them intact,-is a modest  one ' 
when viewed, within the context. 
of logging in Skeena.. : " 
:SPORTS: :  NEWt S;: :/ : ! 
FSPORTSCOPE- 
[: Kitimat 
goahe 
i back ,n net 
NEW YORK Islanders goalie 
~Mark Fitzpatrick is back on 
his skates again. 
The 22-year.old Kitimat 
player has been battling back 
from a debilitating disease 
called EMS. : 
After more than four ,on- '  
ths of therapy at home in 
Kitimat, he's back on the ice 
ia~ain',""b:ai:kstooVin~ the 
i farm team. 
i He says he's just glad to be 
!playing again, •and that being 
called back Up :tO the NHL 
towards the end of the season 
would be "a bonus." 
He allowed five• goals in a 
:tie-game performance his 
[ifirst'ilight!back, but on his 
second outing held the op- 
;position to two, displaying 
ithe skill that made him New 
York's starting oalie. 
Although he feels healthy 
now, he could suffer a recur- 
rence of the incdrable disease 
at any time.: 
Meanwhile, his lawyer is 
suing the makers of an amino 
acid diet supplement' Fitz- 
patrick took that has been 
linked to' EMS. The 
$180-million lawsuit is 
against the Japanese 
manufacturers of 
L "Trypt°phan" I 
Medals from 
w, nter ms 
NORTHWESTERNERS 
picked lup two gold,, four 
silver and •three bronze 
medals at the weekend's B.C. 
Winter. Games in  Duncan 
and North Cowichan. 
i; Cross-coumtry skiing ac- 
'don saw Telkwa's Matthew, 
: Georgioucolleci ~e silveiqn 
=,juvenile boys.freetechnique. 
~a~..Bel?sen,;pf Burns Lake 
i;'~i~:k~i : t'~:the':bro~ize :In the 
Basketball finals° 
KITIMA'I" Junior Rebel Peter Ly homes in on the Prince Rupert hoop as the went on to an 
easy victory over the Booth: Ravens in zone basketball playoff action here last week. Skeena's 
Tsimshlans looked tough In the early action and battled their way to a spot in the finals. Complete 
results next week. A week earlier Skeena won the Kitimat Invitational tournament, defeating 
Booth 62-47, and dispatching Kitimat twice -- 72-40 and 64-60. .:, 
I 
Kermodes brace 
for zo  ne hoop duei,.. uyenile:giris event. ~ / i :  r [ 
!'?~.0rma c Hik i sch ,  'of  [ ....... ' " : - " . - ."-.: 
,mithers!~0n gold.forzone7 TERRACE. - - .  Theiilscript~"for - injured or recovering from re- cakewalk " they.'rel ~iX'ctinR 
).~ the)n~en'S: giant:slalom Caledonia!s . !weekend~/centinjurias. when they enter theCaiedoni~ 
dp~i~ 'ski ;course. : i!  :~ - ' ; '? :showdoWn: ;: with the  ! prince:i The list; of ailments is long gymnasium. ~ ii.i' 
In wii~tling; Fraser Lake's " Rupert Rainmaker, eads:more and ,demora l i z ing :  Mike "It'll be interes'ting~;l think 
like the screenplay for a Rocky Parker's re s r I Fertiando'iOssl ~ took gold in ' . . . . .  .. " ' ' . . . . .  . Pained : ank e, you'll see a' CaledOnia.-team 
the 56kg Combined /score, moose tnan :a . basketball Paul' Manhas' broken nose, that's ready to d0 batt le ," :  
playoff. Brunt Neeve' with Corey Leslie Of Fraser ~ : ~i" :, / s knee, Steve The injuries will definitely be 
~; Lb.ke: taking' the silver lnthe Battered and beaten, :the Dhansaw's ankles, and Gary a big factor, he saysl We have 
• SKnie' :: Category:; .. Scan the odtb, to win the ,first ~bii~ -ithiit,s 
underdogs fight, back against, P~en's knee, 
. - .  . . . . . . . .  the odds ito  pidi Grit :' Ultimate But MacKay; predicts even his 
, aomeim, ~ot  fraser ,-axe, vict0r~. ; ........ . . . .  : ;  • basically it..lf we'ei~ ~p~going 
..... ;, •, .:..-..,., . : _.. " ay ,-~ "... ...... -', . . . .  . "-. injured players, will be on the three games it'iLi1~ D~ta!,.~,., . '~n 'a bronze. In me ~Zgg - " :"~ ~ ...... , "~, " .  : • . . . .  to 
, , ,  .~. ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~  At least.that s the .plot that .  court thls~ ' time, loopng~ on as o i~combtnet!"scote w lghtlif- Cam Ma~- . '  ~e  ~.-, , -  ~ - :  • "Rupert's:t ugli~i ,iii'~.h~ive ~ 
~.,: ..... _, ,.": , ...-. _ ,  • " ~:- -  ~-m .noop: -mUCh tape aria protective gear " p of~e :g.anie,, 4ing; ~lmgWas ~;nanes t'rms : s~uad's Co~h ~ ~'": W~al ,; .~.' '~::~ '~=-  '- ~ ...... -" . be at the to : , . . . .  ~ .  ' , . .  ' ,  __  " _  q - -  , m l t ta ; t~ aCg : ' l l ~ n ~ . i . . .  ' : tO  
~i,~!llie;::.mv,er~ i n the  . written,:  . . :~ :  ".." i '~i:-~:° ,;'Ph,O?a,,;i,,:m,,, ~,..:,. ,, ~,, Mac.Kayadded.:.. 'i':iil ~':~•~":~"":~ 
' ~ • . "  ' " • * ' " , : "  ~ , '. . . . .  " .  , ,  • ' ,  , l  m~v.~ ,~ I I .V I I  • I I1~1~ i~t JO I I l~ ,  l i1~ 
~,'6~'.5:kg class,while Smithers ,This team has*o t auto ,, b - "  ~a~ :,,r~,,.,. . .  t. . . . . . .  ,. The best.o ' ts 
r ide :~!~BIIix..~Tong: ,and ,,-says "'These 'are 'eOi ' tt ....... tO ~ " ~ ~' " ~ . . . . . .  ~''  ""~ ~ :~ :~" '  ..... L : : : : . .  ..... ~ ; .~  ~:  ~ds~: |h i s  for five years, Frid@:nisht ;i te 
ure8 ao~fi.~ ¢oU~ed. the " kkls-,~, they just don t~c 'U  J '  ' The~',.' :; .... • ' ' Cal~on!a~ : . , - , ,  .--~.,...:.~-~. .......... . ..... ~ . . . . .  ,.~ ..... ' . . . . . . . .  -.~ ......... ~-..:.~.: P....~..~.,....:,,:._:n~t.gomg to stop " i.~ 
. . . . .  " " ,,,, ......... ; . . . . .  I ~ ~ most of their ke~ starters i~th~?; ~ ~e ~ ...... ~ ]won't find the necessary a~ :i- 
Hendry near 
Clan record 
TERRACE -- Michelle Hendry 
has moved within 100 points of 
the SFU Clan's all-time career 
scoring mark. 
Terrace's hoop sensation con- 
tinues to rock the women's col- 
lege basketball world and with 
2,260 career points at the end of 
regular season play last week, 
she's poised for a drive at the 
recot~d :in ~he -pldyo'ffsinow. 
underway.':' . . . . . .  ! . . . . .  
Gall Klaver -- who played 
from 1973 to 1978 -- holds the 
Simon Fraser University record 
of 2,357. Hen&y, who keeps 
SFU sports statisticians like 
Gary Schreiber very busy, could 
break that in this her third year. 
" I t 's  just phenomenal," 
Schreiber says. "It's really hard 
to believe." 
What's just as hard to believe 
is the Clan's record this season: 
16-0 in NAIA district one play 
and 27-3 overall. 
As usual, Hendry was top 
scorer in district one this year 
with 703 regular season district 
points. 
She's also 13th in scoring 
among the NAIA's 350 colleges 
and universities with her 24.2 
point-per-game average. Her 
field goal percentage --  68.0 - -  
is third in the league. 
Stats like that are certain to 
make her a~contender again this 
Michelle Hendry 
year to be named to an All- 
American team, as she was last 
year. 
If Hen&y's average holds up 
and SFU gets out of the district, 
she should shatter Klaver's all- 
time points mark in the 
playoffs. 
Semifinal action was under- 
way earlier this week and SFU 
was heavily favoured to make 
the district one final, scheduled 
for tomorrow night. 
If they win there, it's on to 
the 32-team NAIA national 
championships Mar. 6-12 in 
Jackson, Tennessee. 
Station lays 
off sportcaster 
TERRACE - -  Local broadcast advertising revenues -- as 
sports coverage has fallen into "bizarre". 
question with the decision by "It doesn't make sense for 
Skeena Broadcasters to lay of! the company to attempt to in- 
veteran Terrace sportscaster crease ad revenues by cutting 
Len Harrington. back coverage in Terrace and, 
Harrington received his lay- Rupert," she said. 
off notice earlier this month, She rejected company'  
and will end his tenure in front statements that the decision is a'  
of CFTK's sports mike just private business matter of no 
three months short of the concern to the public. 
20-year,ark. "This is very important to the 
" Skeena Broadcasters' also local community," she said. "If ' .  
issued layoffs for Todd Bentley, people want to listen to local 
their Prince Rupert sports sports coverage on the radio;! 
reporter and Jean Carson, a they're out of luck, because: 
Prince Rupert radio news there's only one station in 
reporter, town."  
The station's union is attemp- "We're encouraging people 
ting to block the layoffs, said here concerned about he effec- 
Kathy Brooks, secretary for tire elimination of local sports 
locel" 827 of the National coverage to speak up," Brooks 
:_~: Association of Broadcast added. 
i,e. Employees and Technicians Harrington has earned asolid 
(NABE13. , reputation Over" the~yem,~.not 
,, She said Harrlngton received just for his mverage butidso for 
fount Weeks notice and will likely his support, and pt ombtionl of : 
• give his last.sports, broadcast local youth sports. -'" '. " : 
Om . . . . . .  " ' t+"  S etime ln early March. ~, Hes an old culmuaseo
:!/~iBrooks':attacked the layoffs Brooks adds~i"but ne's:ect a i! 
i~!.i~iwh!ch:tke company says a re  hear t of  'g01d~i He':; tncrea bly•: 
: i :~ im~,as .  a result of. felll!~-: generoUs.::i•::':i~; ~ ;-i~ ':.!:%~•::"~-,.,' ~:•::, 
.L~.  
] 
; ~, 
? 
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All-native ho 
tou-rn am e nt 
Men's 
.fastball . 
league 
expands 
TERRACE " ,  Thecity wig be : well represented, withteams ar: in charge of the officiating, Feb,.te - - - "  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . -..-- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r -  .. . 
hosting the women's .all-native :riving -from Kitimat, Aiyansh, Campbell said. Inn of th e West 4, Skeena Hotel 3 r ~ ; . Team ~ : ' G .W L T' (iF ~ GA PTg..i'~" 
;basketball provincial Chah~pion. :'Greem/ille; Kitwanga, Kispiox, Although the Women's  all- _ r - -  ~ . . . .  : . . . . . . . . .  r $ Feb;'19 " ' Convoy Supply 37 II 18 8 122. 18530 ' ' / L ' ,  ~ :. 
~hips in!ate: March and " t~s  :Prince Rupert, Port. Simpson, n_twa "e. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  fnnrnnm~nt vlnp¢n,, . . . . . . . . .  , , .  ~0nvoy. . . . .  aupply 4, , . .North=itMotor• ,... . Inn Old= . . . .  0 , r " T ~  r . Timbefmen . "26 '|~. It 2'104 . I~  ' 2S  ' .~r , , . .  ~ 
are expectS' from :acrossthe :.Kitkatla;. Hartley Bay,.Klemtu; tract as much attentionas the mn or the Wcst 4,Nonn'IAutb Refi|dshlns 2: " -. :NMI Old= :. : : ,. 37 1020 7, 'ItS :137.27-t,i.~!: 
men'S- which ran earlier thi= - : -  - '  ; : :  ':.Feb;20i~/ " . ' ! ; ; -  ~'' :RlverddeAutoWrangl~s :;J9 ' 10 ,24  J" 133"]79"'~:i:!/!::.~ provii)ce:. :.:': "', :. ' r  :r~ : :  f :' ' Bella Bella and Bella.Co01a. ' ont 
. / : . : L~ org. izer LorneCamp- :: The games, will. run :frOm 8 ~ in Prince Rape,. Cam~ . .e~a~ ! ' .m~, .  5:L ~P~I~V~2:e 'Ut?  Wran~cr ,  2 .  ; . : :  :~. neereaaOnal Division Si=fieings-; ::::/~ 
bell said 26 teams have. been :,a,m. to l0 p.m. on Friday,,Mar. ca. expects spectators will get ' Skeena Hotel  4; AIJ ~ , =  0 ...... ' . . . . . . .  " "  . . . . . .  -": ; - " ' ; " '  : '  " : " '  ........ ' "~!!~;:' 
. ." Team - .. '-. G W L T OF," Gk  IP '~ '  
Confirmed for the!M~ 29-31:29 andSatu'rday, Mar. 30,:~d quite a show. To get ye,r  team or league on the &.oreboardo droP of f  AHSeasons : 36~Z1 03 162 118 49:,;:': provincial tournament so fear. f rom8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday, "There's ome hidden talent 
. . . . .  - scores  or standings to the Terrace Standard office at 4647 Inn of the West He said the northwest willbe Mar; 31. : "r . "  " : 1 :i : : ' ' : :  out there that's been sitting on 
TERRACE --Two out of town 
teams have been added to the 
four playing here and two in 
Kitimat in the Northwest Men's 
Fastball  League, says 
spokesman Rob McVey. 
The Hazelton team marks a 
return of having a squad from 
that area compete in the league 
while the Rupert contingent will 
be made up of all-stars from 
that city's league, he said. 
"We're getting larger and 
better," McVey added. 
The addition of the two teams 
means travelling and that'll take 
the form of doubleheaders. 
" In  town, we'll be back at 
Northwest Community College 
and we'll be making im- 
provements to the outfieldand 
putting in fencing and iron 
gates," said McVey. 
He said Hazelton and Kit- 
wanga players had driven he~:e 
last year to play on city teams 
but wasn't sure if they will con- 
tinue to do so or join that area's 
new team'. 
The league's opening tourna- 
ment,takes place in Kitimat the 
May •long weekend while local 
teams play host to a tournament 
here the July long •weekend. 
~:;~![There's also hn~jn~ti6nal 
,~*~urnameat  in Pl~inc¢TRU~:r t. 
.;. tSs  year and the possibility of 
one'in Buins Lake. 
With the expansion to eight 
teams, each will play the others 
four times. 
~There'S an information 
meeting for the league March 31 
at 2 p.m. in Room 108 of the 
Skeena Hotel. 
FOOLS 
RUSH IN. 
You,~o~ouce DICBC 
• " - ' '1  
Terrace~s Fli p Cer~0 will. be the shelf," he added. La¢elle Ave. ,  or phone them in tO 638.7283, Skecna Hotel 
' " ' Norm's  Auto Refini~hlmt 
GYMNASTICS 
REGISTFIATi0N 
. . .  : . 
" ' . .  , .  
WHERE Clarence Michael School Gym 
' '  • - • • 
~'~" :~;~ ~HEN% ~ : ~ ~ , t ~ ~  ~ c h  2 10  a m - 
PROGRAMS '~* ...... ' '~ ts &~Tots ,~'Preschool 
!iiii,:, !_!i"~ Red ; : ! : "  White & Blue Badge 
vement Merit, Bronze, S 
• : Badge 
Pat McRoberts 638-11( 
TERRACE PEAKS 
.37  22:11 4 195'; i64:48--: ; - : ' :  
37 19,13 $ 173,"138 43  ' .... 
35 16 17,2. 165 147.34 :.:.: 
NORTHERN BC GAMES GYMNASTICS TI=AM 
i 
FRONT ROW LEFT TO RIGHT 
DIVISIONAL "A"  TEAM 
: CORISA BERLIN 
'ilFELICIA ARBUAH ...., 
I!,.!STEPHANIE KUHAR ~ !, i:. 
. . . . . .  11~ IO  I l l  I l v l l I l l l l l ]  I 
PROVINCIAL "B"TEAM 
HEATHER ALBRIGHT 
JENNIFER NEVES 
ALINA OWENS 
KIRSTEN HOLKEsTAD 
TRINA'MATEUS 
CHARLOTTE JORDAN 
THE WORLD 
ISYOURS...IF 
~:YOU KNOW THE 
:RNHi'PEgPLE.. 
i 
rover .you  move the Welcome 
10~ ihmless.iS: the riisht pe!con to 
i~'~" fin. d ~i' D!ace, In,your, new 
[~ , , i ty . .  ~ .- . . . .  
,KereneSa;0707 . 
~ KktSar in  036,7e04']!i 
. . . . . . . . .  I I I1_[ ' l l  
! 
"'''~; i 
¶,~ 
, - . :  
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 !,FIRST TIME IN 
.... HISTORY! 
' 1 Ski Wear Factory Outlet and Leather Factory Outlet __~ 
With.. Over 20: Years of SucCessful Business! ~" 
,k-.Forcedby the GST.andlRecession :.. "I 
.tOStay ini business:,-~ We:must :!i ii..i ::i. '~1 i : " " ~: " : : "  , .  ::i - : : :" I~ CLOSE OUT;OVER; . . . . .  • ~"~='~'. . ,,-. 4 
12 OUTL, ETS, ~: :i: ~,  
~lOW BLOWING OUT EVERYTHING 
AT 
THE INN OF THE WEST 
 March 1 P 2, 
9 a.m -9  p.m. 
; 
;:i :: 
:, ? ! 
• : ' r;• •• ~ , • • - E 
' . ' :~i~;; 
i~ l i l~m =~- -  . ~• 
. . . . . . . .  • . . . . . .  •• • • • • •  • • • • • • •  * i • • •" • 
I:Vl:l'l Y iH iH5  • , - . ,  ~, .,. ;: ...... ~ , ,  = .... ; ~'~/~i~ ' ~;~ii'~'~ '~ . : , '. ,- 
601%.70% u 80% " TO 
OFF ENTIRE STOCK! 
3M THINSULATE 
_~v, ,~ ,v=,  ~ .... 
V I I I  u n U n L - i  
Reg. $229.95 
ONLY . . . . . . . .  
SPECIALS by Bagatelle 
LADIES LAMB 
SKmTS 4 9 9 Reg. $195.00 
ONLY... 
. . . .  L 
MENS LEATHER 
BOMBERS 
99,  • , " . .  ONLY ,.. 
HIGHTECH 
Breathable Waterproof 
SKI JACKETS 
--999s 3PNLY'.. 
BOGNER AND KLEPPER :: 
SKi WEAR .OR 
Direct from Beverly Hills califomla LESS 
NOW 
• j ;~" i ~ '~ ,  "~ 
~:~!!: :;i ~ •i! 
• ~: ~i ~ i~ ;; i ¸; i; i~ :~i :;:i>/ ?: 
• ~- t'" ; : " ',-- " : / :  ~ i~ '~¸ 
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~t sHoPpm~s ¢+~uo ,vt~m~ 
CORRECT;ON 
The illustration a d,copy for'the Sugar 
Boxers  head for nationals ++.+0+++0+ ;; TWIN LOW CALORIE SWEETENER. We apologize f0r:any InConvenience' i ~ this error may 'have caused our 
customers. 
]'FJRI~,CE- Two Terrace junior division in B.C. isweak , , :  ...... ~,~,,~=+~:;:.~+,,/,I 
! I youths will make localboxing compared to their eastern OLD GROWTH PROJECTTE~M~,~ ~ history:this spring when they counterparts," he added. . . . . . .  44L ' :~  ~.~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .i j .~ travel tO compete at the national "There's more intense compet i -  COMMUNITY RESEARCH VISIT + 
championships in Sarnia, on. tion~+there and the boxers are . . . . . .  /+~ :~: 
tario, more experienced." ': : :. ~/i~/: /!! 
Joey Losier and Darren' Beli D~pite the lack o f  competi. OPEN HOUSE + + 
have been selected as two lo f  tion in junior boxin= in he ,  
• " ' -  , • ,  . . K;~ ~+~t l t  , seven boxers from across, the , and .in,=, the:,northwest:,, in par-: . FOR RECEIVING COMMUNITY [NPUTi,I. I/I~ 
province who will rel)r,sent ticular,~Dilley Jias assembleda ,: sonda  
B.C. at the Canadian Junior club that is gaining recognitio6 :: , ~: y, March 3, 19911: /:~; 
National Championships April and:respectthz+mjghout the pro, 4:00 p.m. -9:00 p,m. The Terrace Inn  (,: ,: 
18-21. • vince . . . . .  
i: Inierlm reports &'-further Information available thru your local :, 
JeffTerraceDilh~y Boxinghas. bcenCiUbasked'c°achby is "ItproducingSeCms thata goodthe northweStcrop of: / ministry of f0rests district office or Cindy Bertram Of. Coast' ,= 
. Event Management 722-3336 +~: the B.C.. Amateur' Boxing juniorboxers,",he said.:,We -+ . .... ~7! ,  Association to coach the B.C. ' • ' :.~;~'~ had phone calls from. Toronto 
junior team at 1991's nationals, asking.the boys, to compete at 
They'l~ fly to Vancouver for the Canada Winter Games this "+;~,~,~.:.,~,'~.:.~:!,,'.~:~ ....  • ,, : :  ,, .:.;:,"::,~:.~,. -,  
tario.an intensive three-day training year -- at least until theyrealiZ.Young.,,: ; - -  - -  "~ ~LUP41 UI'++~ r"~ ' 0F  camp at ,.he BCABA's training ed they're still too .,!.: i~)~- - '~:  
centre before heading on to On- Dilley says: Bell is one of the \ ' ~ 
best natural boxers he's en- "~+'~,'~'~\ " 
"I'me×citedab°ut[tf°rthe ¢°untered'"AndJ°eY'-~I've ,~ , /  /  JOY .simple reason that this is .the • , 
neve~'i seen anyone hit as hard as first time .T think .we've hadna. ~/~ ~ :' 
tional boxing competitors from Joey does+. .'' : ~i 
the northwest --certainly the Both won gold medals at the 
Northern B.C. Winter Games, _ _  I 
first time for Terrace," says and last year defeated older, , Dilley. 
Bell and Losier - -  both more experiencedboxers to pick 
14-year-01ds --  have been raised up provincial titles. ~ ,  .,_._ ,- . 
to the 15- and 16-year.old Given their/: success so far, / 
BaW'g Name: Katherine Elleen Brkedal Parr Junior C division to be eligible Dilley Sees no reason to hold Oale & Tim W Bidb: Dec. 27, 1990 at 9:35 am 
to go tO the' nationals, them back:no w. Wet0ht: 8 Ibs: 6 oz: 8~x: Female 
"They've proved that they "Everything I've shot for so . Panmtl: Geoffrey Parr& Karen 81rkedal . 
can compete in the higher far with these kids has BaWt'Name:Co~yLI0ydMclntyre , 
category with no problems at worked," he says, "so why not om& Time of Brlh: February 8,1991 at 2:20 pm 
i W~ight: 8 Ibs. 13 oz. Sex: Male a]l." Diiley says. "They're keep On going?, Plmntl: Lloyd and Tammy 
cleaning ~up the Lower Also on the local boxing Baby'lNaml:NerissaHeleneSperman 
Mainland boxers in their divi- scene, on March 9, 165-Ib class ' " " Dale & Tim ef Bxth: Feb. 9. 1991 at 2:48 pm 
sions. I've had to move them up senio r boxer NeilStrain, of Ter- W~hl: 8.1bs. 9oz. ~x: Female 
tO get them experience." " race,goes to Prince George for Pa.m~: Renetta Speman & Andy Davis 
LOCAL BOXER Joey Losier -- seen here sparring to a third-round Dilley said he's certain the a Charity bene• fight night J ' Balr~'tName: Chase Edm0re Trudeau 
• Dill & 11ml M Btdh: Feb. 11.1991 at, 6:32 am win over an Alaskan boxer during the Northern B.C. Winter Games Terrace boxers will face tougher there expected to attract com. I W~ht: 7 Ibs. 1 oz. hx: Male 
-- will go to the junior national championships along with clubmate competition 'at the nationals petJtors from across Western I'mml Bmthlr:. Levi Trudeau 
Darren Bell as part of the B.C. team in April. than they have in B.C. "The Canada. 
W+or!d prayer day Friday 
and .prays the same prayer as an /J that we come together to sup- 
io~d z~i~ i~,,H.a~jstad; Sweden,~: , ~!' ~: ~"  + - P0rt. each other,, Said Terrace's 
~r In Kingscol~, ~lrdand, a y0ung ' ~1991WDOPl:oordinator;Detta::., ~ l ~ l  
~ mother joins in; as does a Smith. Smith'explainedthat the 
teenage boy in Cairo, Egypt, idea behind the World Day of 
. until billi0ns of voices echo "On the Prayer celebration is to bring i [ • around the globe witl~ a prayer, people of all faiths together, to 
This is World Day of Prayer; understand that  we're not as 
a service that +has united Chris. ~k~_ ~  different fro~a 0he- andther a s 
tians for the past 1o4 years, we sometimes seem to be. I i l l  m m ms imm 
Friday, March lst is  ,he [n Canada,l the World Day of ~ H A / H P !  ' V  ~ k U C I
World Dayof Prayer, organiz- Journey Together" Prayer is sponsored by the 
ed by aii international commit- reflects the thoughts and hopes Inter-Church Council of  Can- ~ A 
+tee which represents 170 coun- of Kenyan women, which are da, a natiov~al council with 
tries. Terrace's erviCe, "On the surprisingly parallel to the con- representatives from eleven 
Journey Together", will be the cerns of Christians everywhere, denominat ions.  Terrace's 
same service celebrated around Thereadingsandstoriesinthis World Day o:f Prayer'will be MATTRESSES 
thew°rldthatday°writtenthis servicespeak °f Christian life h°sted Friday" March 1st at 3 V ~ @ ~ J ~  
year bywomen of Kenya. Each with a Kenyan flavour. 7:30 p.m in the Sacred Heart 
year, a committee from the Worldwide unity through our Church, at 4830 Straume 
• selected country design and international diversity is the Avenue. The service is multi. 
write the service to be shared in undercurrent of every World denominational, and everyone k 
• churches worldwide. Day of Prayer service, is welcome, w 
r, . • 
I A VALUES TOWN BLIZZAPJ)OF HITS DINING ROOM 
i . . .~ . .~  ~ ¢X-WTOOP@RTABLE r .i+ SU ITES  : 'r '~' 
- . . ~ ~  COMPACT DISC: PLAYER . . . . .  
Bass S|Jrround Sound. ' Up To 
• 32 Program Memory 
I CD Features: ~ [ "~ 5 0 Y O ~ /  • Random PJayback Option ' 0 t --+~ I +n+ro++on+++..++++ + • 20Track Music Table /_..,, : 
at ,  
r iB+ i . , l  a / l i  [ ~ 3 DAYS" 
na r+~.  ' SAVE $20  g 
1 ~ CP.202 [] 
[] . /~11~1 Two-Band Headphone Stereo [] ~ .+~,o~a.,,,,o~,a.~, I ONLY: (  
+ . = ~ ~e~r,4~.~j = f ~ l  ~ Feb. : +:+!: 
[] ' ~ "ringinthiscouponan+ = / "VISA / I ~ 1  ,2+, 2=, 23 ? 
+~I~ ~MII I  ~ 
+: ; : .+ . .  ITAC , ++IP  I e M ++--- ' 
• - o-  Terrac rniture a i ii " ~ P " ~ ' ~ - ~ ~  III " ' ' q =nl ll~les'" I i 
. . . . . . .  "',-+Y.,~: " ' :  ' Two Locationl l  ToSo~o YoU ' : :  " " " 
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HElD ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS -- BOAT REPAIRS -- EVINRUDE DEALER 
us  F :, .... ' B INESSO THEWEEK i 
' . . . .  . : • ) :  ..uM,Num ~'"R,CA.,ON-- G.S.AN~S-- TOOL.OXES 
RUNNING BOARDS -- BOX LINERS -- 10 FT. SHEAR 
~ ,  2oo TO..~rAL.ENO,NG PRESS I
IE~~~"- -~"~'~ J~M NE'O I 
• t~7"lP~,,~fl I /I / (~o.) ~s. a4;,~ I 
~':' ! .: ': : .:~ . 
: : ':~ Terrace Crematorium • 4?26 
: ; ,  : , . D~rectors}!~, : I, '~ : 
• : ' :~) : : :  ::JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG : ;' :L : : ::~ ';:~ :: ';~ 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD, 
SPECIAL!  SPECIAL!  SPECIAL!  ! ' : i  :: ~ JEANETTEDEFRANE : , • ~ : !I 
d $1¢A95 ,.* .OOMS I .... ' , ; , , , ,  24 HOUe : !1 
~ h e r  furniture and carpets • [e , Smithers Answering a F~ e: 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
635-3944 
I 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
c£ AREA 
4647 Laze,e Aveno6. 638-SAVe' 
H /'rw ve  
SALON BARBER SHOP ESTHETICSby Jan 
464e Lakerse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 635-5727 or 635-4555 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICAT IONS;  : 
. J  * V.H.F. & U.H.F. Radios 
..... ~ ~  • Portable Radio's 
• Marine Radio's 
• Mountain Top Repeaters 
• Scales 
LAND MOBILE  RADIO I "-11 IUML J I  I 
CANADA LTD. 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
NO. 4"5002 Pohle 638"0261 
L' " This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
STA] 
14647. Lazelle A;enue, i , " 638-SAVE 
DEI  ANE 
"FUN   L HOME 
BOX 247, S~n-liJibre~B.C. • 847-2441_ 
.' Director Al Ja~c~ade i  ~r~ 4 
Professional counseillr~i" ./%,, :" .... " I J~ 
i" Memorial markers ~, . . . . . .  " ; '., L / .~  
Grave covers ~ r r~ 
,Cremation ~ '"-.,.~ Allo©lallon 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETrE DE FRANE 
~,~o...~.. t, . 24 HOUR ' , /'A 
Answering and Pager Service ' / /~  
Terrace, Kltimat. Sml lhers  ~--~I~.~IAAA Funeral~':~Servce 
• ' ~. Pdnce RuPert v~ ~i~=e=t. ~..so~e,on 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
PHONE 635-4997 
4652 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G IS6 
PROFESSIONAL HAIRSTYLING 
& ESTHETIC SERVICES 
• MANICURES , MAI~.UP • FACIALS 
• SCULPEIRED NAILS = PEDICURES 
• EYELASH & EYEBROW ~TNnN~ 
• BODY& FACIAL HAIR REMOVAL 
PLUS 
TANNING & TONING 
Total Beouty & Rtness Care 
This space available to advertise ° 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
I - . . , . o  ,~, . .A t  ~"A ........... = ' )  
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
~-:2~. TERRACE STANDAR]~ 
4647 Lazelle Avenue, 638-SAVE 
~¢'~i ¢-L B r ~-~1 TERRA CE LTD. I This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
• 4711 A KEITH ;AYE, , ' ~ Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
: ' TERRACE' B,C. VSG ~ 1K5: : :~'~ ~ l . r .  I 
ER]IACE STANDAR PH.638-1166 " .~  
Auto Glass ,,, Windshields i " --~------II L "  "~''"O'"'''R':°'A"A ' 
,,," G lassMed ic  Reoaim ~ 
I ' Lazelle Avenue. • 638-SA ~ 
: :  This space available to advertise 
,: I ':Your bus,ness Or service Centre! " 
i ! !i .C~H:anYone of our Advertising Consultants todayl 
"~': -~TERRACE STANDARr) 
j t~" 
I I  This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Pdvertisin8 Consultants today! 
, :~TERRACE STANDER D 
~ I I ~ SERVING )'HE TIRRACE AR|A . :~. !*' 
TEL: (604) 635-2728 
F~X: (6O4) 635. 7~ 9~ 
MEMBER 
3111BLAKEBURNST., TERRACE, B.C. VSG3JI 
D A I l l l lKv~' l l ld l  
TRA NSPOR TA T/ON 
-~SYSTEMS LTD.--~ 
Dally f re ight  serv ice  ex  Vsnc~vM~, .  ' .... 
~ ~ q # ~ ~ ' ~  
~ ~¢,  r j~ l l~  ~ Weddings, Blrthdays, Annlvemadee 
: : / ~ ] ~  Real Estate, Insurance-inventory , , 
:/~ , Movies and S! des converted to Video ! 
i . . : ,  .~ r~onC~ork / , i . , . ,  : 
!:. Terrace, B,C, Phone ~)1:.i!~:::!~:,::~ ) i~ .,ii| 
B 
. 
ii~!• • 
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EAL ESTAT F ~ :~r  
: Feature Home i i i  
i! i i 
Quality & more 
• ~ ~ • 
Open floor design 
Done wi th  exquis i te  taste 
, , : : ,  
i l l l l  i I i i 
i i ~I i : 
, .-.' • ~] ~,.~. 
I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~l One of tains a 4-pi~ejaccuzzi en 
Terrace's finest homes, suite plus passageway to the ' I~  
Located in the :De jong  Sub-  ]2 'x44 'sundeck .  ~.! 
division, this quality ex- All features; such as cen 
ecutive home features more tral vacuum, security system, 
than you could believe. En- built-in dishwashel" and 
joy the convenient location; microwave are included toot 
central to all schoolsi Move outside and you will 
amenities and business. The find :a  'double'garage and I 
• • i i ~..i~ spacious sunken livingroom ; double drlve'~xcellent street. " "  
boasts vaulted ceilings, appeal in  .'this top notch ' !~?~ 
skylights, cedar finishing and neighbourhood, M k yourmowo, 
plenty of windows covered Vendor may take. your , -,:; 
There is more than one way , ~¼ by quality blinds, trade or consider offers to t0 be a chairperson. " 
Walk  down the hardwood $164,900, Ca l l  J ohn  Evans Get up and stretch i f : !  
hallway through the double fo r  further deta i l s  a t  • between callsso ~kr~, : i .  I 
french doors and enter the 638-8882 or 635-6142. 
• EX; you won't become ~l~i? : :  
master bedroom which con- CLUSIVE. ' 1~ : Pan°fthefurn!ture! ' ' ~ i i :  
' ,, PaRT IE IP r . ?CT /On~, ;~ 
/!' 
!,:~ 
3 BDRM PLUS SUITE 
2 storey packed with values. Bright 
& spacious, vaulted ceilings, Good 
floor plan. 3 brl4 pce bath. ALSO 
*near everything. R-2 zoned/1 Ixl~ 
suite in bsmnt with 3 pce bath. 
"$83,900" (910022) call Joyce 
Findlay MLS 635.2697 
BUNGALOW BARGAIN 
This remodelled 2 bedroom home 
VIEW.SITE CHARM with its central location to town and 
Country knock.out Split entry ranch schools is a most see, For the ask. 
standing on 4,72 acres, mountain ing price of $57,000. You have it a 
views. Space for expansion, 2 within a large fenced yard w th 
fireplaces, gas heat, hardwood wired shed, large storage room and 
floors, formal dining room, 5 BR, to top it off a fddoe and stove,, 
fencing, *$104,000" (910007) Check it out with Brenda MLS 
~meron Simon 635-7950 (Ex- (900170) 
clusive) 
COMMERCIAL PLUS 
Large well developed property on 
almost an acre of land. 5400 sq. ft. 
of building with overhead crane, 
security system, and many features 
which makes It adaptable to vadous 
business ventures. $289,500. MLS 
Call Brenda 638-1721. 
COMMERCIAL BUILDING 
960 sq. ft. with natural gas heat. 
Concrete block construction. Good 
location across from elementary 
BETTER THAH NEW school. Call Joyce 635-2697 Exc. 
CONSUMATE ELEGAI~E 
Incomparable elegance. Brick front 
2 storey. 6 6R with 4 pce, 2pne, 3 
pne and 4 pne baths. PLUS *fenci~ 
*convenient to everything *on 
year old. RSF Wood furnace with 
N,G. back.up, Bachelor suite. 
$139,500, EXCLUSIVE Verne 
(910003) $59 900 VERY SECLUDED PLUSES Cedar 2.storey in immaculate cond. HANDLES FAMILY NEEDS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , - - - - -  LrrrLE BUT LOVABLE 
'Lakeside West side Lakes]e Lake tion. All you:need to do is move in. Fireplace coz~t~sss :i  a de~rabte ,.~ ~._AIP,J~l~Or..._.~ . Easy-to-love living, Panoramic 
2x~-~ons~Gtl.Ofl,.._BelL_cablnets, feature; NeW~ d~t£orated -W-on~l' ~: . -~  ~ ~ mountain and dyer view. Intedor 
1Vzsiorey cottage v~ithd~e~t'~c~l~r: eat]no bar in kitchen, Across the bungalow Quiet str(Jet space for I //,,4= acres naroera Kaum Lake restored. Quiet street, 9as heat, views. Rehahbed, standing on 1,5 street from elementary school. Full ' ' unve & uover Road 78 31 acres acres, lake/mountain views. Wood. expansion. Gas heat, carpeting, i h^~._,, ~. ~. . . . .  :,., ;; . . . . . . .  main-level laundry, walk.out bane-~ 
bsmt. Partially finished Fenced finished basement. Rec room I , ment,2BR/4p¢ebaths.Po~seaslon uv lumgu Uy  ~ l l iO l l l l l~ J  U I IV (~ burning stove, fishing, Move in Im- largo lot, very private, A give.away ' Joyce Flndisy or Gordon Hamilton 
workshop, comer lot." $69,500: I for " '" " now.. $04,990. Carl JoyceFindlay. mediately. $32,500. Verne at $76,500 (900221) Joyce FIndla~ MLS (910023) Cameron Simon I 63595"" gears MLS 6352697 or Ferguson 635.3389 MLS (910021) ML 635-2697, Laketse Realty 
83o.o268. 635.2697 oxc 6357950 ' i  " ~! ; - 
Verne Ferguson Brenda Erickson Gordon Hamilton Joyce Findlay Cameron Simon" -:' 
635-3389 638-1721 635-9537 635.2697 636.7980 
' , " . .', 
CHERISHED TRADITIONS GREAT STARTER HOME YOUR OWN SUBDIVISION 
and simple pleasures of elegant 
country life1 This distinctive pro. 
perty Is located on 2,8 acres In 
Woodland Park & features 4 
brms, 2 baths, parquet wGod 
floors In Irg dlnlno room. Priced to 
sell at $126,500, MLS Call Joy or 
Suzanne, 
CUSTOM BUILT HOME 
Located In very :veil kept 
nslghbourhood Fe~l~s 11x20 
sundeck off djJzli~L[,~t~d~, ~aodsplit 
marble '~BEIrlGIII,'~,~.~ cabinets 
bul t.in p~y-& dishwasher In 
kitchen. C.:.'t Suzanne or Joy for 
your appt. to view. $119,000. 
MLS 
LOCATION, LOCATION 
Super family home just minutes 
from schools & ~olllqg. Offers 4 
brms & d~O~s & laroe 
:family ro~l~lln'T[Drtve by4711 
:McCoone~ then call Joy or 
Suzanns to view. $09,900° MLS 
IUDEN & CUR 176) LTD. 
r~ , r  ' 
STARTER HOME FAMILY HOME - BENCH BEAUTYI 
l 
Fpatures 1,230 sq, ft., full hemt, 1,270 sq. It, 4 brm full bsmt 3 bedroom non.bsmt home with FAMILY STREET 3 bedroom full basement home or 
private lot, Home Is in top condl, 3 brms & 2 full baths, patio doors home on 360x144 ft. lot on the separate garage/workshop 3 brm 1,380 sq. ft, home on a lion and very energy efficient, 
off the dining room, Wood stove in bench, Preliminary approval for a located on a large treed lot in a paved quiet non.thru street cn the Priced at $81,000. Call Joh~ 
basement, For more information 5-lot subdivision. Asking quiet subdivision. Asking Bench, 3 baths including ensults, Evans for further details. 
cal Dave, Asking $47,000, MLS $89,000, MLS $36,500, Call Mike, MLS fireplace, natural gas & full base. 
ON THE BENCH ~ ment, partially developed. Asking 
$97,500, MLS Call Dick Evans, 
This 4 ben homo has over f,400 CONSIDERING A MOVE? ALL OF THIS FOR EXTRA IHCOMEi 
sq. ft. on the main floor plus a Whether its. to a new town or ! Buy this 2 bedroom bungalow 
finished bsmt, efficient n,9, heat upgrading your present situation, $38,500 DOWNTOWN COMMERCIAL home Iocat~lp~tl~t,.¢seshoe 
& water, 2 baths plus ensulta, be sure to contact Gordie 1,209 sq. ft, residence on 8.69 Kalum, off Lakelse. li728 sq, ft,, and coller, J~ l~ j~ lW i re  m the 
acres, 10x52 moidis home with excellent tenant $108,000. basomenffJ~j~ach mouth, iY~u " Plenty of parking with double car. Sheridan for the NRS advantage. 12x36 addition and a 30x50 shop. • "~ 
port plus workshop. LarGo . can redu¢~F'your mortoaoe 
sundeck, For more details, call . with 12.font hloh doors. Call Mike, REDUCED ment by heady 50%. Call John for 
Dave. Asking $93,500. MLS MLS - 3,800 sq. ft. 2 storey commer- further details, 638.8882. MLS 
ciallneteillwarehouse, Was AFFORDABLE & BE QUICK, iT'S SPRING! 
1,050 sq, ft. 4 brm l'~ne on Scot1 $130,000, now $120,000. Call 
CONVENIENT Ave. N,G, he.~l~ I~ .'~vatar, new SKEENA RIVER VEW Dick Evans. MLS FORGET RENllNG 
Condominium In town, 3 brms, 2 line,, b~_~f~lldt~W' fireplace, Approx. 20 acres of treed land ap. " For $14,000, you can IIveln this 
full baths, full basement. Why sunaeck~,  well pdced 61 prox 20 km west of Terrace, The LOTS OF LOTS" 2 bedroom mobile home of yoor 
rent? WIth a small down payment, $79,900, ~11Gordle Sheddan to property has a crook running 4743 $ouole $10,900, own. Set up In Pine Park,Goed 
your payments could be less, For view. ~_S- through it, Asking $33,000, For Hawthorne. Lot 8 $14,500, Lot condition. Call Johnat 635.6142 
morelnformation, callDave. Ask. momlnformatlon, callMIke. ML$ 29617,500;MonntalnvlewAvo. ML6 :~! 
Ing $30,500. MLS, ., - $0,950, Call Ofck Evans, MLS 
DON'T LOOK 
unless you want pertecti~. This 
4 yr old home is in like new coedl. 
lion & has 3 baths, 2 firepianes 
and a cheery family roo~, A 
choice IncaUon in the Belong 
division combined with oreat 
quality concoction make this 
home an excellent buy at 
$134,900. Call Joy, MLS 
. , "  , -  PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976)  LTD. 
e 
Dave ReynoHs 
03S.31|0 
3ohn Evans :~  0over Gordle Sherld~ 
o30:000  ::d! To/o : , eSll.4 lll 
" ' :~ : : : ' " , : t : -~ ,  ; i ; .~  , 
:~:-~..~,-:,~,.;~ -. _ 
635-9,596 . 636.7060 
STEWAnT INVESTMENT 
Vacant lO,acru parcel within the 
town boundaries ou truck route. 
Zoned Industrial, Call Joy, ML8 
BEAT 1HE SIRING RUSH 
Choose the best bulidlng lots now 
while they are sUII so reasonably 
prlned. 05x144 (Irrsg,) Wastviow 
area $16,500, No, 46, 6alsem 
culde.sao.$17,900. Call Joy. 
MLS 
NEW HOUSE'TO BE 
CONSTRUCTED 
LarOe 69x121 lot In new suixllvl. 
sign. Spacious 14x12 master bns 
is only one of the benefits of this 
energy efficient, new home. Act 
now & pick your own colors, This 
modern bHevelrls complemented 
with a carport. Call Edka: EXCL. 
THE BEST, 18 READY 
FOR YOU. 
Newly built with modem: te~.  
ques& decor. The'mOddn col 
for the future, 4 IomlS, 3/e bat~, 
La~ 20x24 did glnge, Call 
to view ~ new house. 
8ER LOOK 
• n.g, heat & 3 bdrms 
hot water• ~foll~bsmt 
• 3 ~ ensuite , -VI~:S~I~.'. 
• twin seal , .oak Ca~lnete 
windows ~ ' 
:4650 LAKELSEAVE. 63§,6i42 
' " 
ki '~i  • 
. . : : , ,~  . 
• l | f l71 ,8  i .~ l . l . I , I '~ ' l  . • 63D.DOQ|~;. 
/ : /  ••• :i . . . .  ,i:: ,i ii< : :L;! • , ; / : : •  ;':• i :  • • : , / 
:j. 
HNMP P, aM 
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! r ,~ LLIJ --]k I ~ , : '  -' ..:. 
D N,NG .ooi '  " . . . . .  " " 
30'48x3048 _]z~:~x 9-8 ' II r~uo 
~"... . • t ] -T - - I~- - I L ' I  , - " . .  
i ( /  ' . - . 
' "  I' ;' '" II I • [ ]  . 
;:I:I- i l  F'AM LY 
' 5 .6x14 .0  J 12-6x16- -0  
4724x4267 " R 3810x4876 
~ . Main F]OO'~ ~-/:1, " Porch 
"¢, " 
base-- 
~wn. 
FOYER 
DOUBLE GARAGE 
:WM~h_- 36'-0" " 
Oepi]~ 54,--o,, 
M '~ Floor: 1006 sq. i t , : :  : 
Secmzd Flora-: 772 sq. it. 
! lJ '~ BR3 
i ,  ~ +- - - -~  I q 10-2x11-2 
I I I I  I - -V  ~ , - • ,l .~3098x3403 
: BR2 
11-6x14-0  ~ '  
3 5 0 5 x 4 2 6 7 ~  
(--1 A----~ BATH 
MBR 
12-Gx14-O 
3657x4267 DESIGN NO.  
WP-265 
ttlps!rd ,t'/,S'=~. 'e~/ :;,~t, IIICJlIUOIq I 
House  P lans  Ava i lab le  Through 
: " A Genet  
• ~:~ :::, The down-sizing of products 
"' . . . . . . . .  in the area of 
as. This beautiful 
yled two-storey 
. . . . . .  alas all of the a- 
:?i!: oo..,o, do..od 
• ~ discrim~ating buyers, yet, 
i . they are presented in a neat 
erous  Foyer  Sets  The Theme 
MEMBER 
Associate Broker Network 
. . . .  ; ";:; ' ;T  , --~.. - - . .  T-"  I N O I f a I r O # ~ { ~ i ~ ~ ~ la  4 i j 
. . . . . .  e J 
HORSESHOE DEUGHT 
In tap shape and offering 3 bedrms., 
sundeck off dining area, firep ace, 
ensuite, nat. gas heat, basement 
with 3 pce. bath, rec room and 3rd. 
bedroom. Nicely landscaped lot, 
fenced, garden area, fruit trees 
garden shad and Greenhouse. Price 
$88,000.00 EXCLUSIVE. 
I COMPACT STARTER HOME 
Two bedroom, nat. gas heat, cosy 
bungalow located In the Horseshoe, 
940 sq. ft, with a separate garage TERRACE j for storage, priced at $44,500, 
BUILDERS j 
CENTRE co,v.,, ,oc,.o, 
Good starter or rental home pdced 
at a low $49 900. Horseshoe Ioca- 
3207 Munroe ,  J tion, close to schools and 
635.62~Tr~] ace downtown. Recent upgrading to this 
3 bedroom, non-basement home. 
r  UMB.E  
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4"I02 Lakolse Avenue 
, , Phone  6356302 ' 
• ' ,: ~ • ' ~  % ~  
LlcenNd Rromlooo 
WEDNESDAY IS 
$£NIOR$ DAY 
Senior Citizens receive 
..... 10%. off menu prices " 
(sp~Ws~.xemp0 
Monday ~ Slturday 
i 7a,m.. 8:30 p.m. 
;i Sunday I MdByz l 
i:i 8a.m.. 3 p.m. il 
efficient package. In the 
past, homes of this traditional 
two-storey style have often 
exceeded 2200 sq. ft. in total 
finished area...this one is only 
1778 sq. ft. Both entrances 
to this home offer many prac- 
tical features. Take the main 
entrance for example...a large 
covered porch welcomes your 
guests  and leads  them in to  
a spac ious  foyer with  a large 
coat closet. The side entrance 
off the garage serves as a 
mud room and util ity area. 
Notice how the powder room 
serves two purposes; one, 
as a guest powder room...two, 
as a washroom for children 
returning home from play. 
TERRACE REALTY LTD, 
4635 L.ezelle Avenue 
638-0371 
I FAX 638-1  172  
r 
n , , , • , . .  : . . . :  : 
woedstove and subdivide the poten- ement w)th suite mg including sky hghts jacuzzi tub 
two washrooms, garage-all on ; european kitchen, set up on 2.4 
Ual Horseshoe located No. 1 76'x132'ist. Asking $?9,900. MLl 
residential ots in the future. Asking 
$115,000. MLS BRIGHT AND COSY 
"PRIME COMMERCIAL Early American. decorating adds to 
the appeal of this 4bedroom, furl 
LOTS basemenl home. Ensuite off the 
tigh visibility • Prime ooatio| master bedroom, patio doors to rear 
levalopment property. NINE - deck, basement finishe~ with rec 
13'x100' city serviced C1 lots. room, 2 bedrooms, cold room, 
deal location for retail etc. or storage and 3 pce. bath. Property is 
heldlng property. FOUR lots front on landscaped, separate storage shed, 
Lakeise Ave. and FIVE lots front on attached garage and paved drive 
6reig Ave, Priced to sell, way. Only $82,500. EXCLUSIVE. 
Ralph Gedlinskl Rusty Ljungh Sylvia Griffin 
635-49~0 635.5784 R.I.(B.C.) 
acres, mostly cleared garden area, 
corrals, barn and work.shop. Priced 
.$79,500. MLS 
SUITE DEAL 
This large family home features a 2 
bedroom basement suite with 
separate meter, entrance, & hot 
water tank. N. gas heat up - elec. 
heat down. Attached garage• Fully 
fenced 83,5x120 lot in a very quiet 
area. Call for more details. Asking 
$79,900. MLS 
Joe Sarbosa Christel Gedlinsk 
635.5604 635.6397 
i, i!i:i ?k 
baths, f ireplace, spacious 
rec. room. 3044 sq. It. on both 
levels Double garage, paved 
ddvoway and attractive landscap. 
ing. Altngetber a love y home in a 
first class nelghbourhood. EX. 
CLUSIVE. ,,, 
35 THORNHILL ACRES 
6eautifully treed land accessed 
from Laurel Street and can be ser- 
viced by the Zeigler Water system. 
Property extends to Thomhill Creek 
on the south.west comer• 
SMALL HOME + LARGE 
SHOP = SMALL PRICE 
Asking only $41,000. for this 750 
sq. ft. home on 2 acres of mostly 
cleared land. The shop on the pro- 
perly measures 36'x44' with 11'6" 
high doors, call for more into. MLS 
IN THE 60'8 ~ ~ , ~ , ~  ~ , -:~ ~m~=,'~ o ,  ~"~/1~ 
THORNHILL PHASE Iil Good size family home In the 60's ALL UNDER ONE ROOF AFFORDABLE HOUSING .1200 + sq. f t . .2  baths 
well located in Keith Estates near Note the features of this house. -1028 sq. ft. .basement 
• 4 bedrooms -90x130 lot .3 bedrooms .oak cabinets 
hospital & schools. Fully developed 
up ~- down provides 4 bedrooms 2 
full bathrooms, family room, natural 
gas heat, carport and large comer 
lot with access from front and 
back. Owner wishes to upgrade and 
will consider part trade to larger 
home. Call Laude for more Informa. 
tlon. MLS 
½ ACRE SERVICED LOT 
Pdvate& secluded ~/~ acre lot 
located on N. EbySL Only minutes 
. .  to town, Ready for a mobile to move 
on, Asking $15,000 MLS. Call 
Laude. 
VIEW LOT IN TOWN 
Don't miss one of the very few lets. 
presently available, well located at 
the end of cul-de.pac on Cedar Cres. 
cent. Asking $45,000. MLS 
Carol McCowan 
7..z=88 
• 7500 sq. ft. 1400 sq. ft. on 
under roof main floor 
• 15'x36' Kidney -Eosuite with 
shaped pool jaccuzzj 
,two natural stone.Sauna room 
wood fireplaces 5 bedrooms 
A .Idtchonette in basement, 
sldng $185,000 call Ted now to 
view, MLS 035-5619 
NEW REMO ACREAGE 
5.74 acreage In New Ruing 315 feet 
frontage on Nelson Road. Has a wel 
and power off Nelson Road. For fur- 
thor Info~matf~ call Ted Camer 
.635"0619 MLS 
PRIME THORNHg.L LOTS 
Two resldenUal ots located in Thor- 
nhe~ghts phase 2. These 10to have 
hydro, natural gas and water ser- 
vices av~lab(e, They are cleared, in 
a Imme location and can be sold 
separate. Combined price $27.000. 
For more 'lnformstfon call Ted. 
635.0619 PALS. 
-Asking $49,900MLS 
CLASSIC COUNTRY HOME 
This classic counby home has 
many features to offer your family. 
On the main floor you will discover 
over 1900 sq. ft, of riving area fatal. 
ty room with fireplace and three 
large bedrooms, Upstairs you will 
discover an additional two 
bedrooms, Other features are 2Vz 
baths, double garage and an 
economical natural gas fired hot 
w~ter heating system, Secludedly 
located on 1,9 acres minutes from 
town, Asking $109.500. MLS 
ROSGWOOD ACREAGE 
Level, partially cleated 27.9 acre 
)arce] that touches anto the Cedar 
River. Some good timber on proper. 
ty. Road in with building site: Priced 
at $22,500, 
Stun Parker Jim Duff 
• n/g heat .75xl 17 lot 
Asking $105,000 EXCL. 
FOR THE DISCRIMINATING 
BUYER 
is this truly beautiful custom built 
home offedng quality from top to 
bottom. From vaulted ceilings in the 
llvingroom, to a spacious master 
bedro~n, to all the finishing fix. 
hires, this home has so much to of. 
fer, Over 2100 sq, ft, plus base. 
meat 3 bedreams, 2V= bathe. 
Garage. Peaceful 135x178 setting. 
Call Jim today for more information 
and your appointment. MLS, 
RURAL ACREAGES 
Just north of Terrace we have fe 
sale 2 acreages. One of them is 
16-*- acres in size and the second 
is 10:1: acres in size. For maps or 
more Information please give Hans 
a cal. Asking $20,900. each, MLS 
i 
BEAUTY OF A HOME 
A must to see if you're thinking of 
Kitwanga. This home comes with a 
separate swimming pool house. 
Also availabe is a 2 bay 34'x70' 
shop. Call Sheunce today. MLS 
REVENUE PLUS 
This very weft maintained duplex 
comes wtth 2 bedrooms in each 
unit, fddge, stove washer & dryer in 
each unit and sits on a large 
84x200 ft. lot. A must to see for the 
investor. Shaunce Kruisselbriok. 
Listed exclusive at $74,000. 
THINKING OF BUILDING 
Take your choice of these In-town 
lots: 
90x264 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $21,400 
78x256 ........................... $21,400 
or in Thernhill 
,31 acres ........................ $12,000 
75x200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $16,000 
All thus lots have all amenities 
evadable. Carl today, MLS 
THORNHILL MOBILE 
• 2hodroems .~oheat 
• 12x64 -75x100 
Asklng$20,O00. MLS 
838-4031 65B.SRB8 
Laurie Forbes Harry McCowan Gordon OISOR 
R~K.K~IIP ~nm Qao,, . . . . .  
CENTRAL LOCAtiON" 
A large 1800 sq. ft. home sits on 
84'x100" lot. Has a chain flake 
fenced yard, a double garage and 
15'x20' workshop. This home ha 
many more features Including, osl 
cabinets in kitchen, a pantry, i 
bedrooms, and a sauna. Listed a 
$110,000 MLS. Call Shsunce for al 
appoln~ent oday. 
HOME FOR THE TRICKER 
Attractive 3 bedroom home located 
on large 132x140 lot. Zoning will 
allow for construction of your own 
shop, Call Gordlo Oison for your ap. 
polntment o view. Asking $72,900 
MLS 
PRIVACY PLUS 
Check out this 5 year old quality 
built 1250 sq, ft, 4 bedroom family 
home on 66 acres. Features large 
country kitchen, 2 full baths and 
feature wall central bdck fireplace, 
This home is a must to view if you 
are in the market for acreage. Call 
Gordis Olson for your appointment. 
Pdced at $99,800, MLS . 
Hans Stach Shaunce Krulsselbrink • Ted Garner 
s 
t 
t 
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+:: ACT ION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the daadllne, Is Thursday at 
5 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 168 
NI classified and classified diaplay ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Maetercard, When phoning In ads please have you Visa or Master, 
card number ready. 
.20 WOrds (firm Ineerllon) $4.70 plus 12¢ for addlllonal words. *(AddF 
llon.;I Ineerllone) $3.10 plus e¢ for additional words. "$8.96 for 4 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 worda, non-¢ommer©lal)Prloes Include 7% a.S.T. 
; "  OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONSI 
1. Real Estate 12, Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2; Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc. 16, Farm Produce 27. Announcements 
6.~Wanted Misc. 17. Garase Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
7.For Rent Misc. 18. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19, Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20, Pets & Livestock 3]. Auction Sales 
LO. Aircraft 21, Help Wanted 32. Lesal Notices 
L1.Recreational 22, Careers 33. Travel 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
• ~ Trams 
The Tefface Standard reserves the right 1o classify ~s  
urlder ap~'oprtate beadJngs and to set fates therefore and to 
determine pa0e lecaHon, 
. The Terr~e Sland~rd reserves the ~elt to revise, edit, 
c l~fy  or reject any advertisment and to re in  any answers 
directsd to Iha News Sex Reply Service. and to repay the 
customer the sum paid for the advort~ent and box rental. 
• eox replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 
days of expW of an advertisement will be destroyed ~niess 
rnaJim9 Instmctlo~s are received. Those answerln 0 Box 
Numbers are requested not tO Send originals of documents to 
avokl less, 
"NI  claims of errors in adve~sements must be received by 
3. For Rent 
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT. Non-smoker, con- 
trally located, Ideal for working single person. 
Includes "IV, laundry facifities, phone. Avail, 
immed. 635.6154 4p44 
1 BEDROOM FOR I~ENT. For gentleman, has 
kitchen facilities. Call 635-5893 4p44 
LOOKING FOR 2 ROOMMATES to share rent on 
3 bedroom house• Call 635-7630 4p44 
the publisher witNn 30 days aftsr the first puUicaUoc. 2 BEDROOM HOUSE fridge/stove w/w 
.It is agreed by the advertiser re<l~slin 0 space that the 
liability of the Terrace Standard in the evenl of laifure ts • carpeting, In town, no pets. Call 635-5464. 
publish an advmlisemenl or in the event of an error appaanng , 4p45 
in the advarU~emont as pob/ished shall be limited to the 
amo~Jntpa~.dbytheadvertJserforonlyonelne~ecttnsertion SLEEPING ROOM fur rent. in town. Call 
for the ~'tieA of the advemsJng space occupied by the teem._ 635-7176 1 p45 
reCl or onlJtl~ itsm onPy, and that there shall be no liability in ' 
any event oroater than the amount pakJ re+' such advertising. • 
1, Real Estate 
TRAILER COURT - TERRACE. 18 pads, cen- 
Pal IooaUon. Owner will consider home in 
trade as part payment. Call 1.656-9564 29tin 
FOR SALE: 4 BEDROOM house on Riverview 
Drive, Vanderhoof. Double paved ddveway. 
Gas heat, carport. Large backyard. Call 
567-9541 4p42 
2 BEDROOM DUPLEX. Fddge & stove. Natural 
9as heat. Available April 1/91 $425. 
638-1702 2p45 
OFFICE SPACE 
TO LEASE 
245 sq. ft., 525 sq. ft., 580 sq. 
ft., prime downtcwn location. Air 
conditioning. Lots of parking. For 
more information call 638-1863 
eveninos. 
5 BEDROOM 2 STOREY quality home, 2'h 
~3ths, firqplace wood stove, rec room. 3,044 
• tt+~l~181Nl~eJl.~As~n0:;$t39,000~:]]~ i . . . .  " '  
5.7939 before 4 p.m. 8p42 
DUPLEX FOR SALE IN THORNHILL 3 
bedrooms beside 2 bedrooms. All new inside. 
$85,000. Call 635.4200 4p43 
HOUSE FOR SALE. Double car garage, five 
miles east of Vanderhoof, 3 bedroom, 2 furl 
baths, excellent well on 10 acres. Asking 
$65,000. Phone 587-4266 4p43 
CABIN FOR SALE. Finished cabin of approx- 
imately 900 sqare feet. Available for sale on 
4.24 acres of leased recreational property 
located on Scum Lake, 55 miles west and 32 
mOes south of Williams Lake. Comes with pro- 
pane stove, cook stove and propane fighting. 
Finished cupboards and interior water system. 
No field or well. Lake has pdvate air strip. 
Asking $16,500 tor quick sale. Call ledra Gra. 
inger at Realty World Northern for further info. 
398.8266 days or 398-7470 evenings. Lease 
is assumable or available for purchase from 
the B.C. Govemment. 44tin 
NEW ELEGANT 3 BEDROOM HOME with at- 
tached double garage on view property. To 
view call 635.7556. Serious inquiries only. at 635.6550 day,, 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CORNER OF KALUM & SCOTT 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
Fddge, stove, heat, hot water and NOW 
hydro included. Carpeting, laundry 
facilities, storage space. References re- 
quired. 
1 Bedroom Apt. $405.00 When 
2 Bedroom Apt. $480.00 Avageble 
3 Bodreorn Apt, $550,00 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
4. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED TO RENT, CABIN AT LAKELSE LAKE 
for the summer. Prefer waterfront. Reply Box 
6291,4647 Lazelle, Terrace. 35tin 
ONE OR TWO BEOROOM HOUSE within 20 
minutes of Terrace for Ma~ch 1. Phone Wayne 
zys, 635.7758 after 6 p.m. 
5. For Sale Misc. 
MO T --M L  stereo, eoc 
tdc lawn mower, gas barbecue, portable 
dishwasher, hlde.a.hed, bunk beds, strol;ar 
and ether Items. Phone 635.5513, Phone 
635.5513, 4p42 
rent safety sticker, Insulated dRYers cage. 
Mobile radio antenna, $6,000 firm, 
635.6228. 4p42 
ALUMINUM CANOPY for short box full size 
truck. $350. OBO. 638.0771. 4p43 
SATELITE DISH, complete system, lOW dish• 
Decoder and receiver, $1,200 firm. 638•0771 
4p43 
MOVING MUST SELL. Mower, other items. 
Phone 635-7936 4p43 
SIFFARI DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING. Ap. 
praised at $1,250. Asking $1,BO00BO; Call 
632-3531 4p44 
FENDER 35 WA'rr GUITAR AMP and 100 watt 
stereo for sale. 635.7385 4p44 
4 TIRES ON RIMS. Monster Mudders, Size 
14.35.16 LT. Asking $800 OBO. Call 
632-5301 2p44 
FOR SALE 2 CHESTERFIELDS, 1 Ioveseat, 1 
chair, 2 double beds, 1 TV stand, 1 uomer 
table and much morel Phone 635-5174 6p44 
DRIED SEASONED BIRCH $90 a full stacked 
cord, Delivered. Please call collect 
633-2646 4p44 
DNE YEAR OLD VINYL SIDING, JUst like new. 
Expedenced applicator will Install on your 
home. Excellent hergalnt 835.6230 4p44 
ELECTRIC SINGER Sewing machine with 
cabinet. E.C, 635.5565 Evenings. 4p45 
GNU ANTI.GRAVITY Snowboard. Excellent 
condition $250. O.B.O. Call 638-7292 alter 6 
p.m. 4p45 
DININGRDGM SUITE: table with 2 large leaves. 
Seats 10, 6 chairs, china cabinet $1900. 2 
Ioveseats $900., 2 swivel lockers and ot- 
toman $750. All in excellent cond. Phone 
798.2425 2p45 
ADMIRAL Electric cook stove, gold in color• 
G.C. $80.00 635.5318, Baby Cdb E.C. 
$75.00 635.5318 4p43 
9. Trucks for Sale 
FORD FlOG runs well,• with stereo. $700, 
080. 635-3373 . 4p43 
1983 DATSUN RCKUP. ERC, Short box, start. 
dard, am/fro stareo. All season tires. Canopy 
and block heater,. $3 500. Call 035.7647 
(Bill) 4p43 
1989 FORD RANGER PICKUP, Fuel injected 
ve, New tires; am/fm cassette, Very clean, 
32,000 kin, Phone 635-6581 
1980 FORD BRONCO 4x4. Motor 302, manual 
transmission, trailer hitch, 
repaired, new brakes, muffler, paint. $5,900. 
Call 635.3752 
1989 DODGE 050 RAM pickup with sunroof. 
BdOtit yellow, Low mileage. New winter tires, 
$11,200 OBO. Calf 635-3169 or 632.6991 
1984 FULL SiZ)-'. 'JIMMY 4)(  4, One owner. 
Low kin, Expall~nt condition. Asking $13,000 
or trade for 4door sedan in similar condition. 
Bums Lake 1-692-7382 Eves. 
1980 F0RD SUPERCAB, V8 4 speed, Canopy 
and hoat rack. Call 535.4969 after 6 p.m. 
1984 DODGE 600, 2 door. Too many options 
to list. V,G,C. Ve[w at 5323 Mountain Vista. 
Pdpa $5,500 Phone ~38.2973 
1967 PLYMOUTH Voyageur. 7 passenger. 
Automatic. P/W, P/L Cloth seats. Lets more 
extras. Asking $14,000, 
638-0678 
1986 GMC Van Diesel, new auto trans. Cur- 
rent safety sticker. Insulated ddvers cage. 
Mobile radio antenna, 
635.6226. 
1990 F25() 4X4 302 A/C cruise, tilt, 
cassette, 5 SlXI. Bedllner. Roll-bar lowers C.B. 
bra. $20,000 632-223.8.11,500 km 
10. + Aircraft 
2 ULTRA LIGHT PLANE. Cabin heat, ad- 
iustable prop., wheels and skits. Many more 
improvements. Hame video available for 
sedous Inquides, Fred at 774-6395 after 6 
p.m. 
CUBY 2 ultra light plane, cabin heat, ad. 
FOR SALE Amiga 2000 computer, many ex. justable prop., wheels and skis. Many more 
tras. Please phone after 6 p.m., 638.1208. 
improvements. Home video available for 
4p45 serious Inquiries, Fred 1-774-6395 after 6 
6. Wanted Misc. 
SCOUT DISTRICT Is looking for old uniforms, 
dating to 1950 - 1960's to borrow or as dona- 
tions. Contact Eric Harkonen. 635-2122 4p42 
SPRING CLEANING? Skeena Valley Rotary 
Club will pick up your castoffs to be sold at 
the Skeena Valley Rotary Club Garage Sale. 
Proceeds to Community Projects. Phone 
638,1007 and leave a message with your 
name and phone No. for free pickup, tp45" 
1-- 
8. Cars for Sale 
p.m. 4p45 
11. Recreagonal 
Vehicles 
1981 24' TRAVELAIRE Motor hen)e, Deluxe 
hath, eye level oven, awning, Plus I~ore. E.C. 
$21,500.638-1236 
1988 CITATION SUPREME motor home. 27 
foot. Rear bedroom. Low mileage. Excellent 
condition. Call after 4 p.m. 845-7947 
1974 F 350 One ton Ford with 13 ft. Pamper. 
$4,000.635.4894 tin45 
1977 FORD LTD. STATIONWAGON. 8 ~ J,~ mumzuyu.::~'~°.u'+"--'"" 
pa~enger Loaded 72 OOO miles VGRC, Ask ~ 
i411(1+-.$2,995 OBO. 635.3078 ;~.~=.4p42 :-..~;19811HAR~E¥:OAVIDSON ~T 1040 cc. ', 
1985 FORD TOPAZ. 4 door, 4 speed. Asking die bags, stereo, instruments. Lots of chrome 
$4,000. Call 635.9481 after 6 p.m. 4p42 E.C. 638.1843 
1979 CAMARO BERLINETrA, 85,000 miles. 13, Snowmobiles 
Original owner. VGRC. Asking $3,995 ORe 
635.3078 4p42 1978 MOTO SKI FUTURA 440. In excellent 
1982 FORD LYNX 4 door. Silver & gray. Auto. running condition, Complete with snowmobile 
trans. EC. 635-6407 4p42 trailer. Asking $1,300 ORe. Call after 6 p,rn. 
632.5643 4p43 
1989 FIREFLY. Mint shape, 20,000 km, 
smoke free, red, four speaker stereo, five 
speed, one year warranty. $6,500 flrml After 
6 p.m. 635-3804 4p43 
85 MUSTANG GT. Power windows, t.rool, 
pioneer deck, equalizer 160 watts, 5 spd, 
cruise control. $9,500. 635-6933 4p43 
1988 TOYOTA TERCEL. Deluxe 1,500 miles. 
Warranty remaining. $8,800. 638.8651 4p43 
1986 AEROSTAR XLT. Low mileage. Ex- 
cellent condition. Loaded. Call 635.3309 
4p44 
1984 DODGE COO, 2 door. Too many options 
to list. V.G.C. View at 5323 Mouotain Vista. 
Pnce $5,500 Phone 635-2973 4p43 
~. . : . , - .  _ 
18. - . ,= , ,  Uvo,=k  
"SW-~SHIFT' COUNTRY ROCK BAND VERY LOVABLE WHITE MALE TOY' pond*is:. 
available for bookings, Call 1.695-8469 after Has shots arid dewormed. Special :pdce+ to 
6p.m. 4p42 goodhome, Afll-892.3722 ~'~ +~'41644 
Professional Painter HAY FOR SALE. Square bales. Excellent qudll. ty. Reduced rates tor large orders. Phonei 
Interior]Exterior 845.7867 4p45 
For free estimate call Gary TWO HALF GROWN outgoing Shelly females. 
Papered pet, Vaccinated, leash, house and'car 
4p43 635"4205 broke. Also few puppies, pet or show. Wdtten 
guarantee, We care MlsthtlL 1-692.3403 
has front.end 4p45 
PUREBRED RIGISTERED BOXER available for 
4p43 stud. 2t/z yrs old. Fawn colorln 0. Great dlspos. 
lion. 635-3677 evenings or Weekends, Also 
large traveling kennel for sale 635-3677 45tin 
4p43 23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD-r~inds adver. 
tlsers that the human dohts c2xle In'British 
Columbia forbids publlcatien'of any advertise'. 
4p44 ment tn connection with employment which 
discriminates aoainst any person because of 
orloin, or requires an job applicant o furnish 
any information concemino •race, religion, col- 
4p45 our, ancestry, place of odgln or pofitipal belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please read also as 'female's, and ,.where 
4p43 RETAILERS WANTED ,- 'female' is used, read also as ,mate,; ~-.J 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Please be We have a prime retail location 
sure you have the correct box number as 
O.B.O. Phone available in the Given in the ad. Address to: Box , The Ter. 
4p45 DESIDERATA BUSINESS PARKS race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave.; Te~'ce, 
B,C., V8G 168. Please do not include bulk Highway 18/25 - Motz Rd. - 
Consisting of 20,000 square feet goods or money to Box replies. 
$6,000 firm, WE BUILD HOUSES, OECKS & GARAGES. Call 
4p42 We am prepared to offer generous te. collect(604)682.6370 8p40 
_ _  nant allowances and concessions to 
strong qualltyretalters. RELIABLE CHRISTIAN WOMAN desires. 
housework by the hour. Phofie 635-2928 
4p43 CoJi Kad Motz 8p40. 
636-2312 or 638-0444 JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER WILL do finishing, 
renovation, install cabinets, patio. Also builds 
~umiture etc. Call 635•6277 and leave 
message. 8p41 
EXPERIENCED APPLICATOR will supply aod 
C 
install vinyl siding to your house. Call 
4p43 ~ 635-6230 4p42, 
WILL BABYSIT IN MY HOME. In Clarence 
6 ~ Michael area. Experienced. Fenced yard:Call. 
. ] 535.3246 4p43 
-.~- 24. Notices = 
. . . .  PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
" _ public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor- 
tion and euthanasia. Student enquiri~ 
• : : welcome. Call 635-5427 or 638.0382. 5fin 
i 
4p45 STOP SMOKING OPEN CHANKEL 
READINGS 
4p45 AT /~  Nirvana 
635-7776 
LASER THERAPY CENTRE 3611 Cottonwood Crescent 
_'T S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .... +,m,LASER..T _ER_,4PJ.:+ ._ .H IS+. B&CK_  
W Safe , Effective k. Painless I would like to extend my 
sincere apologies to my clients 
4p41 Stop Smoking .............. $95,00 who have been inconvenienced in 
(Plus 2 fellow-ups if needed) the ' p~st ."~,w months and 
Diet Conlrol ................... $55,00 welcome old & new clients to 
v!sit meat "Accent On Hair" 
1978 PANTERA 5000 (500cc) snow mobile. 
0Nly 637 km, New condition. Ph. 638.1863 
evenings. 4p43 
1985 565 SKIOG0 FORMULA PLUS. Equipped 
to race. Mint condition. Must sell $2,900 0BO. 
1.695.6300 Eves. 4p44 
14. Boats & Madne 
75 HP MERCURY OB clw controls, steedng 
arm, late 1986, low hours. Phone 635-2803 
Unit No. 8. Leave message $3,800 4p42 
For appointment call 
PRINCE GEORGE 
561-71 70 
Terrace, Mar, 2 & 3 
Ask About Our New 
,High Rbre .High Energy 
Diet Cookies & Cakes 
(Distdbutors Wanted) 
19. Lost & Found 
FOUND A RING o(I Clark St. in Thomhill on 
Thursday. Number to call to Identify 
635-2578 fin 
LOST: One sliver St. Christopher medallion. 
Call 638.0611 43fin 
LOST ONE GREY AND WHITE FEMALE CAT In 
the Veritas area, Answers to Smokey. Call 
635.9075 2p44 
LOST white & light brown male dog, 1 ft. tall, 
around the Keefer St. area, Answers to Sonu. 
Reward offered. 638-1053. 2p45 
FOUND 1 --  8 month old blue Heeler female 
ouonv with collar, call 638.0730 2p45 
20. Pets & Livestock 
INTERIOR TRAILER SALES. Charmac and 
Logan Coach, Stock and horse trailers. Also 
osed trailers. 1,747.3785, 1-992-9293 
24p39 
GOOD LOOKING CHESTNUT PONY, 14V~ 
hands, 8 years~ Shows western dressage and 
over fences. $2,500. Video available. Call 
694•3521 .4p42 
10 USEO ENGLISH SADDLES, 4 used westeml 
saddles. Call 638.7252 between 2:00,6:00 
p.m. Monday, Friday 10:00 a.m, • 6:00 p.m. 
Saturdays, ; ;  ~ • 4p43 
TWO QUALITY VERSATILE FILLIES, black, 
AQHA, incentive fund. Chestnut, solid Ap- 
paloosa, halter record, Seth gentle, sound, 
breeders group, completed on monlh profes. 
signal basic schooling, HItiorest 1-692-3403 
I"HREE BEAUTIFUL YOUNG QUARTERHORSE 
foals of 1989. Classy movers, Also two flashy 
geldings, good for rodeo events or show 
events, call 1.692.3722 anytime 4p44 
No. 103-471e I.szelle Avenue 
638-1127 
Are you interested in losing Weight, in 
meeting ether people with the same pro- 
blem? A new T.O,F.S. (Take Off Pounds 
Sensibly) is being organized in your area. 
A imdimlnary megn 0 will be hem 
Wed. Feb. 27 
In the audltodum of 15o $1c~M Health 
Unit 
The meeting will be heki in the morning 
with weigh.in starting at 6:30, So come 
have coffee, watch a ridge and meet 
some new fdends. Reaso brings fdend. 
For further Information phone Evelyne at 
635.7015. 4p44 
LOT FOR SALE on South end. Quiet cul.de- 
sac. Asking $12,000 or will build to suit. 
635.6230 4p44 
OWNER TRANSFERRED 
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION 
11 yr. old 1,550 sq. ft. 3 bdrm home on 
65 x 176 lot located on S. Eby. Garden 
area, fruit trees, chHdrso's play loft. Walk 
to hospital and schools. Features 15 x 30 
living room, frpl, large family room, double 
'carport. 2 bdrm basement su ta to help 
With mortgage. Natural gas and well in. 
:'sufated, 
A MUST TO BE 
SEEN INSIDE 
$93,000.00 
To view call 635-4355 
:i+~ 2. Mobile Homes 
1~61 '14X 58 BENDIX MOBILE HOME. EX. 
c~l/ent condition, northern insulation package, 
natural gas heat, ~dge, stove, built.in 
d~washer& tnlcrow~'ve Joey shack & large 
sdndeck. $22,900. 635.3761 after 4:30 
4p44 
14'x56' TRAILER with 12'x32' addition 
located in Boulderwood Trailer Court. 4 ap- 
p!lancas included. Moving must sell. Call 
638-8665, l p 4 5  
~: 3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDtIOGM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
li50.1300 sq, if, plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, oarport and satellite T,V. 
Houston. Phone 845.3161. 31tin 
850 SO. FT. of office space, 4623 Lakelse. 
$525 per month, Call 635-2552. 24tin 
MOBILE HOME PADS for rent. One f-'orr a 
double-wide mobile., First months rent 
iron.Call 1.656.9564 . . . .  29tin 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR RENT at Lakelse 
Lake. Available now, CootactBox 39, clo Tar. 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave, Terrace. 
3 BEDROOM 1t/e. BATH, DUPLEX, No pets, 
quiet, clean, fddge, stove, washer, dryer 
Hinds,:AvaIL. March :!~,:$700! per monlh. 
,,~, , , , ,  :!:+, , 443  
4p44 
1985 FIERO 2M6 SE, 6 cyl. 4 speed, E.C. 
WANTED TO RENT a 30 -50 ft. boat from April - $6,000. O.B.O. Call 635.6629 lp45 
15- June 1. Must sleep six comfortably. Call 
798-2562 4p44 
RESPONSIBLE WORKING COUPLE looking for a 
1 or 2 bedroom house or trailer or apartment, 
Phone 638.0280. 4p45 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J,D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0.C,3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
-lifetime aluminum .has everything & trailer 
,$19500. 82 lade 2.door auto • good cond. 
$1500. 14 ft. Td.huO speed boat. 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800, Clean Okanaoan Camper 
• .hyd. jacks, $2000. New Kuboda lite plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Bex 161 
Gronisle. Ph. 697.2474. 19tin 
IT COSTS NO MORE to get the best. Over 20 
years in professional taxidermy, For free 
estimate, call Wolfgang at Bus. 1•692-3093, 
Res, 1,692.7682 fin21 
22 -- 250 REMINGTON VARMINT SPECIAL. 
Heavy contour barrel. 4 x 12 power scopo, 
$500. Call 635-4894 29fin 
KENMORE DRYER $450 080, Kenmore 
washer $550 080, Kenmore range $550 0130. 
Both extra capacity, heavy duty. All excellent 
cond. 635.6370 4P42 
ALLISON PIANO, Rosewood finish with bench. 
Ex._cellent cend. $1,800. call 635.9121 8p42 
83 CADILLAC ELDDRAD0. Top condition. 
$800. 0.B.0. 638.8882 4c45 
SPRING FEVER? Catch this deal.,. 1987 
Firebird Trane Am, low mileage, new condi- 
tion, T.roof, air.conditioning, computedzed 
dash, $18,000 obo. Call 638.8444 after 6 
9. Trucks for Sale 
88 FORD CREW CAB 4x4 in EC. 351 EFI, auto, 
new tires, 39,000 kin, boxflner. $16,500 
Call 635-9121 8p42 
1984 GMC TRUCK 5 ton with 20 ft. van. Has 
hydraulic tall gate, Like new. Call 627-8320 
1982 CHEV S/10 Short box P/U, new TA 
radials, new engine (only 3,000 kin). Spent 
more than $4,500 on new parts. Asking 
$4,900 firm. For more information call 
845.2540. Ask for Derek 4p42 
1984 DODGE 2.WHEEL DRIVE pickup, 318 
propane, new brakes and 'E' brake, new 
+winter tires, runs good. $3,500, Call 
845.7709 4p42 
1990 FORD RANGER XL 4x4 PS/PB, 5 spd,; purcmaso. 
AC, stereo, light package, alum, mils/dins. ' -  847-5612 
$2,500 plus take over payments or ,/??1 111 In 
635.5672 or 635-2540 4p42 ~ v . , .  
1985 GMC RALLY STX. Passenger van. 350 :M 
motor, NIG conversion, trailer hitch, very well [ ]  
kept, Phone 635.3602 4p42 IH I 
WOODGREEN 
FOR SALE OR RENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS 
4832 LAZELLE AVENUE 
Natural Gas Fireplaces, Dishwashers, Frldge, Stove, Drapes, 
Plush Carpeting, Balconies or Personal Patios, 
Ceramic Tiled Bathrooms & Ensultee 
1/2 Block from Skeena Mall & MecDonalde ' 
Large Kitchens, beautifully appointed. 
**********  
• Resident Manager and Security En 
• Undercover Parking 
Price Range~S31,000 to $47,6 
+~ ~ +~PHONE=635-931 
I i I i i ' ' '~+ ;~] : - J "  
::i + . . ; , ;  . +. + +. . ;  ;~;+~;,,:~+ + .... + ::~;,: , ;  :~++:; ~ 
MOVING MUST SELL116% R, boat and trailer. 
70 hp evlnmde, flsMinder, VHF downdggers, 
$3,500 635-7309 4p43 
1985 20' ALICRAFT with 351 motor. 3 stage 
Hamilton Jet and tandem trailer $25,000. Call 
635-4540 4p44 
30' CARVER AFT Cabin. Twin diesel engine. 
Loaded. 1.695.6698 4p45 
WELDED ALUMINUM BOAT 55 HP Evenrnde 
trailer, c,"z, vas top, Walk through, windshield. 
$6,000. Call 635.4894. fin45 
15. Machinery 
1978 KENMORE LOGGING TRUCK., Asking 
• $25,(J00. Will cooslder travel trailer or motor 
home as partial payment. Call 632-6255 or 
632.7597 4p43 
A LOGGERS STEAU 1980 TO15e Intema. 
lionel Crawler completely rebuilt 14 months 
ago 60% undercarriage, $45,000. Sedous en- 
guides only. 636.9120 4p44 
16, Farm Produce 
HAY FOR SALE. Good quality. No rain, $3.00 
per bale. 835-3380 8p38 
No. 1 HARD RED SPRING WHEAT from 
Saskatchewan (cleaned). Excellent for grin. 
dlng. $16 per 25 kg bag. Discount for Volume 
purchase. Also have high quality oats. 
. . . .  : 4p42 
18. BusinessServlces 
SILVER BIRCH 
ELECTRICAL 
* MsJor Appliance Repair 
• Electrkml W1dng 
IVAN & BITCH 
ReoIiIraeon NO. 16e/3 
- -CALL - - - - -  I 
6SO-72991 
iii!ii ;!i ¸i :
iii!: i i /!il 
i 
ALL BREED I 
DOG GROOMING I 
Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Expedenpa I 
JANE TURNER 63S-8018 I 
.oro, .g.o.=.. . , .o.  I 
I Skeena Health Unit 3512 Kahim .=-~,d 
m= 
Nirvana 
Metaphysics 
Centre 
Preeenta 
ALAN SIDEEN 
Spiritual Healer 
Lecture and healings , 
Pro-registrations Bed ~ :* 
appointments . . . . .  
Coming Mar. 8 -10  + 
3611 Cottonwood Cres. 
635-7776 i i , .  i 
i 
/~ :  Nirven8: .... 
Metaphys ics  
Centre : '  
Men. - Sat. 1 o - 5 and 
Man., Wed.:& ,Fd. Z~ -9  
Your Centre for,:sel 
understanding' awareneSS, 
expansion and healing., ~ 
635-7776 
3611 Cottonwood Crescent 
q 
5. Business . ,~, 
Opportunities ~ i!, 
EXCITING BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY,: Phme 
835.3484 . . . .  ; ' .  +:+ fin42 
AT LASTI An attracOve way to makemone~/ 
at home, New book tells how, Free Informs, 
lion, Folly guaranteed, llmifed printing, Wdte 
to Pine Publishing, Box 258, Bums Lake, B C.+:: 
voJ lEO : +4Phl 
e; , 
• ' 25, Bueiness, 
: Oppmunitles 
: i ; !AN)f ~A~I~Rous TREES around the yard 
::i :, ~ or shop and you th nk they will bow 
: down; Will remove safely, Reasonab e rates 
:call 848 9552 4p45 
: ADVERh$1~ personal messages n the Terrace 
Standard.. Confidentiality Is assured. Phone 
~ :636.7283 Monday to Friday,.9 a.m to 5 p.m. 
WELL BUILT RANCHER (57 years) mends prat. 
ty. cowgirl with good business head and nice 
f!oure.. Send rap es tie this paper, Box 290. 
i 
: From the DAHA'I HOLY v~dtings ' 
i"+'O My friend, listen with heart 
i'and soul to the songs of the spirit. 
I and lreasure them as thine own 
]eyes." 
I To explore these wdUngs further call 
1 635-3219 ~ 636.9012 
27. Announcements 
PHILUPINE 'DANCE TROOP (Sponsored by 
Klllmat .~Multlcultural Society) Sunday, 
February 24. 2 p.m. Mount Elizabeth Theatre. 
For tickets ca 1638-1594 lp44 
:+:. .ACT ION 
: L ~ _ . . ~ - ~ J ,  . ~'BUY ~SELL  ~RENT ~"rRADE - - - - -  [1111~ 
:' " - '  . . . . . .  ~ ....... ..' ........ " ..:,..:. " - .  . . . .  ~- - - - - - -~"  i 21, ne,p wanlell tLoio,,.opct ispL,.p : - ,  
JOIN THE WINNING TEAM United Buy and Sell 
has openings for 2 dynamic self-motivated 
and ambitious manager trainees (no ex. 
patience necessa~) but must be willing to 
start at the bottom and work herd. Great 
future with annual Income potential "of 
$50,000, No srOokers. 635.4111 35fin 
THE BURNS LAKE DENTAL CLINIC Is looking 
for a Certified Dental ASsistant. Please submit 
resumes to 96.2nd Avenue or P.O. Box 169, 
Bums Lake, VOJ lEO 4p43 
HAIR~E,~ER. Full or part time. Dues.Lake. 
1.692.7687 days. 4p44 
WORK PART TIME. EARN EXTRA MONEY, ee 
a Watklns dealer,. Wdte Watklns Dealer, Box 
2108, Smithers D.C., VOJ 2NO or phone Pat at 
847-2547 " ' 4p44 
DISTRleUTION NETWOnK moving •into your 
area. 1.3 key'peopIe needed. FantasHc $$$ 
opportunity. 338.2174 (recorded message) 
3p45 
i 
DELIVERY 
DRIVERS 
NEEDED 
• Must have Own vehicle and 
i knowledge of the Terrece 
HURIIY, &Ca lares' +P'Y ,n person ,o 
I Niko's 2 for I Pizza 
[]ICBC ' .s o ra,. 
i Any day after3 p.m. 
i i  ' 
~p~-~ ~'~ ..... Province of I~tllh C, ctumbl 
~ i~ i Mlntlby of 8OIIcfl~ Oenen 
~D.C.Corrections Branch 
TERRACE COMMUNITY 
• CORRECTIONAL CENTRE 
TRUST ACCOUNT/LEAVE 
, MANAGEMENT Ct.ERK POSITION 
He Used To Be Nerdy sa~.SeSSle.;t,~e.dS 
But Now He's Turned Thirty rheTem¢eCommunltyCommtlomdCentrehue 
• Happy Birthday Carmen temporwy openln 9 for a Trust Ac¢oord/1.~va 
Mlm~ement Cle~ The l ucce l  "ful ~pllc~dlon will Love Morn & Harry, be rnponlible for IKlmlnlMndlon luppod seM¢n 
Rabbis, Mark, Colleen and Tarnmy Including: typing, reception, telephone 
switchboard and other re sled duties. The 
encurnblnt v~ll Idzo be relponsible for financial 
accountJng and (eave management furctlons 
wlth;n the institution. 
Prerequisite ere: grade 12 with business or 
accounting counms; 3 y~m cledcaJ experience or 
2 )'ears ~er 1 year In pro~Anclld government; the 
ablnty to operate computer, typewriter, word 
processor, e~ln 9 m~hlna and zwftchboard; 4C 
w.p.m, typing ;have • good knovdedge of office 
pra©llcel and procedures; know edge ol 
accounting and buzln~m procedu~; ~ ~ to 
workco-oPorat/vely wilh other l~d? In team concapl, 
tact, maturlty and responslbillly; and must 
conlent to I pollce record ch~k. 
Please submit application 1o: 
Terrace ComzcUonll C~zntm 
4826 H~nvmy 16W, 
Terrace Bdneh ~olumbla 
veO lt.B 
by March 5,1991. 
SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE 
\ \  
The largest import dealer in the Northwest requires 
an experienced Sales Representative. 
Applicant must be neat in appearance, reliable, 
must have a minimum grade twelve education and 
be able to deal effectively with the public. 
We offer a good benefits package and an excellent 
earnings potential. 
Resume required. For an appointment contact . . . .  
THORNHILL MOTORS 
LTD, 
3040 Hwy 16 East 
I Terrace, B.C. J 
• KISPIOX BAND COUNCIL 
Box 25, R.R,No. 1, Kbplox B,C. V0J 1YO 
hone 842.5248 or 842.524D Fax 842.5604 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
i Position: ~ Band Administrator 
Salary: $31,000.00 + depending on experience 
Closing Date: March 25, 1991 
Band Administrator to report to the Kisplox Band Council, the candidate 
will possess at least 5 years experience in Band Administration. The 
individual will be self.starting, hands on manager to take charge of the 
financial and administrative responsibilities of the band. 
i:XPERIENCE 
-In supervision of staff 
• In the delivery of band programs 
• In financial management and a working knowledge with computers. 
QUALIFICATIONS 
i',Manage a variety of programs ialated to band management, in. 
frastructure, housing, etc. 
. Conduct meetings and prepare repeals and ccmspoudence. 
: ,  Build a good working relationship with individuals and the public sec 
tot. 
: ~.' Analyze, advise and recommend on matters dealing with reallocation 
;+~+ of funds and ~n~a~,  + 
i: KNOWLEOGE 
• Of fundlnO actuating IXaCtlces + 
' Of federal and provincial legislation and programs affecting bends. 
• Of local poHtlel, 10~10, IC~0mlc needs,, etc. : ? :. 
i Fmvard mS~ kid m~'tces to: KISPiOX DAND COUNCIL: 
~+, ' DOX25, R.R;NO.;1+: : : .  
+ 
, ,, ,, ..;, ' r  , .  ~ . . ~ i  i I ~ ~ : • • •i 
l:en'ace Siam:lard; . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  .... ....... : W,~.nesday, Felxmzry 27, 1991 - Page B13 
to 35 hours per week, Mon..Fd. some flexlbill. 
ty. OaytimewmkcellDelty635.5135. 2p49 
EXPERIENCED ASSISTANT required for 
veterinary hospital+ Outgoing person able to 
relate to public, able to handle animals. 
References required For Information call 
e3]-3300 days, • 2p45 
HELP WANTED 
Required Imn~edlately 
parttime Grave-yard ' 
Front Desk Clerk 
Must have basic office skills, 
good communlcatlon akllle, be 
well groomed and personable. 
Apply In person wlth resume to: 
Dabble Molnlyre, 
Inn of The West, 
4620 Lakelae Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
ii I i 
0veneas Jobs 
0veneas Jobs 
l)onuP 
! ,BC 
32, Legal NoUces 
LAND 
TITLE ACT 
IN THE MATTER OF Dupficaie 
Certificate of Title No. K8857 to 
Lot 13 District Lot 1433, Range 
5, Coast District, Plan 5814. 
WHEREAS, proof of loss of 
Duplicate Certificate of Title No. 
K8857 to the above described 
land, issued in the name(s) of 
WAYNE BENJAMIN HODGES, 
and MORAG THERESA HODGES 
has been tiled in this office, 
notice is hereby given that I 
shall, at the expiration date of 
two weeks from the date of first 
publication hereof, issue a Pro- 
visional Certificate of Title in 
lieu of the said Duplicate, unless 
In the meantime valid objection 
be made to me in writing. 
DATED this 19th day of 
February, 1991. 
Brian Bigras 
Registrar 
BB:gr 
DATE OF FIRST PUBLICATION 
Wednesday, February 27, 1991 j 
32. Legal NoHces 
! LAND 
TITLE ACT 
IN THE MATTER OF Oupllcaie 
Certificate of Title No. D10928 
to Lot 1, District Lot 361, 
Range 5, Coast District, Plan 
3287 and Lot 3, District Lot 
361, Range 5, Coast District, 
Plan 3287'. 
WHEREAS, proof of loss cf 
Duplicate Certificate of Title No. 
D10928 to the above described 
land, issued in the name(s) of 
Terrace Little Theatre Society 
has been filed in this office, 
notice is hereby given that I 
shall, at the expiration date of 
two weeks from the date of first 
publication hereof, issue a Pro- 
visional Certificate of Title in 
lieu of the said Duplicate, unbss 
in the meantime valid objection 
be made to me in wdting. 
DATED this 20th day of 
February, 1991. 
Brian Bigras j 
BB:Gr Registrar 
DATE OF FIRST PUBLICATiON 
Wednesday, February 27, 1991 
All Skills • All Fields 
Paid Housing • Food • Travel 
Medical • Transportation 
• Tax Free Income 
Call Now 
(305) 095-1909 
• EXTENSION NO. C90. 
OR SEND RESUME TO: 
INTERNATIONAL 
CAREER NETWORK. 
1680 N.E 135th St. 
SUITE 102 WEST 
N. MIAMI, FLORIDA 33181 
Full Service Employment 
Agency - Licensed - Fee 
Invitation to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation end 
HlghMlyg Act, Section 49(1), sealed tenders are Invited for the following: 
Project No.: 067S8-0001 
Location: Terrace, D.C. 
De~rlpnon: Thc work to be complcterl under this contract le 
the picking up of 102 aMndard Bailey Tremmma from Pit No. 
(Terrace), the cuffing and welding required to produce 6 
enlarged Tetrahedrone, the tranepotl of all materiels required. 
end the erection of O Mandg~ and 6 enlarged Telrahed~l 
©omptste with webbing and RHino loops ut ~Wue YeN. 
~ed tsndm~, completed in ec~ce wi~ the Conditions 
of Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry 
of Trsnspertstlon and Highways at No. 400 • 4546 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, 8.C. V8G 1V4 until 2:00 p.m. (local time)on March 1, 
1991, when |anders will be opened in Public. 
A security deposit/surety bid bond will not he required (in accor. 
danc e With the co, ndl~ns of the tender). 
'; A pre-lendermeellng wilfnot bemqulred. ',~ :: * ~::, +~,~ : 
Tender documents complete with envelope, plane, specifics. 
lions and conditions of tender ere avalfable from the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways st No. 400. 4546 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IV4. Phone 638-333813617, Fax 638.3441 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., and 1:00 p.m. to 
4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday, except holidays. 
Where required, payment for contract documentation 8haft be 
made by certified cheque or money order, made Payable to the 
Minister of Rnanco and Corporate Relations. All purchases are 
non-refundable. 
For further Information contact George Lomas, Project Manager j 
at (604) 038.3375 or fax (604) 638-3646. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be ~ccepted. 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
HOHOURABLE RITA JOHf|STON 
MINISTER OF TRANSPORTATION AND 
HIGHWAYS 
~ i l t l l l  i 
I m m i  
c~Jmem pea.ream m LI~ 
RNI IM.E lY IB : 
• Items Prepertsd Io be as Ioilows: 
lm r-=v amw. g q l  Tram.. 
Im-laslW. 
1007 ~ 1-10 4](4- I ~ Imm.. '" 
cmqm.  
For appointment to view . ca/I 
635-7S49. All soles we ~ an "As Is  
• Where Is" basis, no ~ or ~, 
guarantees lmplled or given. "' 
ii 
( ~  Province of Minislty of 
Brllllh Columbll Forestl 
Sealed lenders for the f01iswlno 
win be received by the oist~t MH~r, 
MinlsW of Forests, General Deilvwy, 
~=ke, D.C. VOC 1LO by March 20, 
1991 at 3'.~ p.m. Tm~ Mil M 
at ~ls Ume. 
can. t  ~ for ~ ~oion nt 
detection persmmel to man Dad]aria 
Lookout from May B, 1991 IS August 31, 
1991 and One Ace Lookout from May 20, 
1991 to August 31, 1991.9oth lookouts 
ate ascesslbls only by helicopter. All per. 
sonnal ~ l~ by the Contractor must 
certified at the MinlsW of Forests 
Lookout Training School 
Tenders must be submitted on the lorrn 
and In the envelopes supplisd which with 
particulars, may be obtained from the 
Mmistry of Forests, Oist~t Manaw, as 
Indicated. The lowest or any other lender 
will not necess~,ly be accepted. + 
Invitation to Tender 
RFP No. 1080-20/ ' rER 
The Crown in the Right of the Province of British Columbia, 
as represented by the Minister of Government Management 
Services and Minister Responsible for Women's Programs 
invites sealed proposals for the provision of a courier ser- 
vice for the general area of Terrace, B.C. Requests for pro- 
posals may be obtained from the following Government of- 
fice of March 8, 1991. 
Ministry of Regional and Economic Development 
Government Agent 
101.  3220 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5K8 ~ r . 
Proposals will be received until 4 1i'i 
1991 by the: .... • +~ 
Manager, Greater Vancouver, 
Interior and Northern Operations 
Postal and Distribution Services ~ : 
No. 102.  4570 Canada Way 
Burnaby. B.C. 
V5G 4N6 
The outside of the envelope must be marked j 
"Proposal for RFP No. 1080-20/TER" 
. ~ ~  Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Government Management Services 
and Minister Responsible for Women's Programs 
PURCHASING COMMISSION 
Postal and Distribution Services 
A Product Sales and Service Enterprise 
BCYCNA 
eRITIr~I 
ANDYUKON 
~n'Y  
1~BP^PER8 
N;SOCIAllON 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BOYCNA AT (604) 669-9222, 
for~ 
$195 - 
$3,70 each eddlional word 
AUTOIklllYE 
~wnwl. Huge glock d 
~.  F~ ~ t~ to 1~1. 
gemini Oalu. 4?SE Eat 
=0 = 
. DULB~O ~L~ 
m IqlRSONN.II 
ORDER YOUR 'LOVE 81UFF" 
BY MAIL FROM OUR NEW 
LOVER'8 LANE OATALO01 
una~K ua eat tn b'~ 800 IN 
_HO+ME 8HOPPIN~I BE81"BE. 
LECTION! GREAT eERVlCEI 
DQOI:BI WINIX)W~I ~dor 18/nallk]0. LOVER'8 LANE 
lad e,x~m~r ~ metsl led ~WTiW QUF-., 1074 8HOFPF..R'8 
.Fnlnoh d~ wood wlndowl, W, O/WPBELL RIVER, 
RFJP,,alooik~tto ELC.,YOW~A~, PH:206-1010. 
W~.KER DOOR and WINDOW 
In Ver,~-__,Y~_ alI~366.1101. I ID~Al l~  
O~O~Be H.~e ammr Io home- 
DICKIEDEEICECREAM. 8nk. 
ing d l~om Io fun km~d 
La~lm IdoYck~ f~r rammer from 
mm~ ar md Ix~lmm. Tndnlng. 
You ~m m~ 
IIQUPMillrlI'& 
FOR 8ALE MISC I HIJ.P WANI-IFJ) NOTIC~ 
Po~rs 
A FREE HUNTING, FISHING, 
OAMRI'~I C, ATALOQ ($6 value). 
!.~ !~o,u_ _ (~ho~py scc~. 
.aBel and 8.LP,. will nud~ our 
;.FL M~ OneS, DqX. at2, l~a~ 
Avenue, Wbn~eg, Meal- 
Rag :~1. Offer s~ 
M~31,1NI .  
unt~. Office Mm~0 o ~UJ.BTONEB? M~er~ 
~ t ~ l ~ e ~  ~ ~u ~ w ~ G m ~  
cl am ~ ~o~am an 
have mmp+_.u~r, z_kl~. _l:J~s It m.m or had their 
memr~ and bod~m~dng., ~ zw~mtmtede)4 388"801;!. ~ ~. ~mamoandm~eeec~ 
p~,wn mr a ~ mlente PI~8ONAL8 
_.~?no .nm+toBooclO~O, Powe OULD YOU LIKE to conm- 
~m~.. r Nev, m, 7000 .,M0eml, pews ~d wlZh un~ ClCmltsn 
r~mr, B.C., VaA 2P.,& 
P pPL .j   . . . . .  p .o .  =ROS, C~,  B,C. V0E 1M0. 
• r guide ! I I 
7.A Tmvoi. Vwl~om~r/Al~le;. 
~ . ~ ~ l ~ J  ~ P m ~ & ~  ' no mike $10~ ~H ~ mum ~m $1.e04 Io 
m n o s a ~  ex 11_0 oiL'. N,w lm ,eu, w, mm (4o3.)4r o= ior =.4. . , .  o~ro~ IneeMoe. 
vsYmT. I _ ,  _ ,  lag B~ko Ue~nm~r~ .L~_ .~cmaU~nn~ ~ ~ , T ~  
IrrA . . . . .  I p.gL~r, ~ ~ ~ B.C.. ~ Inamnoe 
r.,u-u~l m~mm, own m I mopw. ~ mmmu~e m abler existed, i ¢~¢' marls hu 8 cby atd mlao. I nM, No~ or _13pldlnca. l ' ' POl~eUummm~ bookolhudnea.~e'~dl~ ncdonl, ul~flemltoM~mmg~ mnm Io41. ~" - - "  ~m~m,m i ~  from . . . . . _  Fml l~:W~b / forf~mllyora~dngerpra.mllm., .~IA C~mn~lte, Box 143, UI- 
• - . . . . . .  M '~M~. ,~ . .~  ~ 
NBNBPAIPER ITEM8 • / . .  _p , , .~ .mem~.  a . . . . . . . . .  I . . . .  urn: m mm3m~ mum ~ue- Eedll Wad( at Ire. Mlerlo A D ~  
tom  zo. .E~llor.._~Rl_,,rN_ew~70~O 
or/wwt 4th, V im / ~,um,.,, =*, .u= - ,~,,,, ,,, I YOUR 8U~NES~I ~TIUNEO~UUm:~man. .... var 100 mm,of~ emz w~l  ~ UV l~K 
or~mtlhlz mWap~w lane Ommlm Eml~ l d (eo~ see. ~ lot o= ,+oo. 
m k/omal~n, 
r~ 
~J 
+ 
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:EF t , , : ,  + ' " ' ' +~ + ~'+:' ~r ~ P APPLE JU|CE( ) ~lm 1 + +++++;+++ SWEET BY 
• HtSMSMeEa - GST IS INCLIJDED B.Em), / 
STHEoAMt#~ED FROZEN lO,K'l'sPocOLO C.4~TE ' MINI BUNOS FAB,¢ DOG FOOD ~ ~'+ MINI PHOTO FRENCHvaIIeyFarmsFmS HALF PLAYER +,styleheuse SPECIAL woolcrost E~so++..MOTORtOlL DINNERWARE Ferkay • ALBUMS 1/2 Reg, 2,59 Metre Dry 8 k9 Bag Reg, 8.99 1.66,0,+ 6.99 1.77 ~,a Pi~e Stonewaro Reg. 4.99 8 oz. Bag • Shoestrieg 1 kg Bag VHS Full Features 1 Litre SET Holds 120 Photo 
"++'"" 217.00 • 89 .89 PRICE! 298.00 PRICE 19.99 
LADIES LADIES 
JOGGERS JOGGER 
Brooks Sprinter 
Velcro or Lace Velcro or Lace 
Reg. 28.88 Reg. 15.98 
24.49 12.98 
JACKETS AND PUZZLES 
MENS JOGGERS MENSJOGGERS MENS JOGGERS YOUTHS & BOYS JOGGERS POPOVERS PUZZLES 
Brooks Sprinter Hi Tops BOYS JOGGERS Sprinter Fleece BOYS JEANS 
Velcro or Lace Velcro or Lace Reg. 25.99 Hi Tops Lace Up Sizes 1.6 Mens or Boys Includes Wrangler, PUZZLES 
Reg. 28.88 Reg. 15,98 Reg, 23,99 Reg. 14.99 GWG, Levis Reg. 18.00 Childrens and adults 
24.49 12.98 19.99 17.99 10.99 40% 13.00 HUGE 
OFF SAVINGS! 
I J I R i~ 
i ~ ~ l  i+'~11 i +ii: ~REASONSTO SHOP 
/e-- \ II WOOLWORTHZ 
i ~+, ,~ ' " ,  ~ '~ _ " :- --' X II ~vpnv unmn~v+ . ~ . EVERY WEDNESDAY . 1. We Can't Be Beat" Pricing Policy 
' . . . . . . .  - = ' ii ~ ~  EVERY TUESDAY ~___ i __ -=. .  a We regularly check our competition to 
r~, I II o . , , , . - i - J  EVERY TUESDAY ~pi lO I I l~[ [ I  a l  ensure our everyday items are com- 
: _  . . -~ . .  P! A I IR  i l l  soup ~.nu - - - - - - -  i - petitive 
ROBIN H oUKUB u r~,.,..," Ill ,San wich 2 FOR 1 Meat Sauce ,,us- ...... : 
• ~o ~g,,++ I II ' ' " _ "  " ' " " - - ' - i  ". "~. " " " All You Can Earl We will meet any local competitor's 
( ¢ • s ' G~tE;I e 'chmonth ' ualy everything in our 
Featured And Get A 2 15% OFF virt I " \\ 5- ( -  I -I / / ;  2150 :~ao%econd Din er FR E, 3.00! store for Senlors the last Thursday .. of 
~-~ ~ il 3 Monthly Family Allowance 
/ ~ ~ ,I • grow 
~.- - . . - - i  ~ I II EVERY SATURDAY & : Win the value of your family allowance 
ImEn l iaZ Im I II EVERY FRIDAY SUNDAY cheque in merchandisel For your free en- 
Iml;;Im m=,~_--,- I il EVERY THURSDAY m . . .  , U ,+ r t ,~ , . , ,  try form just cash your F.A. cheque with 
, ,  ,on c ,n . ,  ~-at  I - ISn  nm I , fOg~ your purchaser 
I ;o l~a~al i~l~ If Salad Bar, Fridays, O0 
! I i , . I . ,  ~m~ i l l  Includes Caesar. Tossed, ,nnh,dn~l:RPFrl,~g,rtnf II~ll~lil~ / ..,~ i l ] l l l l r  %.. \ I~  ! | I i l i  V ,~D I . ,  PO ............................... - . . . . .  
, , . ,_ . . : . . , . , , - ,  I El miD, I:tc, The Dayl Choose From SATURDAY A.M. i .~¢>'~" .-.. ~ ' ~ "  ~,F~. 
~av. ,g : ,  II ~J~ 1111'I ' "Eng,lshSt~,e"Fm,+~C,,ps Bacon, Enos & I "" l l~~i l "~ -'+ UD To + I I  +. u u • Or +lshermMaonrSe, Platte r & Toast- ~.. ~ ' 
" II . 99. 
.+ . -+ , , ,  o / _  ... 
i I +'I.I IO . | .  GOOD FOODI GOOD AILY VALUE , . • .-,--F'T Ms~,,~""'" - ~  Kn ~.r. ..,.. ,, ,.,_re,  HER 
L LADES, C IHLORENS_, B OYs, GIRLS, ! COME JOIN US FOR LUNCH __  ~ ,~H~r .o  m l~,m,,.- j 
MENS WEAR i - - i i ~  225 0 ~ox / 
I DEPARTMENT! ~ 
SOFA AND SOFA AHD SOFA AND 3 PC. I)LqETTE BUTTERFLY TABLI: PAI~SOHS TABLE TAOLI: &. SR~E~e. I Ma~t.~s I D~? 2Ma~l~5ss 0~. 2Ma~t~s ' 
SWIVEL ROCKER LOVESEAT LOVESEAT ' SET 4 CHAIRS 4 CHAIRS 4 CHAIRS SALE , | SALE SALE 
Palllser By Tr01ster By Dynasty By Mords Chrome Euro Look Oak By Oanadol 139,95 I 189,95 199,95 
~,  899.99 ' Reg, 1008.00 .eg 869 O0 Reg, 154.99 Rag, 349.99 Reg. 399.99 Reg. 524.95 Single Boxspring Double Boxsprmg Queen Boxspring 
699.99 799.00 669.00 129.99 249.99 299.99 399.95 RE rG+A~ '9 5 I "~°,,',~:'" ,~o+1,:,~ 
+, 89.96 I 109,95 139.96 
I 
2 SHELF 
BOOKCASE 
oak or Wmto 
29.9.5 
3 SHELF 
BOOKCASE 
Oak or White 
Reg.' 54,95 
39.95 
+. .  ,•  . 
• • . /  
;Sorry No -We Reserve 
Ralnchecke -+:' • The Right To 
, • Limit Quant t ee 
i ' i |  i i  i 
4 SHELF 
BOOKCASE 
Oak or White 
Reg, 59,95 
44.95 
I I 
TRIPLE DRESSER 
Washed Oak 
By Palethmpe 
Reg, 229,00 
• 169.00 
NISHT TABLE 
By Palethorpe 
Reg. 69.00 ' 
69.00 • 
,. DOOR CHEST 
By I~leth~ 
• Rag, !49.00 
109.00 + 
I 
. ! 
,? 
MIRROR 
By Pafethorpo 
Reg. 79.00 
59.00  
DYNASTY 
DRESSERS 
4 Drawer Re~. 119.95 
SALE 79.95 
5 Drawer Reg. 129.95 
SALE 99.95 
6 Drawer Reg. 144,95 
8ALE 109,95 
Night Table Rag, 04,95 
09.95 
i 
I 
EUROPEAN 
COLLAPSIBLE 
4 SheII Reo, 119.95 
, SALE 89.90 
3 Shelf Rag. 74,99 
SALE 49.99 
I t  
FRIDGES 
3.1 Cu. Ft. Bar 
Reg. 250.00 
SALE 
2oo2oo 
1.8 Cu, FL Bar 
Reg. 200.00 
SALE+ 
169,00 I 
I 
8TORE HOUR8. 
Remember Provincial Tax Mon~- Wed. '+:': + 9:30/6:00 
Is Calculated By Cash ~. ~ Thurs. &'Fri, ~ : ': .... 9:30:9:00 '
Register Bofore the , ' ~ Sat, ' ' 9:00,6:00 
GST, Is Added Inf . r ~ "  !~i'+ Sun, ; : 11:00.5:00 i 
